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Executive summary 
This thesis contributes to the study of brand management in sports, in particular 

football, through the definition of a comprehensive set of brand associations in team 

sports and by providing managers with a powerful tool to measure, understand and 

enhance the brand equity of their clubs. 

 

In team sports, on-the-pitch results are important, though not the only component in 

determining the success of a club. Professional sports, football among all, have 

evolved into world-scale industries; hence, clubs should be considered as brands in 

all respects. Professional and customer-oriented brand management is therefore a 

necessity to ensure their commercial success and long-term viability. Such approach 

emphasises the importance for managers to understand and measure what 

determines the strengths and weaknesses of their clubs’ brands for their customers, 

and how marketing strategies are vital for nurturing brand equity and capitalising it. 

Since football fans show levels of loyalty and involvement higher than customers in 

any other industry, an ad hoc approach to the study of brand equity in necessary. 

 

In order to understand the antecedents of brand equity, a set of 18 brand 

associations in team sports was developed by unifying different academic 

contributions. An extensive online survey has then been administrated to 487 

football fans, asking them to evaluate their supported teams on different aspects 

relating to those 18 associations. An adapted version of the BrandAsset Valuator® 

model was used to re-classify the results and measure the current consumer-based 

brand equity for FC København (FCK), main case study, and other six clubs (Brøndby 

IF, Juventus FC, Udinese Calcio, Fenerbahce, Galatasaray and FC Barcelona). Finally, 

a benchmark analysis was performed among those teams to identify which 

marketing actions FCK can undertake to increase its brand equity and benefit from it. 

 

The study of brand equity in team sports is a relatively new discipline, whose current 

state-of-the-art is mainly focused on brand associations. This thesis contributes to 

the body of knowledge by proposing a new comprehensive set of brand associations 

and by offering a managerial framework to measure brand equity. Furthermore, the 

study revealed the interrelation dynamics among different brand associations and to 

which degree marketing has potential to influence each of them. 
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1. Introduction 
 

“Some people believe football is a matter of life and death... I can assure you it is 

much, much more important than that” (Bill Shankley). 

 

In last few decades, the sports industry has grown to one of the most important 

industries and branding in team sports is seen as one of the dynamic and new 

developments of the marketing discipline. Since professional team sports are the 

most visible and extensive example of sports, professional clubs need to be managed 

as brands in order to have commercial success (Bridgewater, 2010) and long-term 

viability (Bauer et al., 2005). In today’s competitive environment, professional sports 

modify their product to increase profit; marketers tailor the core product in order to 

increase entertainment level, extend their original concept to new markets, and seek 

wider audiences (Burton and Howard, 1999). The transfer of David Beckham to Real 

Madrid was a glaring example: along with his playing skills, that move was widely 

credited as having increased the popularity of the club, especially in Asian markets 

(Bauer et al., 2005). 

 

Brand and branding are essential components in order to generate value for 

organisations (Keller, 2003), in particular in sport teams from marketing and financial 

standpoint. Moreover, the global sports industry is worth more than € 82.6 billion a 

year, and analysts expect this to reach €96.4 billion in 2013 (PWC, 2010), even in 

recession economy. 

 

Football is undoubtedly one of the most globally significant sports. “While many 

sports have appeal and commercial success within particular regions, such as 

baseball and ice hockey in North America, few appeal to fans in all regions of the 

world” (Bridgewater, 2010 – p.2). Furthermore, football clubs have started to 

generate remarkable revenues too. This development in football industry has 

brought a dramatic shift in the role and scope of marketing, and made strategic 

brand management a crucial aspect in the management of a football club. Therefore, 

brand equity represents the key indicator for the managerial capabilities of the 

football club (Madden et al., 2006). Both the financial and the consumer-based 

perspectives are taken into consideration; nevertheless, the latter will be the main 
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focus of this study, due to fact that brand identity is the foundation of brand value 

generation (Blackston, 1996). Table 1.1 illustrates the importance of having a strong 

brand for professional football clubs: the ten most valuable football brands in the 

world are also the ones generating the highest revenues. 

 

 
Table 1.1: The most valuable football clubs. Adapted from Forbes Magazine (2011) and Deloitte 

Football Money League 2011. 

 

Since branding becomes one of the most important strategic aspects for a football 

club in order to have commercial success and sustainability, they cannot be managed 

as simple non-profit organizations anymore (Chadwick, 2009). The ascending 

mercantile importance of professional sport means that clubs are progressively 

interested in enhancing revenue in order to meet their aims (Bridgewater, 2010). 

Therefore, it is essential to employ a professional brand management team in order 

to develop and/or enhance brand equity. In the last decade, many clubs have been 

focusing on different marketing practices; for instance, in 2005 Manchester City was 

the first club to hire a major advertising agency to implement a branding campaign 

to strengthen the bond between the club and its local community (Gibson, 2005). 

 

It is thus obvious that branding is sine qua non for football clubs, but is there an 

understanding of how strong brands are developed in sports (Gladden and Funk, 

2002) and, if there is, what makes a sports team brand strong? Not every team has 

the potential and/or chance to be like FC Barcelona or Manchester United; however, 

Football club Country Brand value 
(€ mln)

Ranking 
(Forbes)

Revenue 
09/10 (€ mln)

Ranking 
(Deloitte)

Manchester United        England 1,359 1 350 3

Real Madrid        Spain 1,058 2 439 1

Arsenal        England 869 3 274 5

Bayern Munich        Germany 764 4 323 4

FC Barcelona        Spain 711 5 398 2

AC Milan        Italy 611 6 236 7

Chelsea        England 480 7 256 6

Juventus FC        Italy 456 8 205 10

Liverpool FC        England 402 9 225 8

FC Internazionale        Italy 321 10 224 9
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brand management represents the cornerstone of their long-term viability, even for 

lower division sports clubs (Bauer et al., 2005).  

 

Winning is definitely important; however, athletic success is not the only determiner 

of the strength of a brand (Kuper, 2010). Success is essential for leveraging a brand 

(Waltner, 2000), but not enough for building brand equity (Richelieu et al., 2011). In 

2004, 24,000 fans turned up for the first game of Leeds United after its relegation in 

the English second division (Ritson, 2007): this is an clear example of the existence 

of factors other than success constituting the strength of a brand and underpinning 

the loyalty of its supporters. Therefore, it is crucial for clubs being aware of the 

importance of all the different factors that determining the success of their brands. 

 

This study mainly focuses on the consumer-based brand equity; therefore, football 

fans will be at the core of the analysis. “Many fans eat, breathe, and sleep their 

clubs. Their interest and the emotional bond that they have with a club, its players, 

manager, and all that surrounds the club, transcends the level of involvement that 

most customers have even in their favourite products or services” (Bridgewater, 

2010 – p. 8). Thereof, it is important to understand how customers establish such a 

highly loyal relationship with sports teams.  

 

In the last decade, different scholars (Gladden and Funk, 2002; Bauer et al., 2004; 

Ross et al., 2006; Richelieu et al., 2011; Koo, 2009) explored different dimension of 

brand associations to better understand the determinants of brand equity in team 

sports. However, only a limited number of studies dealt with the actual measurement 

of consumer-based brand equity (Chadwick and Holt, 2008) and how marketing 

strategies can contribute to its development.  

 

1.1 Research problem and objectives 

As previously outlined, the professional sports landscape has dramatically changed in 

last decades. Namely, there was no professional sports team worth 1 billion dollars in 

2003 yet; by 2008, there were two dozens of them worldwide (Van Riper, 2009). 

This fact further emphasises the importance of understanding what elements 

constitute a sports team brand and the necessity of managing them professionally, in 

order to ensure their long-term viability.  
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Thus, this Master’s Thesis addresses the following research question: 

 

How can the brand equity of a football club 

be defined, measured and enhanced? 

 

The primary research question is further elaborated in three sub-questions:  

1. Which brand associations are defining the consumer-based brand equity for a 

football team? 

2. How can brand equity for a football team be measured? 

3. How can marketing strategies and actions create and enhance brand equity? 

 

Starting from the main academic contributions in the field of sports brand 

management, the first step of our research aims at developing a comprehensive set 

of 18 brand associations to better understand the nature of brand equity for football 

clubs. The BrandAsset Valuator® model, developed by Young & Rubicam, will then 

be adopted as the main framework to calculate the consumer-based brand equity of 

a football team. FC København is used as the main case study: the current brand 

equity of the Danish football team will be gauged, as perceived by its supporters. 

The results and marketing strategies of six other European football teams will be 

analysed, in order to identify possible marketing actions for FC København to 

enhance its brand equity. Finally, the relations between different brand associations 

will be studied, with particular focus on which level marketing can affect each of 

them. 

 

Besides contributing to the current body of knowledge in the sports brand 

management area, our research is expected to provide football brand managers with 

a powerful tool to: 1) assess the current status of their brands among supporters; 2) 

verify the effectiveness of their marketing efforts over time; 3) detect possible 

strategies for improvement of their brands through the identification and application 

of the best practices in the industry. 
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1.2 Glossary and abbreviations 

 

 
Table 1.2: List of acronyms and abbreviations 

 

 

BRO Brøndby*IF BEX Brand*extensions

FCB FC*Barcelona BMA Brand*mark

FCK FC*København COA Coach

FEN Fenerbahce COM Communication*with*fans

GAL Galatasaray CSR Community*involvement

JUV Juventus*FC FID Fan*identification

UDI Udinese*Calcio GEX Game*exprience

HIS History*/*Tradition

INT International*appeal

FIFA International*Federation*of*
Football*Associations

LEA Perceived*league*level

UEFA Union*of*European*Football*
Associations

LOC Pride*and*place

UCL UEFA*Champions*League MAN Management

UEL UEFA*Europa*League PLA Players

PRE President

REL Relationship*clubQfans

BAV® BrandAsset*Valuator® STA Stadium

CBBE ConsumerQBased*Brand*Equity SUC Athletic*success

AVE Average*Variation*Extracted TKN Team*Knowledge

!Brand!associations!Football!teams

!Competitions!and!federations

!Other
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2. Literature Review 
 

2.1 Branding in team sports 

The study of brands, given their pivotal importance in the traditional business 

sectors, has been extended in the last decades to a broader range of organisation 

types and sectors (Aaker, 1991). Branding in sports and, in particular, in the team 

sport industry clearly represents one of the most recent and dynamic developments 

of the marketing discipline (Richelieu et al., 2011). The first part of this section 

analyses the major concepts of the brand literature (definitions of a brand, brand 

elements, brand identity) and how those can be applied in the field of team sports. 

Specific attention is given to brand associations in team sports, due to their central 

role in defining brand equity. 

 

The concept of brand equity is at the core of this chapter. After providing a wide 

overview of different definitions of brand equity over time, the most prominent 

models are presented to conceptualise and measure it. Both the financial and the 

consumer-based perspectives are taken into consideration, although the study 

primarily focuses on the latter. The major contributions to date in the definition of 

brand equity in the field of team sports and the related applications of the above-

mentioned brand equity models are presented. 

 

Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger’s integrated concept of brands (2006) is adopted to 

better define the scope of the study, encompassing brand meaning (a concept 

closely related to brand equity), brand interest group (football supporters), brand 

manifestations (interactions between the brand and its stakeholders) and the 

interaction processes among those three. 

 

2.1.1 Brand definitions 

Brands are unquestionably one of the most important business concepts of late 

years. Companies spend remarkable sums of money and large amount of time in 

order to launch their new brands, leveraging the ones they already have or acquiring 

rivals (Kumar, 2003). Due to the integral use of the brand within marketing strategy 
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(Grace and O'Cass, 2002), extensive research has been done on both the definition 

and the process of branding. In modern world, the term is widely defined by The 

American Marketing Association as: ”a name, term, design, symbol, or any other 

feature that identifies one seller's good or service as distinct from those of other 

sellers. The legal term for brand is trademark. A brand may identify one item, a 

family of items, or all items of that seller.”  

 

David Aaker (1991) referred to a “brand” as a “distinguishing name and/or symbol 

(such as a logo, trademark, or package design) intended to identify the goods or 

services of either one seller or a group of sellers, and to differentiate those goods or 

services from those of competitors” (p. 7). This definition of brand has been widely 

used through marketing literature and today’s researches. From the customer's 

viewpoint, a brand can be the expression of a gathering of all their experiences of 

the product or service, representing the main point of interaction between the 

customer and the product (Kapferer, 2004; Dunn and Davis, 2004). 

 

Figure 2.1: A Brand is More Than a Product. Source: Aaker (1996), p. 74 

 

The word “brand”, in particular, has become a familiar term after the 1980s, with the 

necessity of distinguishing it from the concept of product (Ahmed and Zairi, 1999). 

Kotler and Levy (1969) proposed that a product can be in many forms: physical 

products, services, persons, organizations, and ideas. Doyle (1989) suggested that a 

product is “something produced in the factory or the office. It is about materials, 

components, labour costs, quality and output specifications” (p. 78). Aaker (1996) 
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also suggests a similar diversity in identifying variety of elements above those of a 

product that we can see in Figure 2.1. 

 

Furthermore, Styles and Ambler (1995) designated two approaches in order to 

differentiate a product from a brand. The first approach is following the traditional 

“product plus” definition, which considers that brand makes the product more 

attractive. The second one is the “holistic view”, which views the brand as the sum 

of all the elements in the marketing mix. Therefore, product is only one part of the 

marketing mix, which plays role in generating the brand (Styles and Ambler, 1995).  

 

2.1.1.1 Sport as Product 

Before analysing all the aspects connected to brands in detail, it is important to 

briefly define the field of this research. Therefore, prior to studying brands in the 

sports business, in particular regarding football teams, it is necessary to identify 

sport as a product and examine its peculiarities. A sport product is defined as any 

form of physical activities that is engaged in competitively. In team sports, the 

product is the actual game itself between two sides. Sport product can be consumed 

by consumers in person in a stadium, through the various forms of media, such as 

TV, radio or the Internet and, after it is done, as reading the newspapers and 

watching highlights (Gladden and Funk, 2002). In sport, the product is visible, but 

there is no control over the quality of the product; it is totally unpredictable. 

Therefore, it is vital to identify a broader definition of the product than just simply 

the game (Shilbury et al., 2009).  

 

Mullin (1985a) identifies the playing of the game as the core of the product, and the 

other related activities, such as food, merchandises and the facility itself, as product 

extensions. Taking the UEFA Champions League Final as an example, the Wembley 

stadium and all the services provided during the game are important in order to 

measure the overall success of the event. The quality of these supporting product 

extensions can be guaranteed; however, although FC Barcelona and Manchester 

United are recognised as two of the best football teams in the world, there is no 

guarantee for the quality of the game (Shilbury et al., 2009). 
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2.1.2 Brand elements 

Brand elements, often stated as “brand identities”, are those trademarkable tools 

that assist to distinguish and identify the brand itself (Keller, 2008). Brand elements, 

mainly brand names, logos, symbols, characters, slogans etc., are chosen in order to 

increase brand awareness and/or facilitate the formation of strong and unique brand 

associations. A brand name can include letters, words and numbers that help 

customer to distinguish one seller from another (Aaker and Joachimsthaler, 2000). A 

brand mark, which includes a graphic design or symbol, is the portion that cannot be 

conveyed verbally (Gerber, 2010), such as the lion head for FC København or the 

prancing horse for Ferrari. A logo, conversely, is a graphic mark or emblem that 

represents a specific company (Gerber, 2010). The brand elements become a 

metaphorical key by conveying some attributes about the product or service for 

unlocking brand value or equity that the brand holds (Kruger et al., 2005).  

 

2.1.3 Brand Identity 

Brand identity was mentioned for the first time in Europe by Kapferer in 1986. The 

Brand identity concept comprises everything that makes the brand meaningful and 

unique (Janonis et al., 2007). According to Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2000), brand 

identity can be defined as a unique set of associations that contain an implied 

guarantee of quality to customers and indicate both a core and an extended identity. 

Core identity is the major essence of the brand that remains constant regardless of 

time and geographic locations. Elements of the core identity may include individual 

attributes of the product, which make the brand both unique and valuable. Extended 

identity, instead, includes those elements of the brand that provide texture and 

completeness to it (Aaker, 1996). Brand identity can help to form the relationship 

between the consumer and the product, and/or company by creating a value 

proposition of the practical, emotional or self-expressive potential of the product.  

  

For achieving success in its aims, a brand should develop an identity, which 

resonates with consumers and facilitate customers to distinguish the brand from 

competitors (Aaker and Joachimsthaler, 2000). Essential for creating a successful 

brand is developing a brand that effectively speaks for the identity of the product or 

service it represents (Aaker, 1996). Brands that are able to depict this kind of 
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advantages in the market and add value to products will be rewarded by a price 

premium (Schmitt and Simonson, 1997). 

 

2.1.3.1 Sports Team Brand Identity 

In the modern world, a sports team can be seen as an organisational brand, and the 

identity of the brand is strongly linked to a consumer’s knowledge of the team 

(Brown and Dacin, 1997). The perceived identity of an organisation is linked to their 

enduring objectives, structure and administration (Scott and Lane 2000), which are 

essential and fundamental to the organisation, and it helps to distinguish the 

organisation from others (Albert and Whetten 1985). For that reason, a brand 

identity of a sports team should reflect to fans or potential fans the sum of 

everything the team has to offer (Urde, 2003). Applying the distinction proposed by 

Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2000), elements such as the country/city of origin of a 

club, its logo and historical heritage are defining the brand’s core identity. On the 

other hand, elements such as players and the performance on the field are part of 

the extended brand identity, which is layered over the core identity to add details 

helping the brand to express what it stands for. 

 

Brand identity carries more meaning when it relates to the sports team brands due 

to the degree to which individuals tend to identify themselves with their favourite 

teams. This might include core attributes and values that the team has, potential 

benefits for supporter, and the importance of the experience of watching the team 

live (Bennett and Rundle-Thiele, 2005). 

 

2.1.5 Brand associations 

Brand associations are crucial in defining brand identity and, as analysed in the 

following paragraphs, brand equity. According to Aaker (1991), brand associations 

consist in anything in a consumer’s mind linked to a specific brand. Keller (1993) 

defines brand associations as informational nodes linked to the brand node in 

memory that contains the meaning of the brand for consumers. Brand associations 

are vital for a variety of functions to companies and to consumers. Companies use 

brand associations in order to differentiate, position and extend brands, as well as to 

build positive attitudes and feelings. On the other hand, consumers use brand 

associations in order to process, organise, and retrieve information and eventually to 
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help them while making purchase decisions. In fact, all associations that are 

retrieved in the mind of the consumer when a product is mentioned contribute to 

that consumer’s perception of the brand, and are therefore capable of influencing 

decision-making by the consumer regarding that brand (Aaker, 1991). Keller (1993) 

distinguished three different types of brand associations: attributes (product-related 

and non-product-related), benefits (functional, experiential and symbolic) and 

attitudes. Each of these associations can be measured in terms of strength, 

favourability and uniqueness. 

 

2.1.5.1 Brand Associations in Team Sports 

As mentioned before, brand associations can be perceived as the thoughts and 

emotions that a consumer mentally links to the brand (Aaker, 1996). Team sport 

consumers, in particular fans, form sets of brand associations based on their 

consumption experiences and, more widely, on all the interactions they have with 

the team’s brand. 

 

The consumption of the team sport product (Gladden and Funk, 2002) can, in fact, 

happen through diverse forms, e.g. in-person at the stadium, watching a game on 

television, reading news on newspapers and websites, discussing in online fan 

communities, etc. For some people, seeing a sporting event is an opportunity to 

enjoy the excitement of watching their favourite team playing live, whereas for 

others it is just a chance to spend time with their family and friends. This may 

change depending on the sport; some sports (e.g. Amateur Football League) tend to 

attract spectators who see the game as an opportunity for social interaction, 

whereas others (e.g. La Liga or Premier League) attract audiences who are more 

committed to the team and actual games (James and Ross, 2002). Therefore, it 

could be debated that different associations may be observed, depending on the 

different customers, attitudes, cultural blueprints and, last but not least, sports. 

 

By adopting Keller’s CBBE model and definition of brand associations, Gladden and 

Funk (2002) have developed the Team Association Model (TAM) “in order to better 

understand the associations connected with team sport brand” (p. 54). They defined 

16 dimensions of brand associations, classified according to the three categories 

proposed by Keller (1993): attributes (both product and non-product related), 
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benefits and attitudes. Bauer et al. (2005) applied and adapted the TAM model to 

the case of the German Bundesliga’s clubs in the attempt of presenting “a customer-

based brand equity model for the European team sport industry” (p. 467) (BETS). 

The BETS framework consists therefore in a revised set of 14 indicators. The three 

measurements of attitudes suggested by Keller are also applied: 

• Strength, depending on the quantity and quality of information researched 

and processed by fans; 

• Favourability (how much they like the team); 

• Uniqueness, perceived in comparisons with competing teams. 

 

Ross et al. (2006) have developed the Team Brand Association Scale (TBAS), which 

analyses 11 brand associations held by consumers regarding professional sports. The 

scale, further articulated in 41 indicators, presents some recurrent elements 

compared to the previous two frameworks (e.g.: success, history, logo). 

Furthermore, it introduces some new dimensions regarding the relationship between 

club and fans (organisational attributes), and the consumption experience, both in 

terms of stadium services (concessions) and the specific characteristics displayed by 

the team on the pitch (team play characteristics). 

 

Ja Joon Koo (2009) investigated a construct of team brand identity in the 

professional football context, focusing in particular on the K-League (Korea). The 

author identified 13 different consumer associations and grouped them in four 

identity dimensions: experience, visual, non-product and product. 

 

Finally, Richelieu et al. (2011) analysed how managers can build a football team 

brand at different levels of competition, from a small local team to a global-scale 

one. The authors identified 25 internal and external catalyst factors, and studied the 

relative impact on the football club brand, as well as how it varies depending on the 

level at which the team is competing. Alongside most of the associations that 

identified in the previously mentioned models, the authors put the emphasis on other 

aspects such as online interactions with the brand (website, new media, fan 

communities), customer relationship management, brand extensions and 

international appeal of the team and its domestic league.  
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Table 2.1 reports the complete set of different brand associations in team sports, as 

listed by the above-mentioned authors in their contributions. 

 

 
Table 2.1: Different sets of brand associations for sport teams  

Attributes Awareness Recognition
,,product1related Success Familiarity

Star2player Attributes
Head2Coach ,,product1related Athletic2succes
Management Star2player

,,non,product1related Logo2design Coach2
Stadium2arena Management
Product2delivery ,,non,product1related Logo
Tradition Stadium

Benefits Fan2identification Stadium2atmosphere
Peer2group2acceptance Regional2importance
Escape Benefis Fan2identification
Nostalgia Interest2of2family2and2friends
Pride2and2place Escape

Attitudes Importance Nostalgia
Knowledge
Affect

Internal,catalyts History/tradition
OnFfield2performance

NonFplayer2personnel Style2of2play
Team2success Foreign2stars
Team2history Local2stars
Stadium2community Competent2team2managers
Team2play2characteristics Logo
Brand2mark Team2jersey
Concessions Team2store2&2merchandising
Social2interactions Mascot
Rivalry CoFbranding2initiatives
Commitment
Organisational2attributes

Sports2infrastructures

Rituals2at2the2stadium
Experience Stadium

Sponsor
Web2Site CRM
Group2Experience Website

Visual Logo Tour/exhibition2games2abroad
Colour Financial2resources2available
Uniform External,catalysts
Regional2province

Non1product History Online2team2communities
Owner Club2location
Head2Coach Competitors

Product Success
Star2Player

Ross$et$al.$(2006)
TBAS$3$Team$Brand$Association$Scale

Gladden$and$Funk$(2002) Bauer$et$al.$(2005)

Koo$(2009)

TAM$3$Team$Association$Model BETS$3$Brand$Equity$in$Team$Sport

112factors

Richelieu$et$al.$(2011)

252catalyst2factors
Catalysts$building$sports$team$brand$identity

162associations 142factors

Communication2platform2for2
sponsors

Stadium2as2
sport/entertainment2facility

Community2involvement2and2
Public2Relations

Development2of2new2means2of2
communications

Management2system2of2the2
league

132items
Team$Identity$elements
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2.1.6 Benefits of branding in team sports 

Aaker (1991) conceptualized that, by creating and fostering a strong brand, loyalty 

could be created in order to support consumer attachment to a brand. Moreover, 

Aaker suggests that brand loyalty that customers have towards a brand is the 

measurement showing how likely customers will switch to another brand when they 

are faced with changes either in price or product features. 

 

A number of studies have been done concerning brand and loyalty within the sports 

industry (Bristow and Sebastian, 2001; Gladden and Funk, 2001; Levin et al., 2004), 

indicating that the ability of brands to create consumer loyalty is common to the 

team sports service offering. Furthermore, this is very similar with the ability of 

brands to create the “halo effect”, which suggests that a consumer’s perception 

towards a product attribute can be affected or altered by their attitude towards the 

overall brand (Leuthesser et al., 1995). A simple example of the halo effect can be 

projected within the team sport context as: the influence of a strong team brand 

might be able to affect consumer perception of individual features, such as the 

performance of the team, the food or catering, team’s merchandises or the condition 

of the stadium. The halo effect can even override consumer perception towards 

negative aspects such as team’s poor performance or a decrepit stadium. 

 

Furthermore, a brand can also help a producer by allowing extension into alternative 

product categories. All big companies are using brand extension in order to 

strengthen existing brand equity (Glynn and Brodie, 1998). According to Aaker and 

Keller (1990), extensions help companies to utilise their existing brand name 

recognition and image in order to enter new markets. By this, they will reduce the 

risks of new product introduction (Dawar, 2004). It is easy to detect brand extension 

in sport as well: sponsorship and merchandising are major forms of brand extension 

in sports marketing (Richelieu et al., 2008). 

 

2.2 Brand Equity 

It is widely agreed among researchers that a brand is one of the most – if not the 

most – important and valuable assets an organisation has: understanding how it 

creates value is the key for maintaining market leadership or establishing it in the 
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first place (Interbrands, 2009). The first definition of brand equity, proposed by 

Farquhar (1989), identifies it as the added value which a given brand endows a 

product. Brand equity has also been outlined as “the enhancement in the perceived 

utility and desirability a brand name confers on a product” (Lassar et al., 1995 – p. 

13) and as the measure of a brand’s power, its strength or the premium that a 

consumer is willing to pay in order to secure the related product (Boone et al., 

1995). According to Aaker (1991), brand equity is “a set of assets (or liabilities) 

linked to a brand’s name and symbol that adds to (or subtracts from) the value 

perceived by a product or service to a firm and/or that firm’s customers” (p. 59). 

 

It can be therefore concluded that a high brand equity represents a competitive 

advantage as: it provides resistance from competitors and resiliency to endure in 

crisis situations; firms can charge a premium; there is an increase in customer 

demand, a growth in the number of customers and higher margins; it brings 

opportunity for successful extensions and provides a platform for new products and 

licensing; marketing campaigns are more effective (Bendixen et al., 2003; Farquhar, 

1989; Aaker, 1991). However, universally accepted brand equity content and 

meaning, as well as a measurement method, have not been forthcoming (Washburn 

2002). 

 

It is possible to identify two main perspectives adopted by academics in the study 

and measurement of brand equity, the financial and customer-based views. Before 

further analysing models and measurements developed for each of these two 

dimensions, it is important to analyse the contribution from Blackston (1996). The 

author, in fact, distinguishes between behavioural and attitudinal measurement of 

brand equity. The former dimension relates to aspects such as loyalty and 

willingness to pay, eventually determining the brand value. The latter, instead, 

focuses on the attitudes and brand meaning. Brand meaning is referred as a 

qualitative dimension, in the sense that it reflects “the qualities of brand that create 

value” (p. 2). Blackston remarks how both the brand value and the brand meaning 

perspectives are important in measuring and managing brand equity, as value 

depends on the meaning. 
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2.2.1 Financial perspective and measurements 

At the core of financial-based technique of measuring brand equity is the concept 

that brands function as important drivers of incremental cash flow (Farquhar, 1989). 

Simon and Sullivan (1993) define brand equity as “the incremental cash flows that 

accrue to branded products over and above the cash flows which would result from 

the sale of unbranded products” (p. 29). Their approach is focused on the extraction 

of the firm’s brand equity from the value provided by the firm’s other intangible 

assets in the estimation of the firm’s future cash flows. Kapferer (2008) enumerates 

various brand valuation methods used into accounting: by historical costs, by 

replacement costs, by market price, by royalties, by future earnings, by present 

earnings and multiples. The author also proposes a 9-step framework to brand 

valuation, mainly articulated through: the deduction from the Economic Value Added 

(EVA) of the contributions from other intangible assets; the identification of the 

influence ratio of the brand in customer decision-making; the discounting of all 

revenues attributable to the brand after carrying a risks and opportunities auditing 

process. Similarly, research companies as Interbrands estimate the share of EVA 

attributable from the brand and multiply it by a multiple derived from a statistical 

model based on the price/earnings for stock-exchange listed companies, eventually 

identifying a S-curve relation between brand strength and multiple (Kapferer, 2008). 

 

2.2.2 Consumer-based perspective 

A milestone in the consumer-based approaches to brand equity is the definition 

provided by Aaker (1991): brand equity is the value that consumers associate with a 

brand, as reflected in the dimensions of brand awareness, brand associations, 

perceived quality and brand loyalty (these four major categories are integrated by 

the author with “other proprietary assets” – e.g. channel relationships and patents 

that are attached to the brand – in order to provide a more complete overview of the 

brand equity aspects generating value). These four dimensions, as analysed in the 

following paragraphs, have become the common denominator at the root of many 

models of brand equity. According to Aaker (1991), it refers to “the strength of a 

brand’s presence in the consumer’s mind” (p. 27), ranging from recognition, to 

recall, to top of mind and dominant (respectively, the first and the only brand 

recalled). Awareness is seen as a necessary antecedent to the formation of brand 

associations. Perceived quality is “a brand association that is elevated to the status 
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of a brand asset” (p. 34) due to its proven ability to drive financial performance and 

influencing other brand associations (Aaker, 1991). Defined as the attachment that a 

customer has to the brand, brand loyalty is critical for the generation of predictable 

revenue streams and reducing marketing costs. 

 

 
Figure 2.2: The Brand Equity Framework 

Source: Brand Leadership, Aaker, D. A. and Joachimsthaler, E. (2000) 

 

Keller (2008) defines Customer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE) as “the differential effect 

that brand knowledge has on consumer response to the marketing of a brand” (p. 

48) and “it occurs when the consumer has a high level of awareness and familiarity 

with the brand and holds some strong, favourable, and unique brand associations in 

memory” (p. 53). Brand knowledge represents therefore a pivotal aspect in the 

generation of brand equity. The concept of brand knowledge is grounded on the 

associative network model, which views memory consisting of a network of nodes 

(information) and connecting links (strength of associations). Brand knowledge is 

therefore articulated into brand awareness - as the strength of the brand node and 

the consumer’s ability to identify or retrieve the brand under different conditions 

(Rossiter and Percy, 1987) – and brand image – perceptions about the brand 

reflected by brand associations. 

 

According to the CBBE model, the first step of the brand building pyramid is brand 

salience, an extended concept of brand awareness (Blackston, 1996) measuring both 

the depth and breadth of brand awareness, being respectively the likelihood that the 

brand comes to consumer’s mind and the range of situations in which it does so. The 

second and third brand building blocks – performance and imagery – can be grouped 

under the brand meaning level and they respectively relate to the satisfaction of 

consumers’ functional and psychological/social needs. Performance and imagery 

associations are then at the base of brand judgements, customers’ personal 
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evaluations and opinions about the brand. Keller identifies brand quality, credibility, 

consideration and superiority as the most important judgements. The third level of 

the pyramid is then completed by brand feelings, the consumers’ responses and 

reactions to the brand. Finally, the brand resonance reflects the relationship and the 

level of identification that the customer has with the brand; the concept is further 

declined into intensity (attachment to the brand) and activity (loyalty and 

engagement in other activities with the brand beyond purchase and usage). 

 

  
Figure 2.3: Consumer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid 

Source: Strategic Brand Management, Keller - p. 61 (2008) 

 

The BrandDynamics™ framework, proposed by Dyson et al. (1996), is similar to 

Keller’s CBBE. The pyramid identifies five conceptual stages in a person’s relationship 

with a brand, each level representing an increased level of familiarity and 

involvement. The framework investigates why different consumers have different 

levels of loyalty and it is used to measure purchase likelihood for a brand and/or 

generally in a specific product category. The first level is Presence, a concept of 

familiarity with the brand that goes beyond brand awareness – “it requires some 

knowledge of what the brand stands for or evidence of the brand saliency” (Hollis, 

2005 – p. 259). Functional performance and image underpin the next two levels: 
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Relevance (to the needs and aspirations of potential buyers) and Performance (“the 

brand must live up to its claims and deliver the intended benefits against the 

standards set by the competition”) (p. 259). While the third level of the pyramid is 

focused on the brand providing an acceptable level of performance, the fourth 

(Advantage) identifies the aspects necessary for a brand to remain competitive. The 

authors, in particular, identify nine possible areas of advantage over competitors: 

efficacy, relevance, saliency, ubiquity, momentum, appeal, status, differentiation and 

price (Dyson et al., 1996). Finally, Bonded describes the level of special relationship 

with the customers forged through the unique combination of the brand’s 

associations. 

 

2.2.3 Measuring Consumer-Based Brand Equity 

The authors of the three main consumer-based brand equity frameworks mentioned 

in the previous paragraph link their models into a wider perspective aimed at 

bridging the gap between the customer-based and the financial dimensions of brand 

equity, as well as demonstrating how the two aspects are closely interrelated. Based 

on his Brand Equity Framework, Aaker (1991) developed a set of general measures 

across different product classes, the so-called Brand Equity Ten. These indicators are 

supposed to supplement financial measures, which tend to be exclusively short-

termed, with brand asset measures that can show the long-term effects and justify 

the investment in brand building activities. The ten measures identified by Aaker can 

be grouped into five categories: 

1. Loyalty measures: price premium, satisfaction/loyalty; 

2. Perceived quality: perceived quality, leadership/popularity; 

3. Associations/Differentiation measures: perceived value, brand personality, 

organisational associations; 

4. Awareness measures: brand awareness; 

5. Market Behaviour: market share, market price and distribution coverage. 

Each of the measures above can be then declined into specific benchmarking 

indicators and questions. 

 

The CBBE model has a central role in the second value stage of the Brand Value 

Chain developed by Keller (2008), following Marketing Program Investment and 

leading to Market Performance and, subsequently, to Shareholder Value. The five 
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dimension of the Customer Mind-Set (brand awareness, associations, attitudes, 

attachment and activity) are in fact drawn on the six brand building boxes described 

before. 

 

BrandDynamics™ Pyramid is in fact a tool developed in order to systematically 

diagnosing the factors underpinning consumer loyalty towards a brand, as an 

extension of the Consumer Value model (linking customers’ share of requirements 

and expected loyalty: by analysing all the steps between Presence and Bonded 

stages, the authors demonstrate that “what consumers think of a brand […] 

ultimately determines its value to its owner” (Dyson et al., 1996 – p. 21). This 

perspective is perfectly in line with Keller’s statement “the power of a brand lies in 

what resides in the minds of customers” (Keller, 2008 – p. 48). 

 

The BrandAsset Valuator® (BAV) is largely recognised among scholars as the most 

ambitious effort to measure brand equity across products (Aaker, 1991) and 

“represents a landmark study in terms of marketers’ ability to better understand 

what drives top brands and where their brands fit in with other brands” (Keller, 2008 

– p. 399). Developed by the advertising agency Young & Rubicam (Y&R) through 

extensive consumer research since 1993, the BAV® model assesses a brand’s 

current achievements and stature, as well as its potential of generating earnings and 

margins (Young & Rubicam Inc., 2003). The model identifies four different steps 

underpinning the creation of relationships between brands and customers. 

1. Differentiation. The first aspect is critical, on a first stage, for making the 

brand stand out from the crowd and obtaining attention and, subsequently, 

for its successful development and support. Brand health is built and 

maintained by offering a set of differentiating promises to consumers and 

delivering those promises to leverage value (Value Based Management.net). 

The differentiation metric is further divided in three components: different, 

unique and distinctive. 

2. Relevance. Once gained consideration from consumers, a brand has to be 

considered relevant and personally appropriate by each of them, a necessary 

condition to be attracted and/or retained as customers. Relevance is what 

differentiates a successful established brand from “coming and going” fads. 
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Combined together, Differentiation and Relevance define the Brand Strength, 

indicating the brand’s ability to exist as a viable entry in the marketplace (Young & 

Rubicam Inc., 2003). An imperfect balance between the two constituting elements of 

the Brand Strength could significantly affect the success of a brand: upcoming 

brands are usually highly differentiated, but they will unlikely survive in the long-

term unless consumers find them relevant; on the other hand, established brands 

risk of being commoditised if they lose uniqueness and are bounded to compete 

exclusively on price. 

3. Esteem. The third factor of the BAV® model measures the extent to which 

consumers like a brand and take it into consideration. Esteem is influenced by 

two factors, perceived quality and popularity, with the latter positively 

influencing the former and both varying by country and culture. 

4. Knowledge. “If a brand has established its Relevant Differentiation and 

consumers come to hold it in high Esteem, Brand Knowledge will follow” 

(Young & Rubicam Inc., 2003 – p. 6). This aspect assesses how consumers 

have internalised what the brand stands for and how familiar they are with it. 

It has to be noticed how “familiarity with a brand” does not refer to the 

concept of awareness but to a more affective relationship with it, that can 

therefore be assimilated to Keller’s concept of brand resonance. 

 

The combination of Esteem and Knowledge forms the Brand Stature, which 

measures the pervasiveness of the brand in the marketplace (Young & Rubicam Inc., 

2003). As for Brand Strength, the balance between the two elements is fundamental: 

whereas, on the one hand, high esteem can lead to an increase in brand knowledge, 

on the other hand, too much familiarity with a brand could dangerously decrease the 

level of interest and esteem in the brand by customers. 

 

The two macro dimensions of Strength and Stature are integrated into the BAV® 

PowerGrid, providing a model for mapping and diagnosing the life of a brand, being 

a new one with low strength and stature (bottom left quadrant), moving to the top-

left as strength grows, evolving to a market leader with high strength and stature 

and sliding down to the bottom-right as differentiation erodes. The BAV® PowerGrid 

represents therefore a powerful tool for managers, as the illustration of the current 

position of the brand in the marketplace could represent a starting point for 
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performance measurement and strategic brand management decisions 

(Zaichkowsky, 2010). 

 

 
Figure 2.4: The BAV Power Grid. Source: brandassetconsulting.com. 

 

Figure 2.5 combines the four previously mentioned models into a unique perspective. 

On the left side, Aaker and Keller’s paradigms present all the elements (associations) 

constituting brand equity; on the right side, the BrandDynamics™ Pyramid and the 

BrandAsset Valuator® framework are useful tools for managers to assess their 

brands and identify which critical factors for brand equity should be enhanced or 

improved. 

 

2.3 Brand equity in team sports 

As for commercial brands, measuring, managing and enhancing brand equity is 

vitally important in the team sports industry too. Brand is often considered the most 

important asset for sports clubs in order to establish successful relationships with 

fans, sponsors and, in general, all of their stakeholders (Bauer et al., 2005). Since 

brands have become the cornerstone of the long-term viability of sport teams (Bauer 

et al., 2005), a club should capitalise the emotional connection with its fans 

(McGraw, 1998) in order to increase loyalty and establish long-term associations. In 

other words, building and enhancing its brand equity.  
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Gladden and Milne (1999), developed a conceptual framework consisting of four 

antecedent conditions (corresponding to the four categories of Aaker’s brand equity 

model) and six marketplace consequences resulting from a club’s brand equity: 

national media exposure, merchandise sales, individual donations, corporate support, 

atmosphere and ticket sales. The authors analysed the positive relationship between 

brand equity and the attainment of merchandising sales in NHL and MBL (National 

Hockey League and Major Baseball League), proving that brand equity resulted more 

important than short-term success. Interestingly, short-term success appeared to be 

the primary sales driver in the NBA (National Basketball Association) instead. 

 

The economic success of a team in the short-term appears to be dependent on both 

the athletic success and brand equity, as both factors has been proven to influence 

performance indicators such as merchandising revenues and match attendances 

(Bauer et al., 2005). A clear example in this direction is the case of Leeds United: 

although the recent history of the team is made of relegations in lower divisions, 

dodgy management decisions and financial troubles, Leeds United is considered one 

of the top brands in English football and its merchandising sales and average game 

attendances are often better than those of many Premier League clubs. “Strong 

brands are not just able to generate higher profits and revenues, their superior 

brand equity and enduring brand loyalty also make them more likely to re-emerge 

from challenging periods” (Ritson, 2007 – p. 25). 

 

Nevertheless, it has to be noticed how the most successful football brands are 

usually those that are more successful on the field and that athletic success is still at 

the core of long-term financial success (e.g. sponsorship revenues, access to 

international competitions). According to Waltner (2000), “success is essential for 

building and leveraging a brand”, but not enough for building brand equity (Richelieu 

et al., 2011 - p. 31). Finally, a recent study by Hattula et al. (2011) investigated the 

existence of a reversed causality between success on the pitch and brand equity: 

according to the authors, “brand equity is not only the outcome but also an 

important driver of sport-related success” (p. 1). That relationship proved to be 

direct and evident under a stationary perspective and indirect under a dynamic one. 

Moreover, the study demonstrates a “direct effect of sport-related success on fan 

commitment, which in turns affects brand equity directly” (p. 2). However, in both 
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cases the impact of marketing actions is time-lagged, with effects emerging both 

directly and indirectly in the long run. 

 

2.3.1 Building and measuring brand equity in sports 

The value of a sport team’s brand could be measured both in financial and 

consumer-based terms. Similarly to the methods presented in paragraph 2.2.1, the 

financial value of a sport team’s brand could be calculated through the royalty relief 

method (AccountancyAge, 2005). The value of a football club is increasingly deriving 

from the undisclosed intangible assets base, at the core of which is the club’s brand 

(opposite to easily valuable fixed assets – e.g. stadium and other proprieties – and 

intangible assets – e.g. player transfer deals’ value) (Brand Finance, 2009). The 

system adopted by Brand Finance to calculate and rank the value of football brands 

is similar to those of credit rating: the value of the brand is assessed through a set of 

measures specific to the sector (e.g. UEFA ranking, revenue split, club heritage, 

average attendance, etc.) and by calculating how much the club would have to pay 

if, instead of owning the brand, should license it from a third party (Bridgewater, 

2010). 

 

Keller’s CBBE framework is widely considered a cornerstone for building and 

managing consumer-based brand equity for sports teams. Accordingly, Chadwick and 

Holt (2008) identified three steps to build brand equity: 1) selecting elements of the 

brand to develop (e.g. club logo and colours); 2) creating programmes involving the 

brand (e.g. ticketing, merchandising); 3) exploiting external associations with other 

entities (e.g. players, leagues). Other scholars (Gladden and Funk, 2001; Bauer et 

al., 2005; Richelieu et al., 2011) developed different models of brand equity in sports 

based on Keller’s (2008) statement that brand equity occurs when the consumer 

“holds some strong, favourable, and unique brand associations in memory” (p. 53). 

Brand associations are therefore at the core of team sports’ brand equity 

identification, measurement and management. A specific application of the 

BrandDynamics™ Pyramid developed into the Premiere Sports Brand Pyramid, 

consisting of the same five levels but tailored for sports brands, as teams, 

associations, competitions or other entities within the industry. In this perspective, 

the challenge for brand managers is moving different segments of consumers (e.g. 

different sport fans) to the next level of the Pyramid. In order to achieve that result, 
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“understanding the multiplicity of associations, attachment, identification and 

affiliation influences is of paramount importance” (Chadwick and Holt, 2008 – p. 

156). 

 

2.4 An integrated concept of brand 

Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger (2006) proposed an extensive concept that integrates 

the managerial (brand benefits, elements, identity, value) and the consumer-based 

(brand meaning and equity) perspectives of brands into a unified framework, 

including also social and experiential aspects of brands and branding. Their 

framework encompasses brand manifestations, brand meanings and brand interest 

groups in an interrelated system emerging from a brand discourse within an evolving 

socio-cultural context. Brands are therefore seen as social processes from which 

three interrelated processes (co-construction, co-creation and consumption) emerge 

and which affect and have an impact over brand manifestation, meaning and interest 

groups (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger, 2006). 

The aspects mentioned afore will be now analysed, examining in particular their 

relevance for football club brands. 

 

Brand-related discourse. According to Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger, 

“stakeholders take part in the brand meaning, the creation, production and 

consumption of brand manifestations […] when they purposefully or coincidentally 

get together on physical and/or virtual platforms to express their beliefs and 

convictions regarding a certain company, product, service, place, or person, to share 

their experiences or simply, when they observe others acting” (p. 17). All these 

actions could be easily found in the football sector as well. Widely recognised as a 

social phenomenon, football impacts on people’s lives and culture through different 

forms of participation, as playing, watching, managing, gambling, talking or reading 

about the game (Fishwick, 1989). By engaging in one or more of these activities, 

different stakeholders (supporters, football clubs, players, media, sponsors, etc.) 

contribute to the development of the brand through an ongoing social process. 

 

Brand meaning. The authors define brand meaning as “a dynamic collective 

system of knowledge, affects and practices continually emerging from social 

discourse among the members of a brand interest group” (Mühlbacher and 
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Hemetsberger, 2006 – p. 13). Brand meaning could be assimilated to the previously 

discussed concepts of brand equity and related brand associations. However, 

knowledge, affects and practices should not be intended as stable aspects: they are 

constantly defined and re-defined through the brand-related discourse and their 

activation depends on the situational context. For instance, a football club could be 

considered by each stakeholder as an entertainment, as a business vehicle, as an 

occasion for social inclusion, as an extension of his/her own personality, etc. In each 

of these cases, it is likely that the associations and meanings connected with the 

football club brand will be different among different stakeholders and constantly 

evolving. 

 

Brand interest groups. Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger (2006) define a brand 

interest group as the interested individuals, organisations and institutions that 

participate in the brand discourse at different times and with different roles, 

depending on the perceived relevance of the brand, the emotional relationship with 

its manifestations, the brand meaning or other members of the group. These 

individuals, organisations and institutions can be defined as the brand stakeholders. 

Bridgewater (2010) identified the brandscape, a model indicating the main 

stakeholders influencing the success of a football brand. 

 

 

Figure 2.6: The football “brandscape”. Source: Football Brands, Bridgewater - p. 79 (2010). 

 

Being the Consumer-Based Brand Equity at the core of our analysis, a particular 

focus will be put over customers as primary stakeholders (Cornelissen, 2008). Four 
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distinct groups of customers of professional sports teams have been identified: fans; 

media; local communities (facilities); corporations (sponsors) (Mason, 1999). The 

first group of customers, fans, will be at the centre of our study. In particular, 

football team supporters often gather themselves into group, from local supporter 

clubs to international communities characterised by a shared passion (Bridgewater, 

2010). Those are clear examples of brand communities that have developed “from 

social interrelationships among individuals who are highly interested in a brand 

manifestation or meaning and have developed emotional bonds among their 

members” (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger, 2006 – p. 12). 

 

Furthermore, in brand communities different behaviours and communications are 

usually occurring among members with different levels of involvement. Likewise, 

fans can vary from “bedrock customers” as season tickets holders or other regular 

fans to occasional attendees, corporate events, etc.: each of these profiles shows 

different levels of loyalty, involvement and participation into activities related to the 

brand (Bridgewater, 2010). Finally, highly involved members of a brand interest 

group often take an active role in the creation of brand manifestations and brand 

meaning. In the same way, organised supporting groups are fundamental in shaping 

the atmosphere and match experience at the stadium. In other cases, supporters 

can even play different stakeholder roles at the same time, in particular as both 

customers and owners/investors. Teams like Real Madrid or FC Barcelona are 

characterised by a widespread ownership (over 100.000 members – called “socios” – 

electing a president to run the club); others, like Juventus FC or Tottenham Hotspur 

are listed in stock markets; in England, about 40 clubs have a Supporters Trust 

representative on their boards (Bridgewater, 2010). 

 

Brand manifestations. “Brand manifestations are tangible and intangible 

objectifications of the meaning of a brand” (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger, 2006 – 

p. 14). It is crucial for brand managers understanding and consistently managing 

every interaction between the brand and its stakeholders, especially customers. 

Every single interaction leaves an impression in customers’ minds (Dunn and Davis, 

2004; Hogan et al., 2005). It is thus important for a brand ensuring a coherent 

customer experience (Edelman, 2010) among different interaction points 

(touchpoints) and identify where and how to deliver value for customers 

(Vandermerwe, 2000), as well as which touchpoints are under direct control and 
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which ones are not. In the football sector, interactions between customers and 

football club brand occur through disparate brand manifestations, from the game to 

the team website, from sports newspaper, from merchandising to social media. 

 

It has to be noticed how the number of touchpoints that clubs are trying to control 

directly has been dramatically increasing in last years. By building proprietary 

stadiums, clubs aim at controlling the majority of aspects relating to the product 

experience. Official merchandising stores have become places where delivering and 

enhancing the brand image, providing a richer service and a broader shopping 

experience than ordinary sport equipment shops. Communications and PR activities 

are executed through a rising variety of media and channels (club website, satellite 

and/or web TV channels, fanzines, online communities, social and mobile media). 

 

On the other hand, a multitude of interactions with the brand happen outside of the 

direct control of the club, in particular those between the brand and its supporters. 

Newspapers represent a primary source of information for fans; their websites, in 

particular, often give supporters the possibility to comment articles, as well as 

discussing in dedicated online forums. The traditional sports bar’s discussions have 

evolved into fan websites and communities that have often turned into a point of 

reference for supporters and even for journalists. Interestingly, it can observed that 

lately football clubs have increased their online presence and activity by creating 

supporters’ areas and communities in their websites, as well as entering with official 

profiles into the most prominent social media channels (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, 

YouTube). This could be seen as a clear attempt of achieving a higher level of 

control of the brand manifestations and interactions happening through those 

touchpoints. This strategy is in line with the concept of postmodern brand 

management expressed by Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger (2006): although a brand 

evolves in a social discourse among interested people and organisations, brand 

mangers – being at the core of the brand interest group – have a prominent role in 

stimulating and altering brand-related social processes. In particular, they “can 

actively contribute to the brand through products and services, communication 

activities, events, people and platforms on which the interactions of brand interest 

group members may take place” (Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger, 2006 – p. 18).  
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3. Conceptual model 
 

The previous chapter offered an overview on the importance of brands in the team 

sports industry. In particular, the application of the main concepts in branding 

literature to that specific sector has been analysed, focusing in particular on the 

pivotal importance of brand equity. In this chapter, our conceptual model is 

proposed as the answer to the research question of how to define, measure and 

enhance brand equity for sports clubs. 

 

The integrated concept of brand proposed by Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger (2006), 

presented in paragraph 2.4, has been adopted in order to delimitate the field of our 

study and, in particular, the set of associations to be taken into consideration in the 

development of the model. In particular, the three main areas of the framework 

have been considered: 

 

• Brand interest group. Our analysis aims at studying brand equity for a 

specific group of stakeholders: customers. Mason (1999) identified four 

different types of sports customers: fans, media, local communities and 

corporations. Our analysis focuses on the first of these groups: fans, in fact, 

can be legitimately considered as a brand community, being a group of 

individuals highly interested in the football club they support, developing 

interrelationships and communications among themselves, taking part brand 

manifestations and having an active role in shaping its meaning. 

• Brand meaning. Different stakeholders (e.g. supporters, corporations, 

media, etc.) can associate different meanings to a sport team (e.g. 

entertainment, passion, business opportunity, product, etc.). Being our 

analysis focused on the brand equity perceived by customers, only brand 

associations relevant for this brand interest group have been considered in 

the development of our model. 

• Brand manifestations. As for many other industries, also in the team 

sports sector interactions between a brand and its stakeholders could happen 

through different modalities, channels and manifestations. Furthermore, not 

all of those interaction points are under the direct control of brand managers 

(e.g. communications happening through fan-managed communities or the 
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media). Our model takes into consideration only those touchpoints that could 

be controlled or influenced by the brand and that significantly contribute in 

the creation of its brand equity. 

 

Starting from these premises, our conceptual model of brand equity for sports clubs 

is developed. The fist step identifies a complete set of associations to define brand 

equity in team sports. A specific literature review on those selected associations is 

then presented and used in order to define the indicators (questions) to measure 

brand equity. Finally, the transposition of those indicators into the BrandAsset 

Valuator® PowerGrid aims at offering a practical tool to measure brand equity and 

to identify which areas are critical for its enhancement.  

 

3.1 Defining brand equity for sport teams 

Our model for defining brand equity for sports teams is the result of the comparison 

and assimilation of the five set of associations presented in paragraph 2.1.5.1: 

• TAM (Team Association Model), by Gladden and Funk (2002); 

• BETS (Brand Equity in Team Sports), by Bauer et al. (2005); 

• TBAS (Team Brand Associations Scale), by Ross et al. (2006); 

• Team Identity elements, by Koo (2009); 

• Team Brand Identity, by Richelieu et al. (2011). 

 

The Team Association Model by Gladden and Funk (2002) is considered as a 

landmark in the study of brand associations in team sports and was taken as a 

starting point for the development of the BETS and TBAS model. Those models focus 

mainly on the product and non-product attributes of sports team brands, as well as 

related benefits. The last two contributions by Koo (2009) and Richelieu et al. (2011) 

integrate other brand interaction points, in particular those concerning 

communications, public relations and brand extensions. Our model combines and 

compares those contributions, offering a wider and comprehensive perspective on 

brand equity for sports teams. 

 

As shown in table 3.1, 23 brand associations in team sports have been identified by 

grouping similar association amid the five models previously presented and, in some 

cases, analogous aspects encountered during the study of football club brands.
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Table 3.1: Our model to define brand equity for sport teams.  
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However, five associations have been excluded from our model for the following 

reasons: 

 

• Escape. Watching, reading and talking about a favourite team provides a 

temporary escape from day-to-day and life’s problems (Gladden and Funk, 

2002). This association has been considered as a category associations rather 

than a specific brand association: this benefit is, in fact, delivered by sport as 

a form of entertainment and/or distraction and also depends on the level of 

involvement, interest and relevance of a single individual.  

• Social interactions. Similarly to the previous case, the social interactions 

derived by supporting a team (e.g. watching a game with family or friends, 

sense of belonging to a group, sense of acceptance, etc.) are again benefits 

deriving from the category rather than features distinguishing a specific 

brand within the industry. In other words, although a sport team brand is 

fundamental in delivering benefits such as escape or social interactions, we 

reckon those aspects as common characteristics of the sport product and not 

relevant in the definition and measurement of brand equity. 

• Competitors. Richelieu et al. (2011) classify under this association the 

external competition that a football club could face as a form of 

entertainment (i.e. other sports, other leisure activities, etc.). As already 

emerged in their study, this catalyst factors has a very limited impact, 

especially in the case of professional teams. 

• Financial resources available. We consider this aspect too specific and 

situational; furthermore, this could be closely related to those associations 

regarding the club, in particular management and president. 

• Sponsors. Sponsorship is one of the most interesting and important aspects 

in the field of team sports branding. Nevertheless, we consider the effect that 

a sport team could have on the brand equity of the sponsoring brand widely 

more significant than the one that, vice versa, the sponsoring brand could 

convey to the team’s one. However, some exceptions could be found, as in 

the case of UNICEF having been the shirt sponsor of FC Barcelona from 2006 

to 2011 (Donovan, 2006). By offering the central area of its glorious jersey to 

the UN agency (contributing as well with a yearly € 1.5 million donation), the 

Catalan club aimed at strengthening its image of “més que un club” (more 

than a club) (Spain Review.net, 2010). Nevertheless, this initiative (that has 
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been eventually followed by other clubs too, as the Danish team Brøndby IF) 

could be classified among the community involvement association, already 

included in our model, as a charity and/or public relations initiative. 

 

Our model for defining brand equity for sports teams is therefore articulated in 18 

selected associations. These associations represent thus the starting point for the 

second part of our model, aimed at measuring how those different aspects 

contribute to the brand equity of a sports team. However, we presuppose that 

different importance is given by the target audience of this research (football fans) 

to each of these associations. Therefore, as presented in the empirical study I, a 

specific research has been carried out in order to assess the perceived importance of 

these associations in the definition and measurement of brand equity for a sport 

team. Finally, the following paragraph presents a specific literature review on each of 

the 18 selected brand associations for team sports. 

 

3.1.1 Literature review: brand associations in team sports 

Athletic success. “Success is probably the most important creator of brand 

associations and brand equity” (Gladden et al., 1998 – p. 57). Having a record of 

good performances and victories is necessary for a team to get associated with the 

image of success and for building an international sports team brand (Koo, 2009; 

Richelieu et al., 2011). Teams that are considered successful can capitalise this 

identity in several ways: in the short term, for instance, by generating higher 

revenues through ticket and merchandise sales and by obtaining better exposure on 

the media (Milne and McDonald, 1998); in the long term, for instance, by achieving 

better sponsorship deals (Bauer et al., 2005). 

 

A recent study by Hattula et al. (2011) examined the relationship between brand 

equity and success, identifying a reciprocal influence between the two dimensions: 

“brand equity is not only the outcome but also an important driver of sport-related 

success” (p. 2). Individuals like to be associated with successful people and/or 

products (Milne and McDonald, 1998); nevertheless, it has to be noted that success 

has a perceptual nature, resulting in different fans rating differently the performance 

and results of their favourite teams (Koo, 2009). Bridgewater (2010) suggests that 

success has to be continual and incremental in order to meet fans’ expectations. 
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However, success cannot be fully managed, as it depends on several factors (players’ 

fitness, injuries, motivation, opponents’ skills, luck, etc.) that could be influenced but 

not completely controlled (Cateora, 1996). 

 

Brand extensions. Richelieu et al. (2011) state that team could take advantage of 

brand extensions, via merchandising, to “crystallise emotions of its fans and establish 

the brand as an international player” (p. 184), since it is one of the biggest income 

opportunities for sports teams. The same authors, however, emphasise that 

extensions should be considered legitimate by fans, in order not to dilute the value 

of the brand by using it on inappropriate products (e.g. the use Olympique Lyonnais’ 

brand for pizza deliveries, hairdressers, driver’s license classes is a clear example of 

“over-extension”). Other brand touchpoints that could be considered as extensions of 

the brand too (e.g. stadium, website, charity initiatives); however, they will be 

specifically examined as ad hoc associations.  

 

According to Sport+Markt (2010), merchandising constitutes 7,3% of the total 

revenue for the top-fight clubs in the ten major European football markets. Namely, 

a club with a million of fans imply a million of potential customers; therefore, it is 

important to create a wide range of products in order to reach every fan (Football 

Marketing, 2010). However, having a wide range of products is not enough by itself 

for reaching the fan base, because products have to “meet” with fans. The easiest 

way to reach fans is to use the platforms of major retailers; however, totally 

dedicated team stores could generate higher attraction on fans (Football Marketing, 

2010). Furthermore, the location of the team’s official stores plays perhaps the most 

important role for their success. (Ghosh and Craig, 1983).  

 

Brand mark. This association includes all the different elements contributing to the 

image and look of a sport team (e.g. logo, colours, uniform, mascot). The club’s 

badge or logo is of primary importance: a logo ensures instant recognition of the 

team (Gladden and Funk, 2002), as football fans would often be able to identify 

badges even if the name of the club was obscured (Bridgewater, 2010). Moreover, 

the logo can be used to “express the team’s qualities or attributes and [to] provide a 

sense of credibility to the overall image of the team” (Koo, 2009 – p. 84). A team 

logo should be unique, distinctive and should reflect the origin of the team and/or its 

image (Mullin et al., 2000). In order to do that, several elements could be used and 
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combined: city or regional heraldic crest or flag (e.g. the flag of Catalonia for FC 

Barcelona), team colours (e.g. the black and white vertical stripes for Juventus FC), 

local symbols or buildings, name, nickname (e.g. “Red Devils” for Manchester 

United), year of foundation, mascot (e.g. the lion for FC København), etc. (Mullin et 

al., 1999; Koo, 2009; Bridgewater, 2010). However, often clubs have streamlined 

these elements so that they are clear, consistently used in marketing 

communications (Bridgewater, 2010) and even changed them to rejuvenate the 

club’s image, make it more consistent with the changes in its identity (e.g. moving to 

a new stadium) or for special celebrations (e.g. centennial anniversary, special 

achievements, etc.). 

 

Team colours are not only important in the definition of the club’s logo but they can 

become strongly associated with the team over time so that supporters and the 

media may start referring to the team by naming the colours instead (e.g. the “Reds” 

for Liverpool FC, “bianconeri” for Juventus FC or “blaugrana” for FC Barcelona) (Koo, 

2009). Finally, uniforms are defined as “an essential element of the overall branding 

strategy and serve as providing the first impressions to the people who see the 

team” (Koo, 2009 – p. 92). In order to generate positive brand equity for the team, 

uniforms should complement the image of the team (i.e. colours, emblem) and 

present a good design and texture (Gladden and Funk, 2002; Koo, 2009). 

 

Coach. Coaches are identified as an integral part of the overall sports product and 

hence prove to be an important antecedent condition that affects the overall 

marketability of the team (Rosner and Shropshire, 2004). Team coaches are not only 

important for training, developing and guiding the on-field performance of players, 

but also in creating an overall attitude for the players, through their personality and 

coaching style, that supporters will recognise as an overall characteristic to associate 

with the team’s brand (Mullin et al., 1999). As for star players, aspects such as 

personality, history of success (often also as former players too), off-field behaviour 

and public speaking abilities can elicit positive perceptions for the team they lead and 

polarise media attention (Haigh and Park, 2006; Koo, 2009). 

 

Communications with fans. Among the variety of channels that sports teams can 

use, Internet represents the most adopted one for communicating, engaging fans 

and create a positive brand identity (Koo, 2009). Social and digital media represent 
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effective and measurable platforms for interaction between the club and its 

supporters (and among fans too), which can generate revenues and increase 

customer loyalty (Moeller, 2008). The team’s website can be used for providing the 

latest coverage on games and schedules, informing about the off-field action and 

achievements of the team and its players, selling game tickets and official 

merchandise globally, to make supporters and team members interacting and to 

connect fans through online communities (Koo, 2009). In particular, website’s 

contents, design and update frequency provide cues on the competence of the 

owner and quality of the brand (José-Cabezudo et al., 2008).  

 

Community involvement. Sport is frequently suggested as a mean of increasing 

social inclusion; on the other hand, the engagement between a football brand and its 

community may lead to higher level of identification of the community members with 

the team and/or its players, and create positive brand associations (Bridgewater, 

2010). Furthermore, a club can capitalise on the credibility it draws from its 

partnerships (Richelieu et al., 2011), as in the previously mentioned case of FC 

Barcelona’s partnership with UNICEF, allowing the club to strengthen its values and 

differentiate from others. 

 

Fan identification. Gladden and Funk (2002) included in their Team Association 

Model “fan identification” as the “sport consumer’s need to affiliate with something 

successful or desirable” (p. 59). Wann et al. (2001) outlined team identification as 

the psychological connection between a fan and the team, and argued that it is 

related to three major antecedents: psychological, environmental and team-related 

factors (Wann, 2006). Whereas the first two aspects relate respectively to the 

affiliation between the individual and the community, and socialisation processes, the 

third one is more closely related to the brand and its associations. The last factor 

could be further divided into: team performance, players attribute and organisational 

characteristics (Kerr, 2009). Branscombe and Wann (1991) postulated that 

identification for geographically distant fans is more dependent upon successful 

results than for local fans. 

 

The desirability of team’s players’ qualities is expected to influence fan identification 

(Fisher and Wakefield, 1998) and, in the case of foreign players, can contribute in 

enlarging the fan base by attracting supporters from their own countries (Chadwick, 
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2007). Finally, “off-field” organisational characteristics (e.g. image, management, 

tradition, league affiliation) can provide further cues for fan identification (Sutton et 

al., 1997; Wann, 2006; Kerr, 2009). As mentioned while dealing with brand interest 

groups (paragraph 2.4), different fans can show different levels of loyalty and 

typologies of interaction with the brand. Alongside season ticket holders and regular 

fans, a football club could derive revenues from occasional supporters and other type 

of customers (e.g. corporate events). However, “the priority for most clubs will be to 

identify those customers who are mainstay of its market. These ‘bedrock’ customers 

differ from other types of customers in terms of their loyalty to the club, and are 

more likely to be active in match attendance, buying merchandise, subscribing to 

club TV channels, and other types if activities” (Bridgewater, 2010 – p. 56).  

 

Game experience. Fans follow and/or attend games not only to watch and cheer 

for their favourite teams, but also because this is a way for them to enjoy an outing 

and to cherish the overall experience (Campbell et al., 2004). A sport team develops 

brand associations largely through the delivery of the product, which includes the 

performance by the team, the ancillary activities and the overall atmosphere at the 

stadium (Koo, 2009). Therefore, all the experiences those spectators have, from the 

arrival at the stadium to after it ends, represents touchpoints that can shape and 

enhance the brand equity of the team (Vandermerwe, 2000; Koo, 2009). 

 

History / Tradition. “A team’s historical traditions related to its past are another 

important antecedent that leads to its popularity and generate loyalty from the 

public” (Gladden and Milne, 1999 – p. 58). According to Ross et al. (2008), traditions 

may include several aspects: past records, achievements and winnings, rivalries, 

playing style, star performers and related facts and stories. Moreover, traditions 

could even influence the perceived quality of the current players, as fans “perceive 

the current team members as possessing abilities and charisma similar to what the 

team’s traditional high achievers had” (Ross et al., 2008 – p. 53). Finally, the team’s 

heritage can lead to opportunities for producing “replica” merchandise and the 

creation of a team’s museum, generating extra revenues and strengthening the 

emotional bond with supporters (Koo, 2009; Richelieu et al., 2011).  

 

International appeal. Internationalisation is part of sport since 1896 Olympic 

Games; many sports have increased their international media exposure by 
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quadrennial appearances in the Olympics (Hill and Vincent, 2006). But no single 

sport has benefited from its international exposure as much as football (Giulianotti, 

2002) since its first appearance in the 1908 Olympics. In addition, since the first 

World Cup in 1930 in Uruguay, football has been the sport with the highest number 

of supporters worldwide. After the 1980s, internationalization trends speeded 

increasing numbers of professional football clubs that tried to capitalise on 

international appeal (Hill and Vincent, 2006). In order to conceptualise 

internationalisation of sport brands, Couvelaere and Richelieu (2005) developed a 

model for French football teams by combining two models by Cheng et al. (2005) 

and Anderson et al. (1998) in order to enrich the “brand equity pipeline”, which 

presents four steps through that a team can leverage its brand loyalty: (1) Local 

brand; (2) Regional brand; (3) National brand; (4) International / global brand. 

Richelieu et al. (2011) stated that a winning record and/or tradition are fundamental 

in creating awareness on global markets and to build an international sports team 

brand. Moreover, Richelieu et al. (2008) combined three strategies from Kapferer 

(1998) and four from Van Gelder (2002), eventually identifying 4 scenarios (out of 

12 possible ones) corresponding to internationalisation strategies of sport brands. 

 

1. Brand reputation: the club capitalises on its reputation to go abroad, 

gradually entering foreign markets due to the results and the history of the 

team. It often transcends the sport it represents (e.g. New Zealand All 

Blacks, NY Yankees and FC Barcelona). 

2. Brand affinity: the club builds a strong fan base through the emotional 

experience it offers. Fans identify strongly with the team and the players, and 

often unite within brand communities online (e.g. Manchester United). 

3. Brand challenger: the club undertakes promotion and high investments in 

players as a first step towards (re-)establishing its brand. However, results, 

history and fans are needed too (e.g. Chelsea and Manchester City). 

4. Brand conquistador: the team pairs with another team across continents 

(e.g. Ajax Amsterdam/Ajax Cape Town, Real Madrid/Beijing Guoang) and/or 

opens other initiatives under its brand abroad (e.g. Arsenal opened “Play the 

Arsenal way” soccer schools in 21 countries in partnership with local clubs) 

(Richelieu et al., 2008). Thus, the local team benefits from an image transfer, 

and the foreign team benefits from a springboard to enter one or many 

promising markets. 
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Management. Managers are not only important in affecting the success and the 

perceived quality of a football team (Richelieu et al., 2011). Gladden and Funk 

(2002), while defining their Team Association Model, developed the notion of a 

team’s management having an impact on consumers’ perception. As Garbarino and 

Johnson (1999) suggest, consumer decision-making is guided by the trust a 

consumer feels toward a particular marketing organisation: similarly, the lack of trust 

towards the football club’s organisation would lead towards negative associations 

affecting the overall brand. 

 

Perceived league level. According to Richelieu et al. (2011), the perceived level of 

the domestic league a team is playing influences its brand equity: a lower perceived 

level, for instance, could negatively alter the perceived quality of the club’s brand 

abroad. The level of competition is also influencing other aspects such as game 

experience, players and success. 

 

Players. Besides their obvious importance in the achievements of the team results, 

“their actions both on and off the pitch can help reinforcing (or can damage) the 

brand image and values of a club” (Bridgewater, 2010 – p. 81). On the field, their 

identity is made by their performance, as well as their attitude towards other team 

members and opponents (Shilbury et al., 2009); off the field, factors like the player’s 

lifestyle, interaction with fans, acts of charity, products or organisations they endorse 

contribute in the definition of their image (Gladden et al., 1998; Mullin, 2000). The 

presence of star players can: contribute to the overall attractiveness of the team 

(Schofield, 1983); strengthen fan identification (Richelieu et al., 2011); make the 

games more entertaining and interesting for spectators (Koo, 2009); attracting 

crowds to the games and increase merchandise sales (Gladden, 1997). However, 

teams should be careful in centring their image around the one(s) of their star 

player(s), as a transfer to another club could negatively affect the image of the team 

and make named merchandising almost worthless (Falk and Berqvist, 2010). 

 

President. “Team owners can provide a distinct and positive identity to their teams 

by way of their personalities and their actions” (Koo, 2009 – p. 99). Due to their high 

visibility and public image, club presidents could be considered as endorsers of the 

brand and the attributes of their personality (e.g.: confident, successful, 
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perseverant) are often associated with the ones of the brand in the minds of 

supporters and other stakeholders. Presidents can generate positive attitudes 

towards themselves and their clubs through spending (Farrel, 2008). Nevertheless, 

they have to show that their investment is driven by a genuine passion for the team 

and not for mere business sense (Koo, 2009). Two negative examples are coming 

from England, with glorious teams such as Manchester United and Liverpool FC 

having been taken over by American businessmen and causing vibrant protests from 

supporters of both sides, accusing them of just exploiting the club and not respecting 

supporters (Bainbridge and Vulliamy, 2010).  

 

Pride and place. While sports teams often represent a status symbol for their 

cities, the reverse is also true: teams can in fact obtain marketing benefits and 

capitalise on the image of the city they come from (Couvelaere and Richelieu, 2005; 

Koo, 2009; Richelieu et al., 2011). The characteristics a city / region can provide 

brand identity cues and influence the overall value of any brand, including sports 

teams’ ones (Capron and Hulland, 1999). The promotion of the team as the 

representative of the city or region gives the club the opportunity of capitalising on 

the emotional attachment and pride that supporters relate to their town (Ross et al., 

2006). However, it has to be observed that a strong regional identity does not 

necessarily contrast with the international appeal of a team’s brand, as the case of 

FC Barcelona demonstrates (Richelieu et al., 2011). Finally, rivalry with another local 

team may lead to a hardening of support and loyalty for the team (Koo, 2009). 

 

Relationship club-fans. The relationship between a club and its fans goes beyond 

the general logic of consumer relationship management. A club can in fact benefit 

from a privileged emotional connection with its fans in terms of customer 

satisfaction, better ticket and merchandising sales and higher levels of loyalty 

(Richelieu et al., 2011). 

 

Stadium. Intended as a facility for the supply of the sport product and related 

services, the stadium plays a crucial role on determining the quality of the previously 

mentioned concept of “game experience” and represents an opportunity for clubs to 

reinforce brand associations (Bridgewater, 2010), in particular for those attending 

the game (Gladden and Funk, 2002) and when it is directly owned by the club (Koo, 

2009). This can happen through different channels: architectural aesthetics and 
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layout, services (catering, parking, stewards, shops), seating comfort and proximity 

to the playing ground, cleanliness, safety and the opening of new and modern 

arenas (Schofield, 1983; Wakefiled and Blodgett, 1994; Bridgewater, 2010). 

Therefore, according to Koo (2009), the quality of the service provided at the 

stadium is remember by customers, shared with peers and tend to be associated 

with the perception of the stadium itself, its owners and the home team. Finally, the 

stadium can provide traditional value to the team’s brand through its meaningful 

background and history (Erdener et al., 2008), being the stage of the team’s deeds. 

 

Team knowledge and brand awareness. “The use of brand awareness […] does 

not provide a sound basis for explaining brand equity” (Bauer et al., 2005 – p. 500). 

This is mainly due to the fact that the majority of the teams playing in professional 

sports leagues are known by spectators and supporters, as a consequence of their 

coverage by television and other media (Bridgewater, 2010). On the other hand, as 

seen for internationalisation, brand awareness and recognition are “essential in 

establishing a brand across markets” (Richelieu et al., 2011 – p. 183). Therefore, in 

the case of football brands it is more appropriate and significant dealing with the 

extended concept of brand knowledge: once achieved the necessary levels of 

awareness within their specific target groups (e.g. local supporters, national 

supporters, foreign “satellite” fans), brand management has to focus on developing 

strong, favourable and unique associations in the head of their customers, eventually 

resulting in higher level of engagement with the brand and loyalty (Bauer et al., 

2005; Keller, 2008). 

 

3.2 Measuring and enhancing brand equity 

The first step of our research consisted in identifying a comprehensive and up-to-

date set of 18 associations to define brand equity in team sports. The second part of 

our model, instead, aims at assessing the actual performance of a sports club’s 

brand in each of those associations and how that reflects into its brand equity. 

Therefore, our ambition is creating a managerial tool to quickly grasp the current 

level of brand equity of a team and to discover the areas on which managers should 

focus on to enhance value. We identified the Young & Rubicam’s Brand Asset 

Valuator® and its PowerGrid as the model to be adopted for the second part of our 

research.  
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The BAV® model has been chosen as it allows us to investigate the relationship 

between the four key dimensions of a brand’s health. These dimensions are used in 

BAV® in order to assess current brand performance, to identify core issues, as well 

as to evaluate brand potential. Furthermore, the relationships between dimensions 

offer a snapshot of a brand's health, its internal value and capacity, in order to help 

organizations to build, maintain and nurture their brand equities. The PowerGrid, a 

graphical representation of Brand Strength and Brand Stature, highlights the 

strengths and weaknesses of a brand. The model can be thus used by managers to 

identify strategic directions to maximise the value of their brands, as well as to clarify 

the different role of each element in the marketing mix. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 – From brand associations to BAV® 

 

As shown in figure 3.1, the specific literature review on the 18 selected brand 

associations in team sports has been used to formulate a questionnaire to assess the 

performance of a football club’s brand according to its fans (see Appendix I B). The 

next step consisted in grouping those indicators into the four dimensions of BAV®: 

Differentiation, Relevance, Esteem and Knowledge. Accordingly to the integrated 

perspective on brand equity models, presented in figure 2.5, the six brand building 

boxes of Keller’s CBBE model have been adopted in order to allocate each indicator 

(question) under one of the four BAV® dimensions. 

 

Table 3.1 presents the connection between each of the 18 associations with the 

relevant brand building block(s) and, consequently, with the four BAV® dimensions. 

Some observation could be done: 

• Some associations have a one-to-one correspondence with a single brand 

building block and a single BAV® dimension (e.g. History / Tradition is 

connected to Imagery and creates Differentiation); 

• Many others, instead, show a more complex nature, with a single association 

corresponding to more than one brand building box and/or BAV® dimension 

(e.g. Performance and Judgements about players are related to Esteem, 

whereas their image contributes to Differentiation). 

Brand&Equity&
measure&&&&&4&BAV®&dimensions&Ques6ons&Specific&literature&

review&Associa6ons&
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Table 3.1: The connection between the 18 associations and the 4 BAV® dimensions through Keller’s 

CBBE model. 

 

Table 3.2 shows how the link between CBEE and the four BAV® dimensions in our 

model substantially reflects the one exposed in figure 2.5. However, it has to be 

observed the complete absence of indicators of Salience transposed into the BAV® 

model. This aspect could be explained as follows: 

• As mentioned in paragraph 2.2.3, whereas Keller’s definition of Brand 

Knowledge (2008) encompasses the first 3 brand building blocks, Young & 

Rubicam’s concept of Knowledge (2003) relates more to the relationship with 

the brand, similarly to Keller’s Brand Resonance. Therefore associations such 

Keller

CBBE(Pyramid D R E K

Athletic(success Performance*/*Judgements !
Brand(extensions Judgements*/*Resonance ! !

Brand(mark Imagery*/*Resonance ! !
Coach Performance*/*Judgements !

Communication(with(fans Judgements*/*Resonance ! !
Community(involvement Imagery !

Fan(identification Resonance !
Game(exprience Feelings !
History(/(Tradition Imagery !
International(appeal Judgements ! !

Management Performance*/*Judgements !
Perceived(league(level Judgements !

Players
Performance*/*Judgements*

/*Imagery ! !
President Imagery*/*Judgements !

Pride(and(place Feelings*/*Resonance !
Relationship(clubHfans Resonance !

Stadium Performance*/*Judgements ! !
Team(Knowledge Resonance !

Associations
BrandAsset(Valuator®(PowerGrid
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as Brand extensions, Brand mark, Communications with fans, Relationship 

club-fans and Team knowledge have been considered in order to evaluate 

the relation that customers have with the brand. Team knowledge, in 

particular, does not refer to the concept of awareness (i.e. having heard 

about the team) but to the extent of familiarity that supporters have with it 

(i.e. how much do they know about it). 

• As mentioned in the specific literature review on brand associations in team 

sports, the concept of brand awareness, although critical for creating Salience 

according to Keller’s CBBE model, is not at the base of brand equity in the 

team sports industry (Bauer et al., 2005). In the scope of our analysis, the 

achievement of brand awareness could be taken from granted due to the 

target group, i.e. individuals that are already supporters of a certain team –

or, in other terms, already customers of that brand. Richelieu et al. (2011) 

reaffirmed the importance of brand awareness while shifting the focus 

towards global markets. However, due to the target group of our research, 

that element has been considered as an integral part of the International 

appeal of the brand, resulting in Judgements and, in turn, Differentiation and 

Esteem according to current supporters. 

 

 
Table 3.2: The relationship between Keller’s CBBE and BAV® 4 dimensions in our model 

 

As empirical study II will show, the transposition of the brand association-related 

questions into the four BAV® dimensions is expected to produce a set of brand 

performance indicators to be used into the BAV® PowerGrid. This model would then 

provide brand managers with a clear overview on the current health of their brands 

among supporters and identify which areas are underperforming. Finally, the 

D R E K

Salience

Performance !
Imagery ! !

Judgements ! !
Feelings ! !
Resonance ! !

CBBE BrandAsset=Valuator®=PowerGrid
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application of the same research method and model to other teams would allow 

management: 

 

• To understand their brand’s positioning compared to other players in the 

market; 

• Assess the effectiveness of their marketing efforts over time; 

• Define best practices to enhance their brand’s value by identifying which 

brands are performing the best in each of the 18 associations. 
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4. Methodology 
 

This chapter outlines the research design used during this study in order to achieve 

the proposed research objectives. Research methodology is the framework that 

comprises the choosing and using of particular methods in order to obtain desired 

outcomes. The following sections describe in detail which information will be 

gathered, accessed sources and procedures to be implemented.  

 

4.1 Research Process 

4.1.1 Defining associations 

For this research, 18 brand associations in team sports have been defined, after a 

thorough examination of relevant literature. Similar brand identity elements were 

grouped together, whereas the ones that have been identified as category 

associations rather than brand associations and have been considered not relevant 

and thus eliminated. Moreover, since this research relies on prior researches on 

brand association in the team sports setting (Gladden and Funk, 2002; Bauer et al., 

2004; Ross et al., 2006; Richelieu et al., 2010; Koo, 2009), selected associations 

have not been tested again.  

 

4.1.2 Empirical and case studies 

This research is composed of two steps, both involving the use of empirical and case 

studies for the purpose of this study. 

 

Step 1: sorting by importance the team associations, which play an 

important role for creating brand equity for a sports club.  

The purpose of the first step is to sort brand associations by importance in order to 

identify which ones are more significant for football fans. Hence, a survey was 

conducted, both through an Internet-based survey and a matching printed 

questionnaire administered to a class of Master’s students at Copenhagen Business 

School. The collected data was then used to define coefficients in the calculation of 

the BAV scores of the selected teams.  
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Step 2: measuring the consumer-based brand equity of football teams by 

investigating their fans’ perceptions.  

The main goal of the second step is to measure the brand equity of FC København 

and other selected football teams through the application of the BAV® model. This 

part of the research has been carried out through a survey among football fans from 

all over the world. Therefore, an internet-based questionnaire has been run from 

August 2011 until end of September 2011 and promoted through social media (i.e. 

Facebook, Twitter, Google+) in groups, pages and communities of football fans. 

 

4.2 Research Design 

4.2.1 Survey  

Kraemer (1991) defined three distinguishing characteristics of survey research. First, 

survey research is used to quantitatively describe specific aspects of a chosen 

population. Survey analysis may be primarily related either with relationships 

between variables or with descriptively reflecting findings to a chosen population. 

Survey research is a quantitative method, which requires standardised information 

from and/or about the subjects being studied. The subjects may be individuals, 

groups, organisations or communities. Second, data required for survey research are 

collected from people by asking predefined questions and, thus, evaluations are 

subjective. Lastly, survey research uses a selected portion of the population and data 

is collected in a way that eventual findings can be generalised to the population. 

 

Survey research is applied in order to explain, describe or explore a phenomenon. 

The main point of a survey research in exploration is to become more familiar with a 

topic by clarifying issues, to reveal the variety of responses likely to happen and to 

develop measurement scales. Explorative surveys are usually used in the early steps 

of a research, in order to investigate constructs and to lead the way to further 

studies (Pinsonneault and Kraemer, 1993).  

 

On the other hand, descriptive surveys are used to further verify constructs and 

investigate them in detail. The descriptive part of the survey research is useful to 

find out what situations, events, attitudes or opinions are happening in a population; 

it helps to identify and describe the variability in different phenomena (Saunders 

et.al, 2009). The main purpose is to investigate the distribution of some phenomena 
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in a population, which can be used by the researchers in order to describe a 

distribution or to make comparisons between distributions. Descriptive questions are 

not for testing a theory; they ascertain facts (Pinsonneault and Kraemer, 1993). 

  

On the other hand, explanatory survey research is used for testing theory and casual 

relations. The aim of the survey research is to ask about relationships between 

variables; theoretically, how and why variables should be related. The theory 

provides more than just testing a relationship: it also assumes the direction of a 

relationship. Moreover, explanatory questions help to find an answer to why the 

relationship exists (Pinsonneault and Kraemer, 1993). 

 

In this study, the questionnaire research (exploratory study) is conducted in order to 

understand and measure the brand equity of FC København, and benchmark FCK 

with other selected football clubs. In addition, our study is descriptive, as we are 

trying to find out different opinions in the population.  

 

4.2.2 Case study 

Case study can lead to an understanding of a complex issue, and can confirm and 

reinforce what is already known thanks to previous research. This kind of study 

allows people and organisations to be placed within their natural setting or social and 

historical context. Case studies highlight detailed contextual analysis of a limited 

number of events or conditions and their relationships (Becker et al. 2005). Robert K. 

Yin (1984) describes the case study research as an experiential investigation that 

inquires a modern phenomenon within its real-life setting, especially when the 

boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. 

 

The case study, as a comprehensive research strategy, will help researchers in 

gaining a rich understanding of the context and the processes being enacted (Morris 

and Wood, 1991). For that reason, it also facilitates readers to evaluate the 

implications of the research study and understand the findings (Adelman et al., 

1984). 

 

The case study strategy has the ability to generate answers to the question “why” 

and as well as the questions “what” and “how”, even though latter questions tend to 
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be more the concern of the survey strategy (Yin, 1984). For instance: “what affects a 

sports team’s brand equity”? In this study, we are trying to understand how team 

associations play an important role in order to create, measure and nurture brand 

equity.  

 

4.3 Sample 

4.3.1 Sampling 

The level of analysis for this study was the individual level. Ideally, the target 

population of this research would be all consumers of the football product all around 

the world. However, the sampling frame for this research was football fans that are 

using Internet, especially social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter and/or Google+). The 

reason for this selection was that the two online surveys could be easily and quickly 

spread via social media, in order to reach several football fans from different 

countries. Moreover, students were one of the biggest target groups in our study, 

because they are accessible and usually familiar with sports. Bergmann and Grahn 

(1997) propose that students’ responses can easily be generalised to the population.  

 

Probability sampling is where every unit in the population has equal chance of being 

selected. Conversely, non-probability sampling is the scheme where the probability of 

selection each sampling unit is unknown (Hair et al., 2009). Since the survey was 

generically administrated online, different characteristics among possible 

respondents were expected (e.g. fan identification, interest, etc.). Therefore, the 

probability of participation level differs in terms of respondents’ characteristics: a 

loyal football fan might have been more likely to answer the questionnaire than a 

normal fan. Nevertheless, the probability of selection each sampling is unknown. 

Eventually, a non-probability sampling was used for this research.  

 

Europe is the cradle and main focus of football in the world. It attracts the best 

football players and its big leagues are televised globally (Gieske and Forato 2004). 

The estimated fan-base of European leagues is 130 millions; furthermore, in English 

and Spanish leagues, the number of international fans even exceeds the one of 

domestic ones. For that reason, team selection was limited to European leagues and, 

in order to benchmark FC København in Europe, 7 teams were selected based on 

their domestic and international level, as well as the relevance to this study and the 
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possibility of reaching their supporters. According to Eisenhardt (1989), that number 

of selected cases (being between four and ten) should allow an in-depth analysis and 

guarantee a relative diversity to increase the validity of results. 

 

 
Figure 4.1: Selected case studies. 

 

In addition, being the research focused on football fans, only data from respondents 

who answered the ImpMe question (“Being a fan of the team is important to me”) 

between 3 and 7 were used for the calculation of the BAV® scores of selected 

teams. We considered respondents who answered either 1 or 2 in the ImpMe 

question as not being legitimately part of the target group (i.e. football fans). 

 

4.3.2 Involvement and Knowledge 

In the beginning of our second questionnaire, football fans were asked how many 

team(s) they support and to indicate which team they support the most. Additionally, 

participants were asked about their involvement and knowledge levels in order to 

verify reliability and validity of collected data and, moreover, to assure that the 

sampling frame consisted of “real” football fans. 

 

Mitchell (1979) defines involvement as a continuous and motivational personal 

importance that shows the degree of awareness, interest and desire. Zaichkowsky 

(1985) also described it as the perceived relationship based on a consumer's value, 

desire, and interest. In order to measure the level of involvement of our 

respondents, a seven-point scale (1 = totally disagree, 7 = strongly agree) was used 

and they were asked to rate the following statements: (1) I watch every game of my 

team; (2) I feel that my team’s success is also my success; (3) I often talk about my 

FC#København#(FCK)#
!!!!!!!!Superliga!

Juventus#FC#(JUV)#
!!!!!!!!!Serie!A!

Fenerbahce#(FEN)#
!!!!!!!!!Süper!Lig!

FC#Barcelona#(FCB)#
!!!!!!!!!La!Liga!

Brondby#IF#(BRO)#
!!!!!!!!Superliga!

Udinese#Calcio#(UDI)#
!!!!!!!!!Serie!A!

Galatasaray#(GAL)#
!!!!!!!!!Süper!Lig!
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team with my family and/or friends; (4) I feel part of a community of fans supporting 

my team. The mean of the four questions’ results constitutes the involvement index 

(NB: the same indicator constitutes the FID association score, being that calculated 

over the same set of questions).  

 

Knowledge is awareness or familiarity with an item, topic, setting, etc. and it helps 

individual to evaluate it consistently. In this research, self-report method was used 

by asking respondents how expert they felt about their team (Kanwar et al., 1990) in 

order to prove that respondents have enough knowledge about football to complete 

the survey. For measuring the knowledge of our respondents, a seven-point scale (1 

= totally disagree, 7 = strongly agree) was used and they were asked to rate the 

following statement: (1) I consider myself an expert about my team. The result of 

this question forms the knowledge index (NB: the same indicator is also constituting 

the TKN association score). 

 

4.3.3 Sample size 

In order to minimise the prospective error to generalise to population the larger 

samples size is needed. In other words, the larger amount of sample the more 

closely its distribution will be comparable to the actual distribution. Statisticians 

proved that a sample size of 30 or more would usually provide a sampling 

distribution for the mean, which is very close to a normal distribution (Saunders et 

al., 2009). For each selected team, equal amount or more than 30 responses were 

used, which provided us a sampling distribution that can be generalised to the 

population.  

 

4.4 Data Collection 

The survey offers researchers only one chance to collect the data, and it is mainly 

difficult, or sometimes impossible, to identify respondents in order to collect 

additional information (Saunders et al., 2009). For that reason, it was crucial to plan 

precisely what data was needed, how the information was going to be collected and 

how it was going to be analysed in order to answer our research questions. 
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In the first survey, subjects were asked to rate the perceived importance of the 18 

selected brand associations using ten-point Likert scale (1=not important, 10=very 

important), with the purpose of obtaining importance coefficients for each of them.  

 

In the second survey, 59 questions were developed, based on the related literature 

review about the 18 selected brand associations. Some questions were phrased in 

negative form to try and avoid acquiescence bias, which is the tendency to respond 

in an indiscriminately positive way (Altermatt, 2006). These questions have been 

eventually grouped under the 4 BAV® dimensions (Differentiation, Relevance, 

Knowledge and Esteem) through the application of Keller’s CBBE framework 

(paragraph 3.2). In order to see whether the questions could be interpreted 

differently and/or if there were any questions that needed to be changed or 

eliminated, a pilot test was conducted by asking 24 people in our surroundings to 

answer and to provide feedback, if they had any, about our survey. After testing the 

survey, according to feedback and reliability test over the BAV® categories, 

unreliable and repetitive questions were eliminated, resulting in a final set of 45 

questions regarding brand associations. The questionnaire was then completed by 10 

questions relating to demographic information (5), supported team(s) (3), whether 

they supported a team from their city/region (1) an the previously mentioned ImpMe 

question used as a discriminating variable (see Appendix I B).  

 

Survey data was collected randomly by an internet-mediated survey, which was 

coded by us in PHP in order to be able to customise it according to our needs and to 

export the final data either in an Excel or SPSS file. The survey was spread mainly on 

different social medias (Facebook, Twitter and Google+). Spreading the survey 

online allowed us to reach random individuals, without any bias (e.g. age, sex, 

personal feelings, etc.). The purpose of the survey and details about the 

questionnaire were explained to respondents clearly in the first page, before 

beginning the actual questionnaire.  

 

Nominal and interval scales were used in the survey. Ten-point and seven-point 

Likert-type rating scales were chosen, respectively for the first and second survey. 

The reason behind using an odd number (seven) for the main survey (the second 

one) was to allow respondents to “sit on the fence”, by ticking the middle category 

when considering an implicitly negative statement (Saunders et al., 2009). Moreover, 
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scales with a large number of options often confuse respondents, as the expression 

differences between the scale points may become trivial (Mooi and Sarstedt, 2011). 

Hence, we opted for a 7-point scale. For the first survey, instead, a ten-point scale 

was adopted in order to simplify the calculation of coefficients. 

 

4.4.1 Reliability and validity 

While conducting a survey, there is a risk that each individual respondent may 

interpret a question in a different way from the others. Consequently, findings will 

not be consistent. In the light of this example, reliability can be defined as whether 

or not the data collection techniques or analysis procedures will yield consistent 

results if asked to different individuals, to different samples, at different times and 

under different conditions (Saunders et al., 2009). Cronbach’s Alpha is used in order 

to check internal consistency of the survey.  

 

Validity means the ability of a questionnaire to measure what researcher want to 

measure (Saunders et al., 2009). Construct validity refers how well a test measures 

what it asserts; it refers whether a scale or test measures the construct adequately. 

Construct validity is measured through convergent and discriminant validity. 

Convergent validity shows that measures that should be related are interrelated in 

reality. On the other hand, discriminant validity shows that measures that should not 

be related are not interrelated in reality. Low correlation values (range from -1,00 to 

+1,00) demonstrate that items are not interrelated to the same construct (Bagozzi, 

1993). In other words, a broken weight will provide reliable result in every time 

when it is used, however it will not deliver valid result (i.e. matching reality).  

 

Internal validity refers if the right sources and valid information have been obtained 

or not. In addition, it also pertains to trustworthiness of the information that was 

collected from respondents (Bell and Bryman, 2003). We believe that the information 

obtain through our surveys is highly trustworthy due to the clear delimitation of our 

sample (i.e. having selected only football fans with medium or high levels of 

involvement and knowledge, provided us with a sample of competent respondents). 

Moreover, in order to decrease random error (different interpretations), the survey 

was translated into different languages in order to minimise linguistic barriers with 

football fans from non-English speaking countries or with low command of the 
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language. Therefore, the survey has been created in English and then translated by 

mother tongue/bilingual speakers in 5 languages (Catalan, French, Italian, Spanish, 

Turkish) in order to make it easier to understand for respondents and to minimise 

linguistic barriers. 

 

The survey has been launched in mid August 2011. We believe that the results 

achieved by the their team in the previous season, as well as expectation and 

speculations on the transfer market, could have significantly influenced supporters’ 

evaluations on many elements, in particular those related to success, players, coach, 

management, etc. On the other hand, we would expect that, being at that time most 

of the European leagues about to begin or just started, the influence of recent 

results would have be lower than in other periods of the year; this factor is expected 

to have decreased participant error in our survey (Saunders et al., 2009).  

   

4.5 Data analysis 

Gathered data has been analysed using the statistical software SPSS 19.0 and 

Microsoft Excel. A number of descriptive measures – means, standard deviations, 

and frequencies – were used. The raw data was collected from all football teams 

supporters regardless of their loyalty level. In order to discard bias and sort out the 

adequate data, which has to be from real football supporters, only data from 

respondents, who answered ImpMe (being a fan of the team is important to me) 

question between 3 and 7, was taken consideration. BAV® scores of selected team 

were then calculated by using the data from the questionnaire and association 

coefficients from the first survey. 

 

4.6 Benchmark analysis 

Benchmarking is a strategic management tool that helps evaluating effectiveness 

and comparison of performance. Benchmarking provides information of the 

performance and helps to understand where the organization is in relation to a 

particular standard. Moreover, it is the process of comparing one’s business 

performance with industry best practices (Dumford, 2008; Mann, 2008). In order to 

carry out a benchmark analysis, direct observation (in particular regarding STA, BEX 
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and GEX, where possible), sport publications, team documents, team websites and 

media articles were used in combination with data collected from our second survey.  

 

Research Purpose 

Exploratory Descriptive Explanatory 

 

 

Research Approach 

Quantitative Qualitative Deductive Inductive 

 

 

Research Strategy 

Experiment Survey Archival Analysis History Case Study 

 

 

Data Collection Method 

Observation Interviews Archival Records Questionnaires Documentation 

 

 

Sample Selection 

- Consumers of football all around the world 

- European Teams (FC København, Brøndby IF, FC Barcelona, Juventus FC, 

Udinese Calcio, Fenerbahce, Galatasaray) 

 

 

Data Analysis 

- SPSS 19.0 

- Microsoft Excel 

 
Figure 4.2: Overview of methodology.  
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5. Empirical study I 
 

The purpose of the first empirical study is to sort by importance the team 

associations that define brand equity for sports clubs. The necessity of performing 

this kind of investigation emerged from the assumption that different associations 

affect brand equity to different degrees. In other words, some associations have 

stronger influence on Brand Equity than others; e.g. SUC has more impact on brand 

equity than CSR. For that reason, respondents were asked to rate the importance of 

each of the 18 selected associations for them when thinking about their supported 

teams. The outcome of this study consists in 18 importance coefficients paired to the 

set of brand associations defined in chapter 3. These coefficients will to be used in 

combination with the results of empirical study II in the brand equity assessment for 

FC København and other six selected teams. 

 

5.1 Subjects 

The selected sample consisted of 61 university students who declared to support at 

least one football team. Subjects were between 21 and 37 years old, having an 

average age of 25. The gender distribution was 69% male and 31% female.  

 

5.2 Procedure 

In order to obtain an accurate weight of each association’s value, this survey was 

initially conducted in printed form in a university classroom during a Strategic Brand 

Management lecture; afterwards, in order to reach more people in a short amount of 

time, the same questions were asked to other university students through an online 

questionnaire. Respondents were informed about the purpose of the survey and 

each respondent was asked to rate 1 to 10 the 18 selected brand associations (see 

Appendix I A). 61 responses were then attained in order to calculate coefficients.  

  

5.3 Results 

Microsoft Excel was used in order to calculate coefficients for each association from 

collected data; ten-point scale (1 to 10) was converted to 0 to 1 coefficients to 

calculate BAV® scores for each football club. 
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Table 5.1: Coefficients for associations. 

 

5.4 Reliability Testing 

In this part of research, a reliability test was performed for the 18 brand 

associations. Cronbach’s Alpha was calculated by SPSS 19.0, resulting significantly 

high (0,82). Moreover, all elements were highly correlated with each other, indicating 

a high level of internal reliability. 

 

Athletic(success SUC 8,10 0,81

Game(exprience GEX 8,03 0,80

Pride(and(place LOC 7,85 0,79

Perceived(league(level LEA 7,67 0,77

Players PLA 7,63 0,76

History(/(Tradition HIS 7,55 0,76

Fan(identification FID 7,32 0,73

Team(Knowledge TKN 6,87 0,69

International(appeal INT 6,60 0,66

Coach COA 6,58 0,66

Brand(mark BMA 6,43 0,64

Stadium STA 6,42 0,64

Management MAN 6,35 0,64

Relationship(clubGfans REL 5,93 0,59

Communication(with(fans COM 5,87 0,59

Brand(extensions BEX 5,86 0,59

President PRE 5,45 0,55

Community(involvement CSR 5,22 0,52

Associations codes Importance(
(1#to#10)

Coefficient
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6. Empirical Study II 
 

The purpose of the second empirical study is to investigate football fans’ perceptions 

of their favourite football club in order to measure the brand equity of football clubs. 

45 questions were developed in order to assess different aspects relating to the set 

of 18 brand associations in team sports (see Appendix I B). Afterwards, results were 

grouped in order to calculate mean scores for each association, both for the whole 

industry and for selected teams, and further classified within the 4 BAV® dimensions 

of Differentiation, Relevance, Esteem and Knowledge. 

 

6.1 Subjects 

The questionnaire was administrated online in order to reach as many football fans 

all around the world as possible in a short amount of time. The final number of 

respondents that completed the survey resulted of 487. More than three-fourths 

were aged between 21 and 32; 24% of respondents were female while 76% were 

male.  

 
Table 6.1: Demographic of all the respondents to the survey. 

 

In order to remove bias and obtain reliable and adequate data, only records from 

respondents who answered the ImpMe question with a value between 3 and 7 

(hence being legitimately considerable as football fans) were taken in consideration; 

the number of respondents was therefore downsized to 434. The overall levels of 

knowledge and involvement (paragraph 4.3.2) were respectively 5.09 and 4.91, 

attesting therefore the trustworthiness of the sample for representing the “football 

supporters” group.  

Respondents

Sex Age
Female 116 24% under/21 62 13%
Male 371 76% 21/to/26 217 45%

27/to/32 162 33%
over/33 26 9%

487
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It can be observed how in both surveys (empirical study I and II), the majority of 

respondents were male. This result is in line with the existing differences between 

men and women in terms of evaluation and knowledge about football, as stated by 

Tesser and Leone (1977). In addition, Wenner (1989) examined the differences 

between males and females in terms of attitude, stimulus and behaviour regarding to 

sports: he eventually proposed that men hold generally more passion and interest in 

sports than women.  

 

6.2 Procedure 

Data were collected randomly by an internet-based survey and the survey was 

launched in the middle of August until end of September 2011 over the Internet and, 

in particular, promoted on different social medias (Facebook, Twitter and Google+). 

The purpose of the questionnaire was explained to the respondents before the 

survey was conducted in detail (see Appendix I B). We believe that fans’ evaluations 

may have been influenced by the results that their supported team achieved in the 

previous season, as well as expectations and speculations on the transfer market.  

 

6.3 Measures   

In accordance with the BAV® model structure, four main measurements were 

calculated. The Differentiation part aimed at identifying the aspects that make a 

football brand different, unique and distinctive compared to other ones: e.g. “the 

uniform of my team is distinctive from other teams’ ones”. 11 questions were 

developed for Differentiation, dealing with the following aspects: History & Tradition, 

Brand mark, International appeal, Players, Stadium, Game experience and Brand 

extensions.  

 

The Relevance dimension tried to assess how relevant and personally appropriate a 

football club for its fans: e.g. “I feel that my team’s success is also my success”. 7 

questions were developed for Relevance component, including Fan identification and 

Pride and place associations.  
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The esteem part tried to identify fans’ perception (quality and popularity) towards a 

football team: e.g. “I am not satisfied with the results of my team” (reverse 

question). 18 questions were developed under Esteem component, based on the 

following associations: Athletic Success, Players, Coach, Management, President, 

Social commitment, Stadium, Perceived league level, Communication with fans and 

International appeal.  

 

The Knowledge component tried to determine how fans internalised what the brand 

stands for and how familiar they are with it: e.g. “I consider myself an expert about 

my team”. 9 questions were developed for Knowledge, including: Brand mark, 

Relationship with fans, Brand extensions, Communication with fans and Team 

knowledge. 

 

6.4 Questions and indicators 

Table 6.2 reports a list of the questions concerning brand associations that have 

been asked to football fans and the relative abbreviations and codes used in the 

course of this and following chapters. 

 

6.5 Reliability test 

It is suggested that internal consistency reliability should be checked for reflective 

measurement models. One of the most widely used method is checking for 

Cronbach’s �, which provides a prediction for reliability based on the correlations 

among indicators (Henseler et al., 2009). In general, a reliability score (Cronbach’s 

Alpha) below 0.60 is considered as a lack of reliability; scores between 0.60 and 0.70 

are considered acceptable; for levels of 0.80 or higher, scores are considered as 

good reliability (Saunders et al., 2009). In this research, Alpha values were 

calculated for each BAV® component by SPSS 19.0 and, as shown in table 6.3, all 

items resulted above 0.80. This indicates that all items that were classified for BAV® 

components are thus highly reliable. In addition to that, all outer loadings should be 

greater than 0.70 (see Appendix II) to be considered reliable. Table 6.3 shows the 

reliability scores for each BAV components (averaging 0.85).  
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Table 6.2: Questions and codes. 

Code Short name Question
BEX_Buy Purchase frequency I buy merchandise of my team every season

BEX_LikeNa Use of brand I want to see my team's name on these products

BEX_LocSto Store location My team does not have enough official stores**

BEX_Many Product range My team offers many products for fans under its brand

BMA_IdT Logo and identity The logo reflects the identity of my team

BMA_MeanMe Meaningful logo The logo of my team has a lot of meaning to me

BMA_Unif Distinctive uniform The uniform of my team is distinctive from other teams’ ones

COA_Perf Performance I like the performance of my team’s coach

COA_Reput Reputation The coach has a big reputation

COM_SocMed Social media I follow my team on social media

COM_WebCon Website content The website has rich, updated and multimedia contents

COM_WebDes Website design The website is well designed and user friendly

COM_WebFre Website frequency I check the team’s website every day

CSR_Apprec Fan appreciation I appreciate the charity initiatives of my club

CSR_Social Social contribution My club is contributing to the society

FID_ComFan Community belonging I feel part of a community of fans supporting my team

FID_TalkFF Talking about team I often talk about my team with my family and/or friends

FID_TSucMe Empathy I feel that my team’s success is also my success

FID_WatchG Watch every game I watch every game of my team

GEX_Atmos Atmosphere The atmosphere at the stadium is great

GEX_ExGame Game excitement My team’s games are exciting

HIS_LegHis Legendary history My team has a legendary history

HIS_WinHis History of winning My team has a history of winning

INT_Compet Competitive I consider my team competitive at international level

INT_Known Well known My team has a strong name abroad

LEA_BestT Best teams My team is playing in the league with the best teams

LEA_Excit Exciting league My team is playing in one of the most exciting leagues

LOC_PlaReg Team represents My team is representing my city/region**

LOC_Proud Local pride My team makes me proud of where I live / come from**

LOC_RepReg Local players My team’s players are representing my city/region**

MAN_Best Best managers My club has the best managers

MAN_GoodDe Good decision The management of my club makes good decisions

PLA_GoodEn Good enough The current players are good enough for my team

PLA_Star Stars My team has one or more star players

PLA_Values Values alignment The current players represent the values of my club

PRE_PersLd Leadership The president has a strong personality and leadership

PRE_Reput Reputation The president of my club has a good reputation among fans

REL_AttenF Attention to fans I feel that the club pays attention to its supporters

REL_RespF Respect to fans I feel that the club does not respects its fans*

STA_BestEx Experience My club’s stadium makes attending a game a better experience

STA_HomeT Home of the team The stadium feels like the home of my team

STA_Serv Services I like the services in my team’s stadium

SUC_Rivals Stronger than rivals My team is stronger than its main rivals

SUC_SatRes Satisfying results I am not satisfied with the results of my team*

TKN_ExpT Expert about team I consider myself an expert about my team

ImpMe ImpMe Being a fan of my team is not important to me*

* Negative question (results have been reversed in calaculation as it if was a positive question)
** Question asked only to fans who specified they supported a team from they city / region
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Table 6.3: Cronbach’s Alpha for BAV components. 

 

6.6 Validity test 

In order to measure validity, convergent and discriminant validity were used. 

Convergent validity ensures that indicators actually exemplify their fundamental 

unobservable construct. Fornell and Larcker (1981) suggested that Average Variance 

Extracted (AVE) could test convergent validity. AVE is simply defined as the average 

variance shared between a construct and its measures (Hulland, 1999). AVE specifies 

the portion (percentage) of the variance of the construct that is explained by its 

items and it measures the shared or common variance in a latent variable. The 

quantity of variance for latent variable is compared to the quantity of variance by 

virtue of its measurement error (Dillon and Goldstein, 1984). Eventually, AVE 

indicates the percentage of error-free variance of an item set.  

 

Differentiation Alpha

HIS: Legendary History, History of Winning; INT: Well known;

BMA: Distinctive uniform; BEX: Store Location, Product range;

GEX: Game Excitement, Atmosphere; PLA: Stars;

Relevance Alpha

LOC: Team represents, Local players, Local pride;

FID: Watch every game, Empathy, Talk about team, Community belonging.

Esteem Alpha

SUC: Satisfying results, Stronger than rivals; INT: Competitive;

PLA: Good enough, Values alignment; COA: Performance, Reputation;

MAN: Best managers, Good decisions; PRE: Leadership, Reputation;

CSR: Social contribution, Fan appreciation;

STA: Service; LEA: Best teams, Exciting league;

COM: Website content, Webside design.

Knowledge Alpha

BMA: Logo and identity, Meaningful logo;

REL: Attention to fans, Respect to fans;

BEX: Purchase frequency, Use of brand;

COM: Website Frequency, Social Media; TKN: Expert about team.

0.86

0.87

0.81

0.89
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An AVE score of at least 0.50 indicates sufficient convergent validity, which means 

that latent variables may explain at least half of an indicator’ variance average. Table 

6.4 states that all AVEs lay above this threshold, signifying that convergent validity is 

sufficient for all constructs.  

 

 
Table 6.4: Average Variance Extracted (AVE) 4 BAV Components 

 

Discriminant validity is the degree to which concepts that should not be related 

theoretically are, in fact, not interrelated in reality (Bagozzi, 1993).  Some 

researchers use “r = .85” as a rule-of-thumb for elimination, due to fact that 

correlations above this level signal definitional overlap of concepts. However, Fornell 

and Larcker (1981) proposed that if the variance shared between a construct and 

any other construct in the model is less than the variance that construct shares with 

its indicators, discriminant validity is established; according to criterion, the AVE 

should be greater than the square of the construct’s correlation with the other 

factors. Table 6.5 indicates the AVE scores of each latent variable (diagonal bold 

numbers) and the squared correlations with all other latent variables. As it can be 

seen in the table, all AVEs scores are greater than each component’s correlation. 

Consequently, discriminant validity is sufficient for all components. 

 

 
Table 6.5: Fornell-Larcker criterion. AVE: bold numbers; Squared latent variable correlations: normal 

numbers 

AVE

Differentiation ,653

Relevance ,628

Esteem ,666

Knowledge ,677

Differentiation Relevance Esteem Knowledge

Differentiation .653

Relevance .324 .628

Esteem .517 .591 .666

Knowledge .430 .535 .617 .677
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6.7 Measuring brand associations  

The answers provided by the 434 respondents identifiable as football fans (having 

answered the ImpMe question between 3 and 7) have been grouped under the 18 

brand associations. In particular, 271 respondents resulted as supporters of one of 

the seven teams used as case studies: their answers have been used to calculate, 

through SPSS 19.0 and Microsoft Excel, the scores for each association on a per-

team base, whereas the means resulting out of all the 434 considered responses 

were used to calculate the industry average (see table 7.1 and Appendix IV). 

 

In order to verify the existence of relations among the 18 associations, a correlation 

test was conducted between paired samples using Spearman's rho for the null 

hypothesis H0 : rho = 0. The critical value alpha at 0.05 confidence level, such that 

the two samples can be assumed not to be correlated (see Appendix III). The 

primary goal of this test was to understand the dynamics among associations and, in 

particular, how each association can affect or be affected by other association(s). 

Only the ones with correlation values greater than 0.4 were recognised as correlated. 

The following table shows the correlated associations together. 

 

 
Table 6.6: Correlations among associations 

 

6.8 Measuring brand equity 

Collected data were first analysed by using SPSS 19.0. Afterwards, results were 

transferred into Microsoft Excel and all individual means were calculated for each 

team associations and then grouped under the BAV® components (see Appendix V). 

Finally, each team association has been multiplied by the respective coefficient, as 

obtained in empirical study I, in order to weigh the values by their importance in 

defining consumer based brand equity.  

SUC PLA 
0,582

COA 
0,537

MAN 
0,438

INT 
0,437

COA PLA 
0,631

MAN 
0,558

SUC 
0,537

INT 
0,453

GEX 
0,42

FID 
0,403

GEX STA 
0,573

PLA 
0,496

BEX 
0,469

INT 
0,434

COA 
0,420

BMA FID 
0,445

BEX 
0,403

LOC PLA 
0,488

MAN 
0,463

FID 
0,425

CSR 
0,411

STA GEX 
0,573

INT 
0,455

HIS 
0,436

BEX 
0,405

LEA INT 
0,332

MAN PRE 
0,643

COA 
0,558

PLA 
0,541

LOC 
0,463

SUC 
0,438

REL 
0,419

PLA COA 
0,631

SUC 
0,582

MAN 
0,541

INT 
0,534

GEX 
0,496

LOC 
0,488

FID 
0,428

BEX 
0,423

REL MAN 
0,464

PRE 
0,419

HIS INT 
0,575

STA 
0,436

BEX 
0,408

COM FID 
0,584

TKN 
0,496

BEX 
0,407

CSR 
0,406

FID TKN 
0,701

COM 
0,584

BMA 
0,445

BEX 
0,445

PLA 
0,428

LOC 
0,425

COA 
0,403

BEX GEX 
0,469

FID 
0,445

PLA 
0,423

INT 
0,415

STA 
0,408

COM 
0,407

STA 
0,405

BMA 
0,403

TKN FID 
0,701

COM 
0,496

PRE MAN 
0,643

REL 
0,464

INT HIS 
0,575

PLA 
0,534

COA 
0,453

STA 
0,455

SUC 
0,437

GEX 
0,434

BEX 
0,415

LEA 
0,332 CSR LOC 

0,411
COM 
0,406
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In the light of the calculated means for each team association, the values 

determining the four BAV® dimensions were calculated in order to measure the 

brand equity of each team. In particular, the Brand Strength indicator was calculated 

by the combination (average) of Differentiation and Relevance dimensions, whereas 

Brand Stature was calculated as the average of Esteem and Knowledge (see table 

6.7). Finally, selected football clubs were plotted on the BAV® PowerGrid via 

calculated Brand Strength and Brand Stature values, in order to illustrate their 

current stage of development and relative brand health (see figure 6.1).  

 

 
Table 6.7: Mean values of BAV components for selected teams. 

 

 
Figure 6.1: BAV® PowerGrid for the seven selected teams. 

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB
Differentiation 4,78 4,83 5,89 4,58 5,85 5,72 6,38

Relevance 5,29 4,66 4,44 6,05 5,43 4,85 5,84

Brand Strenght 5,04 4,75 5,17 5,32 5,64 5,28 6,11

Esteem 4,55 3,37 4,52 5,23 4,99 5,04 5,91

Knowledge 4,87 4,16 4,47 5,03 5,41 5,19 5,02

Brand Stature 4,71 3,76 4,49 5,13 5,20 5,12 5,46
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6.9 Issues with Relevance and Team Knowledge 

The analysis of acquired data showed significant differences between the examined 

clubs in terms of fan base composition, involvement and knowledge levels. In 

particular, teams such as UDI and FEN presented a proportion of highly involved fans 

(ImpMe indicator equal to 6 or 7) far higher than other teams’ ones (table 7.1). This 

result could be rather ascribed to a highly heterogeneous sample of respondents 

than the actual distribution of differently involved fans for each team. In paragraph 

6.6 a strong correlation emerged between fan identification (FID) and other 

associations, in particular TKN and LOC. Therefore, we expected those indicators to 

be highly dependent on the level of involvement (ImpMe) each respondent has. 

 

In order to show the correlation between ImpMe and Relevance, Linear Regression 

Analysis was conducted. Regression Analysis is used for specifying the nature of 

relationship between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables. 

In other words, it is used for predicting the value of variable(s) (dependent 

variables) according to the value of one given variable (independent variable) (Hair 

et al., 2009). In addition, unlike Correlation Analysis, it is used to prove whether a 

change in a dependent variable is caused by changes in one or more independent 

variables. The result of regression analysis comprises the coefficient of 

determination, or R2, which shows the amount of variation in the dependent variable 

associated with the variation in the independent variable. Regression analysis also 

provides regression coefficient, B value, which shows us how much the dependent 

variables are going to change if a given unit is changed in the independent measure 

(Hair et al., 2009).   

 

Table 6.8, obtained through SPSS, shows that dependent variable ImpMe (being a 

fan of the team is important to me) and Relevance component are highly correlated: 

R2 = 0.63. The result indicates that 63% variance in the dependent variable 

(Relevance) can be explained by the Regression Model. Moreover, with a significant 

level of .000, it shows that the probability of this result occurring by chance was less 

than 0.0005. Besides that, table 6.9 shows that the regression coefficient, or B, is 

0.77 with a significant level of .0000, which means that if ImpMe is increased by 1, 

Relevance will also change by 77%.  
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Table 6.8: Regression Analysis 

Dependent variable: RELEVANCE *Predictors: (Constant), ImpMe. Sig.: .000 

 

 
Table 6.9: Regression Coefficients 

* Dependent Variable: Relevance 

 

The association Team Knowledge (TKN, resulting from the question “I consider 

myself an expert about my team”) shows a similar behaviour to the one of Relevance 

components. TKN and ImpMe are in fact highly correlated, with high B value. Table 

6.10 shows that the dependent variable ImpMe and TKN are highly correlated (R2 = 

0.52). The result implies that 52% of variance in TKN can be explained by the 

model. Moreover, with a significant level of .000 it shows that the probability of this 

result occurring by chance was less than 0.0005. Table 6.11 also indicates that 

regression coefficient, or B, is 0.69 with a significant level of .0000, which means 

that if ImpMe is increased by 1, TKN will be also changed by 69%. 

 
Table 6.10: Regression Analysis 

Dependent variable: TKN *Predictors: (Constant), ImpMe Sig.: .000 

Regression

Adjusted Std. Error of

Model R R Square R Square The Estimate

1 .793* .628 .615 .943

Coefficients*

    Unstandartised Coefficients Std. Coefficients

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.

(Constant) 2.441 .211 11.543 .000

ImpMe .771 .037 .793 12.781 .000

Regression

Adjusted Std. Error of

Model R R Square R Square The Estimate

1 .719* .516 .503 .1012
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Table 6.11: Regression Coefficients 

* Dependent Variable: TKN 

 

6.10 Adapted BAV® model 

As the analysis of respondents (paragraph 7.1) will further clarify, we detected a 

high degree of heterogeneity among respondents of our survey in terms of level of 

involvement with their supported team. We considered those differences depending 

on the individual characteristics of each supporter (resulting on different levels of 

involvement and knowledge). Furthermore, those differences have been potentially 

accentuated by the method used to reach football fans (individuals following their 

teams on social medias and/or being part of fan communities online are expected to 

have a higher degree of involvement than other “average” supporters). Therefore, 

the different proportions between fans with high, medium or low levels in the ImpMe 

indicator (see table 7.1) are not expected to reflect the actual shares of different 

typologies of supporters a team has, being instead influenced from individual 

characteristics of respondents (e.g. the fact that 39% of respondents supporting 

Juventus are “hard core” ones, versus the 88% of Udinese ones, does not 

necessarily correspond to the actual distribution of their whole fan bases). 

 

The BAV® pillar of Relevance (calculated as the average of Fan identification and 

Pride and place associations) and the Team knowledge association resulted highly 

depending on the ImpMe indicator and therefore biased by the subjective 

characteristics of each respondent. Hence, those indicators have been eliminated 

from the calculation of brand equity, resulting in an adapted version of the BAV® 

model, as shown in table 6.12 and figure 6.2. The BAV® PowerGrid, in particular, 

now includes only Differentiation (instead of Brand Strength) on the vertical axis, 

Coefficients*

    Unstandartised Coefficients Std. Coefficients

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.

(Constant) 2.441 .161 25.832 .000

ImpMe .693 .031 .719 12.000 .000
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whereas Brand Stature* is calculated as a mean between Esteem and Knowledge* 

(calculated as the average of relevant BMA, BEX, REL and COM scores, having TKN 

been excluded from the adapted model). 

 

 
Table 6.12: Mean values in the adapted BAV® model. 

 

 
Figure 6.2: Adapted BAV® PowerGrid for the seven selected teams 

 

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB
Differentiation 4,78 4,83 5,89 4,58 5,85 5,72 6,38

Esteem 4,55 3,37 4,52 5,23 4,99 5,04 5,91

Knowledge* 4,84 3,95 4,43 4,96 5,37 5,25 5,08

Brand Stature* 4,69 3,66 4,48 5,09 5,18 5,15 5,50
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7. Discussion and managerial implications 
 

7.1 Analysis of respondents 

In this chapter the results of brand equity measurements and possibilities for its 

enhancement will be presented. The focus will be on FC København (FCK) as the 

main case study, with comparisons with the other six selected teams in order to 

identify best practices and possible marketing actions to nurture FCK’s brand equity. 

Before that, a brief analysis on the respondents’ characteristics is presented in order 

to better understand distinguishing aspects among different team’s customers (fans). 

 

Table 7.1 shows a substantial homogeneity amid respondents in terms of age and 

sex, whereas significant differences could be detected regarding aspects such as 

geographical provenance, number of teams supported, involvement and knowledge. 

In particular, the vast majority of respondents were male (with the only exception of 

FCB, where the two genders are substantially balanced), while the most represented 

age group is between 21 and 32, with percentages between 57% and 94% 

(although 43% of GAL respondents are under 21). 

 

More remarkable differences among different teams’ supporters could be observed 

instead in the following areas. The level of importance held by a team for its 

supporters (based on the question “being fan of my team is not important to me”, 

whose scores have been then reversed to define the ImpMe indicator) significantly 

varies team by team. About 8 out of 10 of the two Danish teams’ fans (FCK and 

BRO), as well as the ones of GAL, are “hard core” supporters, while the remaining 

ones could be still classified as “average” ones. This prevalence is even more evident 

for UDI and GAL, as “hard core” fans represent almost the totality of the sample. 

FCB supporters are almost equally distributed among high and medium given 

importance. A similar distribution could be noticed for JUV, although 26% pays only 

little importance to being a fan of the Turin-based club – those respondents, as all 

the ones with resulting values of 1 or 2 in the ImpMe indicator, have been excluded 

from any further analysis, as they do not belong to the target group of football 

supporters. These remarkable differences among different respondents’ profiles are 
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also reflected into the involvement and knowledge scores for each team – and, as 

specified in paragraph 6.9, led to the exclusion of FID, LOC and TKN from the final 

BAV® calculations. 

 

The figures about geographical provenance and number of teams supported offer 

cues for outlining different supporters’ cultures and team profiles, in particular in 

terms of brand range (i.e. national, international, etc.). Supporters from the team’s 

city or region represent the majority of the fan base for both Danish teams, in 

particular for BRO, whereas FCK still has 43% of its supporters coming from different 

parts of Denmark. The prevalence of local supporters is even more marked for UDI 

(95%), while the distribution about local and other domestic supporters for JUV is 

perfectly balanced. On the contrary, the majority of both FEN and GAL fans come 

from the rest of Turkey, an expectable result since that most top Turkish teams are 

from Istanbul. Finally, the both Catalan and international nature of FCB is confirmed 

by the provenance of its supporters: fans are either from Catalonia (66%) or from 

abroad (34%); none of them comes from different parts of Spain instead. 

 

Different supporters’ cultures clearly emerge from the number of supported teams by 

each supporter. Whereas in countries like Italy and Turkey is widely uncommon to 

support more than one team, many Danes declared that they support more than 

one, having in most of the cases an English team as second favourite one.  

 

The fact that only FCB and JUV had respondents from abroad demonstrate the 

international range of their brands, whereas FCK and the other teams considered in 

the analysis could be classified as national brands with different degrees of 

international potential. These considerations are reinforced by the scores obtained by 

the seven teams in the INT brand association. Finally, the 100 respondents who 

declared to support more than a team (irrespective of whether their first supported 

team was one of the seven selected cases or not) have been asked to list which 

other team(s) they cheer for: 21 resulted as “satellite” supporters of FCB, further 

confirming the global scope of the brand; JUV and FCK’s foreign “second” fans 

confirm, respectively, the international recognition and the international potential of 

those two brands. 
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Table 7.1: Analysis of respodents.   
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7.2 Presenting the case: FC København 

Established in 1992, FC København (also known as 

FC Copenhagen or FCK) is a professional football 

club playing in the Danish Superliga. The club is 

owned by Parken Sport & Entertainment A/S, a 

Danish listed company controlling also an Internet 

ticketing bureau, a fitness centre chain, amusement 

parks and other entertainment activities (and owner 

of the Parken stadium). 

 

Being significantly “younger” than most of the European professional club, the club 

was created in 1992 through a merger between two teams from the Greater 

Copenhagen area: Kjøbenhavns Boldklub (KB), the oldest club in continental Europe 

(founded in 1876) and B1093, one of the strongest teams in the league at that time. 

KB mainly contributed with its infrastructures (e.g. the training ground), whereas 

most of B1903’s players formed the new FCK’s squad; however, both teams were 

still kept existing by fielding their non-professional teams in lower divisions. 

Moreover, Parken, the recently rebuilt national stadium, was selected as the home 

ground for the new club. 

 

Before 1992, many first-division clubs existed in Copenhagen areas “all vying against 

each other, thinning the spectator base and preventing any one side from developing 

a strong team” (Stanners, 2011 – n. pag.). The idea of establishing a major team in 

Copenhagen was aimed at attracting higher numbers of football spectators and more 

sponsors, and is widely credited of having improved the standard of Danish football. 

Supporters as well received the move in a positive way: in its first year, FCK obtained 

an average home attendance of about 9,000 spectators, a number far higher than 

any other team in the league and bound to increase in the following seasons, 

reaching 20,000 already in 2003. FCK is nowadays the most supported club in 

Denmark, and it has the biggest fan base in Scandinavia. The official fan club, F.C. 

København Fan Club (FCKFC), has, as of March 2009, more than 20,000 members. 

 

FCK won its first league title on its debut, though the team got stuck in mid-table for 

the next seven seasons. The past decade, instead, brought the club unparalleled 

success (Stanners, 2011), with FCK winning 8 Superliga titles in the last 11 seasons. 
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The club’s honours also include 4 Danish Cups, 3 Danish Super Cups and 2 victories 

in the Scandinavian tournament Royal League. Regarding continental competitions, 

FCK qualified for the first time in its history to UEFA Champions League (UCL) for the 

2006-07 edition. Three years later, in their second campaign in the continent’s 

premier tournament, they became the first Danish club to ever reach the knockout 

stage. These results have seen the Danish Superliga skyrocketing to 12th place in 

UEFA rankings (Forsaith, 2011). This achievement will grant the winner of the Danish 

championship a place directly in the UCL group stage from 2012, an accomplishment 

that is expected to increase the level and international attractiveness of Superliga 

(Hamilton, 2011). 

 

While, on the one hand, the first 19 years of activity have seen the success of FCK in 

becoming a super-team in the domestic championship and representing Denmark 

internationally, on the other hand the club has still a long way to go for establishing 

its image as the “city’s team”. When it was popular to compare the club’s image with 

the neighbour-rivals of Brøndby, FCK was widely seen as the “snobby” club from 

Østerbro (Fjeldgaard, 2011), the rich residential area of Copenhagen where Parken 

stadium is located. Since Spring 2011, the club’s management developed a project to 

reinforce FCK’s image by embracing the entire city and, in particular, contribute to 

the integration of young locals from problematic areas. FCK had to be more present 

in its city through activities as, for instance, sending star players to schools, sports 

associations and institutional events. Participation, engagement and experience are 

some of the keywords at the root of a process that aims at making the club closer to 

fan base, as well as enlarging it. The project is not only targeted at making the 

football club an integral part of the Copenhagen’s experience, but it is expected to 

contribute to the community through CSR and further develop the business of FCK 

and its parent company. 

 

In September 2011, FCK announced a partnership with the advertising agency 

Wibroe, Dukert and Partners (WDP) aimed at taking greater advantage of the 

commercial potential of the team and its brand. Although the collaboration is 

currently in its earlier stages, its main goals can be summarised as: 1) attracting 

even more fans to the club; 2) enhance the brand experience for supporters, both 

loyal fans and occasional spectators, and sponsors. 
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7.2.1 Evidences from our research 

How do the genesis of FCK and its main characteristic reflect on its brand according 

to supporters? By asking fans several questions concerning the 18 different brand 

associations at the heart of our model and hence comparing the resulting scores 

(presented in Appendix IV) with the industry averages, the main strengths and 

weaknesses of the brand have been identified. Those considerations will be further 

scrutinised and combined with a benchmark analysis with the other 6 teams, building 

the basis for managerial recommendations. 

 

FCK fans are remarkably satisfied with the performances of the team, visibly as a 

consequence of the positive record of success in recent seasons. This judgement, 

however, does not seem to reflect homogeneously on the club and team 

components. Whereas the verdict on management and president is moderately 

positive, the players score far from excellence – an aspect probably influenced by the 

departure of some high profile players as Grønkjær and Kvist at the end of the past 

season. Roland Nilsson, appointed as head coach in summer 2011, seem to suffer 

the comparison with his precursor Ståle Solbakken, widely credited of having raised 

the bar in FCK’s performances in the 5 previous seasons under his lead: Nilsson’s 

appreciation and, in particular, reputation result slightly negative and far below the 

industry average. 

 

Supporters largely appreciate the Parken stadium and its services, although the 

experience at the games leaves room for improvement – an aspect that is probably 

influenced by the low perceived level of the Danish Superliga, definitely FCK’s 

Achilles heel together with a lack of recognition outside of homeland’s borders. The 

club can rely on a positive relationship with its supporters, although it has to 

strengthen its connection with the city, in particular in terms of social commitment. 

The club has also reached a high standard in communications with fans – resulting 

one of the best team in our analysis, in particular thanks to its intense online activity. 

 

7.3 Presenting benchmarking cases 

In order to develop a benchmark analysis, other six clubs have been selected and 

studied. This paragraph offers a brief presentation of each team, based on the main 

facts and the principal outcomes emerging from our survey. 
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Table 7.2: An overview of the 7 clubs and their main characteristics. 

 

7.3.1 Brøndby IF 

Founded in 1964, Brøndby is one of the biggest sports clubs of Denmark and 

contender of FCK in the “new firm” derby. Winners of 10 Superliga titles, the club 

finished outside the top 3 only three times since 1985; however, they have not won 

any title in last 6 years, except a Danish Cup in 2008, as well as not achieving any 

remarkable result in international competitions. The lack of performances living up to 

fans’ expectations resulted, as our research shows, in a widespread discontent 

towards players, coach, management and president – not surprisingly, the head 

coach was eventually fired in October 2011. Supporters reckon positively the history 

of the club, the stadium and its social commitment. However, similarly to the FCK 

ones, they perceive the level of Superliga as fairly low – an aspect that could explain 

why about half of Brøndby fans also support another team, in most of the cases one 

competing in FA Premier League (England). 

Name%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Acronym

FC%Købenavn%%%!
FCK

Brøndby%IF%%%%%%%%!
BRO

Juventus%FC%%%%%
JUV

Udinese%Calcio%%%%%%%%
UDI

Fenerbahce%%%%%%
FEN

Galatasaray%%%%%%
GAL

FC%Barcelona%%%%%%
FCB

Crest

Foundation 1992 1964 1897 1896 1907 1905 1899

City Copenhagen Brøndby Turin Udine Istanbul Istanbul Barcelona
Country Denmark Denmark Italy Italy Turkey Turkey Spain
League Superliga Superliga Serie!A Serie!A Süper!Lig Süper!Lig La!Liga

Stadium%(capacity) Parken!!!!!!
(38,065)

Brøndby!Stadium!
(29,000)

Juventus!Stadium!
(41,000)

Stadio!Friuli!
(41,665)

Şükrü!Saracoğlu!
Stadium!(50,509)

Türk!Telekom!
Arena!(52,695)

Camp!Nou!
(99,354)

Av.%attendance%* 17,325 12,849 21,966!1 17,554 39,542 16,307 79,268

Results%2010J11 Superliga:!1st!!!!
UCL:!round!of!16

Superliga:!3rd!!!!
UEL:!play\offs

Serie!A:!7th!!!!!!!
UEL:!group!stage

Serie!A:!4th Süper!Lig:!1st!!!!
UEL:!play\offs

Süper!Lig:!8th!!!!
UEL:!play\offs

La!Liga:!1st!!!!!!
UCL:!winner

Achievements
League%J%cups 9!\!8 10!\!12 29!\!13 \ 18!\!12 17!\!25 21!\!40
International 22 12 11 1 \ 2 16

UEFA%Ranking%2011 39 157 43 72 41 45 2
IFFH%Ranking%2011 57 375 91 90 222 \ 1

Revenues%2009J10 €!67!mln €!24!mln €!205!mln €!49!mln €!128!mln €!155!mln €!398!mln

Website fck.dk brondby.com juventus.com udinese.it fenerbahce.org galatasaray.org fcbarcelona.cat

Brand%range National;!
International!
potential

National;!
international!
ambitions

International Regional;!
International!
ambitions

National;!
International!
recognition

National;!
International!
recognition

International

*"Season"2010,2011."Source:"http://www.european,football,statistics.co.uk/
1!Home!ground!(2010\11):!Stadio!Olimpico!(capacity:!27,994)
2!Royal!League,!competition!among!the!best!clubs!in!Denmark,!Norway!and!Sweeden!(held!2005\2007)
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7.3.2 Juventus FC 

Founded in 1897 by a group of young students, Juventus has become the most 

successful club in Italian football. The Turin-based club, widely considered a symbol 

of the nation’s culture and “Italianity”, can rely on the larger fan base in the country 

and one of the largest worldwide. Their tradition of success and players as Platini, 

Sivori, Baggio and Del Piero contributed to the bianconeri’s legendary history and 

international recognition. However, the team has been stuck in a negative streak for 

the last few seasons: after being relegated for one year in second division in 2006, 

as a result of a still-on-progress trial for supposed bribes, Juventus did not managed 

to achieve results that lived up to its glorious past. In particular, the last two 

championships, both ended in seventh place, have negatively affected fans’ 

evaluations on players, coach and management. The opening of Juventus Stadium in 

September 2011, the first owned by a club in Italy, created hype and enthusiasm 

among fans, guaranteeing sold out for all the home matches to date. The stadium is 

widely credited for significantly improving the game experience; furthermore, it is 

also expected to provide significant extra revenues, thanks to commercial and retail 

activities, that will support the competitive re-launch of the team. With a € 205 

million revenue, Juventus ranks in 10th place in Deloitte’s Money League 2011. 

 

7.3.3 Udinese Calcio  

Udinese is the second oldest club in Italy and the main one in the Friuli region. The 

team spent most of its centennial history in lower divisions, appearing on the Serie A 

stage only in the 50’s and, constantly, from the 80’s. Season 2010-11 represents the 

most glorious one for their colours so far: they obtained a 4th position in the league 

that secured, for the first time in their history, a spot in Champions League’s 

preliminary phase (however, they did not qualify for the group stage). The club 

president and management, thanks to their wide entrepreneurial background, 

asserted a sound business model, investing in you players and obtaining massive 

capital gains on their transfer deals to bigger club, still keeping high the level of 

competitiveness of the squad. The club is also planning to renew its stadium, one of 

the main weaknesses of its brand, in order to improve its functionality and the 

overall experience for fans. Udinese can rely on a strong connection with its local 

supporters, as the team is often considered a source of pride in the rivalry with 

neighbour cities as Trieste, Verona and Venice. 
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7.3.4 Fenerbahce 

Founded in 1907, Fenerbahce, which is one of the biggest, oldest and most 

successful sports clubs, is based in Istanbul, Turkey. Although the club has a big 

influence on the Fenerbahce district in Istanbul, it is not possible to talk just about its 

local identity, since the club can count on approximately 21 millions fans all around 

Turkey. However, many speculations and ongoing lawsuit about match fixing seem 

to have harmed the relationship with fans. Although the above-mentioned troubles, 

the club has managed to keep all the star players that conquered the 18th 

championship title in 2010-11; moreover, they have not been losing against their 

biggest rival, Galatasaray, for 12 years. Fenerbahce is widely exploiting brand 

extensions opportunities, by focusing on a large variety of products and having 198 

official stores. Furthermore, the club carries out many individual CSR projects that 

inspire other clubs in Turkey. Finally, although fans reckon matches exciting, the 

Turkish league, as a whole, is not considered as good as top European ones. 

 

7.3.5 Galatasaray 

106 years old, Istanbul-based Galatasaray is also one of the biggest, oldest and most 

successful sports clubs (17 championships) in Turkey. It is one of the three European 

clubs to have ever achieved the ”quadruple”, by winning the UEFA Cup, the UEFA 

Super Cup, the domestic league title and cup in 2000. However, the team did not 

manage to live up to expectations in 2010-11, finishing the season in 8th place, one 

of the worst results in its history. After that, the club hired again the legendary coach 

Fatih Terim, who already led the team to its victories in UEFA Cup and UEFA Super 

Cup. Besides a new coach, GAL also has a new president, known for its remarkable 

business background, vision and good leadership and communication skills: not 

surprisingly, he got elected with the highest majority of votes in the club’s history. 

Moreover, the fans have met with their new stadium, which is totally dedicated to 

the team. The club moved the relationship with fans to excellence by creating idea 

polls for the new stadium, where fans could decide about its features. Similarly to 

FEN, GAL is supported all over the country, counting on approximately 20 million 

fans, most of them from other cities than Istanbul.  
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7.3.6 FC Barcelona 

A multitude of reasons could be found when it comes to understand what makes FC 

Barcelona one of the best teams and most powerful football brands in the world. 

Founded in 1899, FCB can brag about an impressive record of success, both in 

national and international competitions: the “blaugrana” reached their highest peak 

in 2009, by becoming the first football club to ever win all the six trophies they 

competed for: Liga, Copa del Rey, Spanish Super Cup, Champions League, UEFA 

Super Cup and FIFA Club World Cup. The team can rely on a distinctive style of play, 

shaped by the coach Jospeh Guardiola, as well as the best interpreters for it, having 

world-class players as Messi, Puyol and Iniesta in their roster. Counting on 

supporters from all over the globe, FCB combines its international appeal with a 

strong connection with its local fans and community: the club is considered a great 

ambassador of the Catalan culture and the strong local nationalism versus the rest of 

Spain, hence their slogan “més que un club” (more than a club). Moreover, the club 

is directly owned and operated by its supporters: as of 2010, the club has 170,000 

“socis” (members) electing the governing board and president. Their home ground, 

Camp Nou, is the largest in Europe and hosts the club’s museum, the second most 

visited attraction in the region. The club carries out a wide licensing policy of its 

official products, resulting in about € 70 million merchandising revenues. The club is 

well known for its social commitment, in particular for having hosted UNICEF’s logo 

on their jersey from 2006 to 2011. Finally, their € 398 million revenue in 2009-10 

confirmed their second place (behind Real Madrid) in Deloitte’s Money League 2011. 

 

7.4 Summary of findings 

The results presented in table 6.12, and briefly analysed in previous paragraphs, 

offer an overview on how each of the considered teams performs in terms of 

different brand associations. Those results could be further resolved question by 

question, in order to assess the performance of each factor determining a specific 

association – as it has been done for the benchmark analysis (Appendix VI).  

 

However, whereas those data could provide managers with an in-depth assessment 

of their brands, they do not offer an immediate perspective on the actual consumer-

based brand equity of the football club’s brand. We have decided to adopt the 

BrandAsset Valuator® PowerGrid framework in order to combine the results of our 
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research among football supporters and give a clear representation of the brand 

equity of FC København and the other selected teams. Chapters 3 and 6 explained 

how the model has been elaborated, which adaptations have been necessary and 

how the data have been combined and calculated among the 4 BAV® dimensions 

(eventually reduced to 3, Differentiation, Esteem and Knowledge). In this paragraph 

the results of our study are discussed. 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Results on the adapted BAV® PowerGrid. 

 

By taking a preliminary look at figure 7.1 as a whole, it is evident how all the brands 

collocate themselves within or in the proximity of the top-right quadrant, holding 

high levels of both Brand Strength (Differentiation) and Stature. This could be 

explained by the high degree of involvement and passion that football fans show 

towards their supported team, as well as positive cues derived from the sense of 

belonging. These aspects will be further discussed in chapter 8. 
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Figure 7.2: The relationship among BAV® pillars, team by team (as previously explained, Relevance 

scores are not taken into consideration for the analysis).  

 

Shifting the analysis on a per-team base, the main case study’s brand (FCK) shows a 

great potential for nurturing its brand equity. Compared to other teams, FCK has a 

lower brand differentiation, mainly depending on the lack of history and international 

appeal, as well as the substantial absence of big star players and a game experience 

that could be further enhanced. Esteem and Knowledge contribute almost equally in 

the definition of FCK’s Brand Stature. The former one’s indicators are generally in 

line or higher than the scores of other teams, although FCK lags behind in terms of 

INT, COA and CSR. The level of Knowledge is driven upwards by their positive scores 

in REL and COM. The substantial parity between Esteem and Knowledge could be 

interpreted, applying the relations among the BAV® pillars presented in the BAV® 

Toolkit (Young & Rubicam, 2003), as sign of leadership of FCK within its market. The 

level of Brand Stature is anyway lower compared to the ones of other teams outside 

of Denmark, highlighting the gap between the value of the brand within and outside 

of its domestic boundaries. However, all of the 3 dimensions could be enhanced to 

increment FCK’s brand equity. A set of marketing implications and recommendations 

for FCK brand mangers are presented in the following section of this chapter. 

 

The case of Brøndby IF is emblematic for showing how negative results can 

negatively affect brand equity. In comparison with its domestic rivals, BRO’s 

differentiation results slightly higher than FCK’s one, mainly due to the club’s 

tradition. However, the club dramatically suffers from its negative streak in terms of 

FC#Købenavn Brøndby#IF Juventus#FC Udinese#Calcio

D" R" E" K*" D" R" E" K*" D" R" E" K*" D" R" E" K*"

Fenerbahce Galatasaray FC/Barcelona
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recent performances, resulting in a low level of Esteem. In line with the proposed 

interpretation by Young and Rubicam (2003), the low level of Knowledge (but still 

higher than Esteem) could be seen as a potential loss of interest towards the brand 

by its supporters. 

 

Juventus FC can rely on a remarkable level of differentiation, mainly built on the 

club’s history, prestige, international appeal and infrastructures. However, as the 

relationship among the pillars show, the brand is not completely realising its 

potential due to a level of Brand Stature that could be improved. Esteem is 

negatively affected by the recent unsatisfactory results of the team (influencing also 

evaluations on players, coach and management); however, those scores are 

counterbalanced by highly positive evaluations regarding some of the brand 

strengths, such as STA, INT and COM. In terms of Knowledge, positive but generally 

lower than for other brands, the use of the brand image could be improved, in 

particular through BEX. 

 

Udinese’s collocation in the adapted BAV® PowerGrid is highly influenced by the 

recent results of the team, but it does not entirely depend on that. The club’s 

positive scores in many Differentiation aspects are remarkably lowered by the lack of 

a legendary history and a scarce international appeal. Esteem is generally high, in 

particular towards PLA, COA and the whole managerial structure, whilst the club is 

planning to bridge its current gap in terms of stadium by renewing it. The substantial 

equivalence between Esteem and Knowledge would suggest, according to Young & 

Rubicam (2003) a situation of market leadership, although the actual range of UDI’s 

brand could be argued: despite being nationally known, the brand seems to be able 

to attract fans only within its regional borders. 

 

The levels of consumer based brand equity for both Turkish teams (FEN and GAL) 

are considerably close. Both holding a good level of Differentiation and substantially 

equal levels of Esteem and Knowledge, they can be considered as leading brands in 

their market – being, according to the provenance of the fan base, the domestic one. 

Differently from the cases of BRO and JUV, the poor results of GAL in the last season 

do not seem to have dramatically affected the evaluations about sensible aspects as 

SUC and PLA and, in turn, the overall Esteem dimension. 
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The position of FC Barcelona in the BAV® PowerGrid clearly demonstrate the 

leadership of the brand. Having achieved excellent scores in all the considered BAV® 

pillars, the brand is profitable and successfully established in the mind of its fans 

(Young & Rubicam, 2003). This result is built over level of consumer satisfaction 

higher than industry’s standards in most of the 18 selected brand associations, 

making FCB the “best in class” for most of them. However, the brand can still aim at 

further improving its value, in particular by reinforcing the Knowledge dimension. 

 

7.5 Benchmark analysis and managerial implications for FCK 

The adapted version of the BAV® PowerGrid offered us a snapshot of how the FC 

København brand is perceived by its supporters, highlighting a significant potential 

for enhancing its equity (i.e. moving upwards and rightwards on the PowerGrid). By 

studying the scores achieved by FCK in each of the 18 brand associations and 

comparing them with the industry average, the following possible areas of action 

have been identified: 

• Area 1: 6 associations where improvements are needed and could be 

achieved through marketing actions: BEX, HIS, INT, GEX, LOC and CSR. 

• Area 2: 4 associations in which FCK outperforms or equals the industry 

average: COM, BMA, REL and STA. However, marketing can still produce 

important improvements, both for each single association and by producing 

indirect effects on some of the six previously listed associations. 

• Area 3: 4 associations on which marketing have a limited power in shaping 

the resulting scores: PLA, COA, MAN and PRE. 

• Area 4: 2 associations that cannot be directly affected by marketing, but still 

being influenced by taking actions on other associations: FID and TKN. 

• Area 5: 2 associations on which marketing does not seem to have any 

possibility for direct influence, although these associations are important in 

defining and measuring brand equity: SUC and LEA. 

 

A benchmark analysis has been carried out in order to identify some “best practices” 

and possible recommended actions that FCK should take in order to enhance its 

brand equity. The study has been performed by investigating relevant facts, actions 

and strategies, thus drawing brief profiles for FC København and the teams 

performing the best on each association. A detailed analysis on scores, facts and 
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strategies is available in Appendix VI, whereas the main evidences and 

recommendations are reported in the following paragraphs. 

 

 
Figure 7.3: Areas of actions for enhancing brand equity for FC København. 

 

7.5.1 Area 1 

Brand Extensions (BEX). Data highlight that FCK performs substantially in line 

with the industry average in terms of purchase frequency of official products, 

perceived breadth of product range and liking of the use of the brand. The location 

of the brand’s official stores, instead, shows a sensible weakness: the club has in fact 

only two official stores, one at the stadium and a smaller one next to its the training 

ground. The team’s merchandise is also available on the official online store, 

whereas replica jerseys can be found in all the sports shops around Copenhagen. 

 

Best-in-class clubs as Fenerbahce and FC Barcelona seem to take advantage of a 

wide retail network: the former currently owns 198 stores in Turkey, the latter sells 

its official merchandise through 9 strategically-located stores in the Catalan region 

and through an extensive licensing policy. Therefore, both clubs take full advantage 

of their official stores, both by making their products easily available to fans and by 

strengthening their brands through a powerful touchpoint for nurturing brand image. 

 

FCK management should consider the enlargement of their retail network, by 

opening official stores in strategic locations (e.g. the city centre, the airport). This 

action could strengthen the brand perception by its supporters, generate more 
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revenues by making a wider range of products easily available to them and, finally, 

achieve higher international visibility by attracting tourist with interest in football 

(and potentially generating extra revenues). A wider licensing and distribution policy 

could be also developed in order to further enhance those effects (e.g. distributing 

fan-dedicated products as scarves, key rings, etc. through souvenir shops). However, 

management should pay careful attention to the use of the brand over these 

products, in order not to dilute the brand inappropriately and jeopardise its value. 

  

History / Tradition (HIS). The significant lack of a solid tradition for FCK can be 

ascribed to the fact that they are significantly younger than other Danish 

professional teams (e.g. Brøndby IF was established in 1864) and even more in 

comparison to big European ones, most of them being over 100-year old. 

Nevertheless, results show that the lack of a legendary past is partially offset by its 

recent record of success (8 Superliga titles in last 11 seasons). 

 

Three teams have been considered for benchmarking, each of them leveraging on 

different aspects to capitalise on their history and tradition. Besides being one of the 

oldest and the most successful football team in Turkey, Fenerbahce promotes its 

image as a multi-sports club, which provided many Olympic athletes to Turkey. Their 

winning history in the derby with Galatasaray is also highly emphasised. Juventus FC 

also leverages on its victorious tradition, holding the highest number of Italian titles 

and having triumphed at least once in all international competitions. The bianconeri, 

however, make a large use of the names and image of their legendary players as 

Platini, Baggio and Del Piero in their marketing activities (e.g. naming the new 

stadium’s stands after the 50 most representative personalities of Juventus’ history). 

Besides its victories and famous performers, FC Barcelona celebrates also the role 

the team had in the political history of Spain and Catalonia. Trophies, memorabilia, 

multimedia interfaces, photo sets and the Camp Nou stadium tour are at the core of 

the experience in FCB museum, the second most visited attraction in the region. 

 

FCK can pursue several ploys to try and bridge the gap compared to other Danish 

and European teams in term of HIS. In terms of image, the club should consider 

“borrowing” a part of its history from its “parents” B1093 and KB, being the latter, in 

particular, the oldest club in continental Europe. Opening a FCK museum, for 

instance in their stadium, can represent an opportunity for increasing revenues while 
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strengthening the HIS brand association. The team can offset the lack of ancient 

legendary facts and memorabilia by leveraging on its victories and the image of its 

glorious past players, as well as using multimedia interfaces and entertainment 

areas. Expanding the merchandise range with celebrative past jerseys replica could 

further convey a more established traditional image to fans. 

 

International appeal (INT). One of the major strategic challenges for FCK is to 

extend its strength beyond its domestic borders. Although dominating its domestic 

league in the last decade, FCK is still seen by its supporters as a “rookie” on the 

international stage. The team reached the group stage of UEFA Champions League 

only twice in its history, but in both cases exceeding expectations in terms of results: 

that would explain a decent score in terms of international competitiveness and a 

remarkably negative one in terms of being considered well known abroad. Cold 

comfort: FCK still scores better than its Brøndby rivals. 

 

The INT scores for FC Barcelona and Juventus, not surprisingly confirm their statuses 

of top teams and global brands. Both are considered almost universally known, while 

Juventus seems to pay the penalty for its lack of results when it comes to 

competitiveness. Although having a far less glorious record of international success, 

Fenerbahce and Galatasaray still outperform the industry average, probably due to 

their constant presence in Champions League’s group stage, almost every season. 

 

As the correlation analysis show, INT is significantly related with several other 

aspects (i.e. HIS, PLA, COA, STA, SUC, GEX, BEX and LEA) (table 6.6). In spite of the 

fact that some of them are highly related to the team and its performances (PLA, 

COA, SUC), the club can still reinforce its international image by operating on other 

brand associations on which marketing actions have higher impact. As mentioned 

before, BEX can increase the international visibility of FCK by opening new official 

stores in strategic locations. The expansion of the English version of the club’s 

website could both convey a less domestic-only image to Danish fans and increasing 

the possibilities of interaction with foreign football fans, thus fostering international 

awareness. 

 

Game Experience (GEX). Improving the experience that supporters feel while 

watching a game of FC København, in particular at Parken stadium, is a strategic 
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priority for the club and one of the main objectives of their collaboration with the 

advertising agency WDP. The reasons why FCK, according to our survey, is 

performing remarkably worse than the other teams and industry standards could be 

ascribed to a combination of different aspects, mainly related to other brand 

associations. As correlation analysis shows, stadium is highly related to GEX, as it is 

the actual stage of it, at least for home games. FCK fans showed high appreciation 

for the services of the structure, though attendance rates hardly higher than 50% 

could impoverish the atmosphere during the game. The level of Danish Superliga is 

perceived as remarkably lower compared to other European championships, an 

aspect that probably reflects in the style of play (shaped by COA and PLA) and 

resulting in not particularly exciting games. This aspect is apparently compensated 

when the team is competing internationally – all the UEFA Champions League 

matches in season 2010-11 were sold out; however, as previously discussed, FCK is 

yet to become an established reality in European football. 

 

Looking at the “best in class” teams in terms of BEX, it is not surprising to observe 

the first-rate score of FC Barcelona, significantly outperforming the industry average. 

The Catalan team is in fact excelling in all of the brand associations highly correlated 

with GEX (i.e. STA, PLA, BEX, INT and COA). While FCB is topping in excitement 

deriving from its games, Galatasaray takes advantage of the atmosphere in their 

stadium. Opened in January 2011, the Türk Telekom Arena has been built paying 

particular attention to ideas and proposals from fans in order to guarantee them the 

best experience at the games. 

 

The delivery of the FCK product, i.e. the game experience, depends on several 

factors: while the style of play relates more to the athletic area, marketing can still 

work on improving GEX by reconsidering the experience supporters have at the 

stadium (also including aspects relating to entertainment, services, merchandise, 

etc.). The higher possibilities of participation for Danish teams in UCL, from 2012, 

should help the club in this direction, being the major continental competition’s stage 

supposed to offer more excitement to fans than the domestic league. 

 

Price and Place (LOC). Is FCK perceived as an integral part of Copenhagen’s 

heritage and city life? The club was established in 1992 with the explicit aim of 

creating a team representing the city of Copenhagen as a whole. However, the club 
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has for long been seen as a “snobby” one from the rich neighbourhood of Østerbro, 

suffering in particular the comparison with Brøndby rivals. Nevertheless, the positive 

scores achieved in the 3 questions regarding LOC demonstrate that the club has 

been successful over the years in establishing a connection with local fans, although 

there is still significant room for improvements. 

  

The “best in class” cases demonstrate that even radically different clubs in terms of 

brand range can take advantage of a strong connection with their local communities. 

FCB combines its global appeal with a strong local identity, based on being “més que 

un club”, a great endorser for Catalonia and its population. Moreover, the large 

presence of players from the region in the first squad contributes to even more 

reinforce its local identity. FC Barcelona is therefore considered as one of the 

brightest symbols of the region, part of its local heritage, and every game usually 

makes the whole town buzzing (Fjeldgaard, 2011). The major strength of Udinese’s 

brand is in fact its strong local roots. Besides having taken its black and white 

colours from the city of Udine’s crest, the club is perceived by its fans, mainly coming 

for the Friuli region, as a source of pride in the rivalry with neighbours cities. 

 

FCK could benefit of a strengthened connection with the whole city of Copenhagen in 

terms of enlarged fan base and higher visibility for its brand. This could be achieved 

through initiatives aimed at involving larger parts of the city (especially in terms of 

CSR), giving the club a more active role in the city life. Furthermore, local players 

(e.g. the promising young midfielder Thomas Delaney) could be involved as 

endorsers in brand communication activities. 

 

Community involvement (CSR). Although still achieving positive scores, FCK 

seems to be lagging behind in the area of social responsibility compared to other 

clubs. Since in Spring 2011, the club has been planning to involve his players and to 

promote activities in the problematic areas of the city to stimulate integration of 

young people and immigrants. However, information about CSR activities are not 

easily reachable on their website - while the ones on their financial statement mainly 

refer to internal CSR (e.g. code of conduct, education and insurance for players). 

  

FC Barcelona is well known for its partnership with UNICEF, in particular for having 

offered the sponsor’s space on its jersey to the UN Agency from 2006 to 2011. 
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Moreover, in 1994 the Barcelona Foundation was established with the goal of 

engaging the local community in social, cultural and sporting activities, as well as 

attracting corporate sponsors for the club’s non-profit activities. Although not having 

a charitable foundation under the club, Fenerbahce is well known for its CSR 

activities. In particular, each of its many brand extensions (e.g. the official shops 

“Fenerium”, the “FenerKart” credit cards, the mobile operator “FenerCell”) carries out 

different CSR projects. Lately, the club donated all the revenues from a league game 

to earthquake victims in Eastern Turkey in October 2011. 

 

The benchmark and association correlation analyses would suggest the necessity for 

FCK of strengthening the engagement of the club and its major personalities in social 

responsible activities aimed at the local community - as the club is in fact already 

planning to do. However, it is important for the club also giving visibility to those 

activities, mainly through PR and communication. Finally, the option of establishing a 

FC København Foundation should be taken into consideration, in order to provide 

higher credibility and visibility to the CSR activities of the club. 

 

7.5.2 Area 2 

Communications with fan (COM). FCK’s communication strategy results one of 

the bests among the analysed cases. The website FCK.dk is updated daily and filled 

with multimedia content, in particular the FCK TV section (though these aspects 

could be considered as points of parity, as the scores are in fat in line with the 

industry averages). FCK makes the difference with a frequency of visits to its website 

significantly higher than industry’s average, meaning that fans take FCK.dk in high 

consideration as source of news on the team. Finally, the team recently launched a 

mobile application and remarkably increased its activity on the official Facebook 

page. Most of communications happen in Danish, whereas the site presents a section 

in English. This section, in particular, started to receive more frequent updates with 

weekly results and major news since spring 2011. 

 

Juventus represent another landmark for communication activities in the industry. 

Juventus.com’s design is renewed approximately every 2 years: the current version 

(launched in August 2011) offers a wide choice of information and multimedia 

resources in a modern and user-friendly design. The website is available in Italian, 
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English, Chinese, Japanese and Indonesian. The club pushes most of its 

communication also through Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, presenting all contents 

in both English and Italian. 

  

Although the FCK communication strategy seems to have been successful so far, 

especially through the Internet, the club should strengthen its focus on international 

supporters and website visitors. Replacing the English section of FCK.dk with a full 

version of the site and providing subtitles to multimedia contents could help the 

internationalisation of the FCK brand. Finally, also a refreshing of the website 

structure and design could be considered: although the current one seems to be 

appreciated by its users, its design dates back to spring 2006. 

 

Brand mark (BMA). The main elements determining the brand mark (how the logo 

reflects the identity of the team, how meaningful is for supporters and the 

distinctiveness of the uniform) of FCK are slightly below but substantially aligned 

with the industry standard. One of the main elements of FCK’s brand mark, its crest, 

features the team’s colours (blue and white), the name of the club, the Danish flag 

and a lion, symbol and mascot of the team. 

 

FCB fans show high consideration for the club’s logo, finding it very meaningful and 

reflecting the team’s identity (it has to be noticed that, besides the team’s colours, it 

includes Catalan symbols as the red and yellow flag and the St. Jordi’s cross). The 

uniform’s design, by Nike, is distinctive, combining tradition and innovative style. The 

logo is widely used in merchandising (including a wide range of licensed products). 

Finally, the same logo and uniform are used in all the sports FCB has a team 

competing in. 

 

The image and look of a team are an integral part of its identity that cannot be 

modified easily and risk free. However, FCK can try to further reinforce the power of 

its brand mark, in particular in combination with other brand associations and 

marketing aspects. As the association correlation analysis show, BMA is related to 

BEX: hence, merchandising and licensing can be powerful tools to reinforce the 

meaning the logo has for supporters – though, as discussed before, managers 

should be aware of the risk of over diluting the brand. 
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Relationship club-fans (REL). The level of relationship with fans is slightly higher 

than the industry average. FCK offers different membership packages to its 

supporters and generally affordable ticket prices. Although the club had some 

contrast with its hard-core supporters in summer 2011, this seems not to have 

negatively affected the relationship with the larger share of the fan base. 

 

FCB and GAL are the two “best in class” teams for the relationship between the club 

and its supporters. The Catalan club has the distinctive feature, compared to other 

big international clubs, of being owned and operated by its fans. Besides 

participating in the election of the president and the yearly assembly, members 

benefit of a wide range of exclusive offers: preferential conditions for ticket 

purchase, discounts, newsletters, activities for members and their families (including 

supporters’ football leagues, FCB sport schools, etc.). Finally, the Oficina d’Atenció al 

Barcelonista (Supporters’ Services Office) offers personal attention to members. 

Galatasaray, instead, has managed to establish a mutual relationship with fans. A 

bright example of it, as mentioned before, was gathering ideas from supporters and 

involving them in a poll to decide on several aspects regarding the construction of 

the new stadium. Similarly to FCK, GAL offers different membership options with 

different opportunities: classical, gold and premium. 

 

FCK should try to make membership not only a source of pride among fans, but also 

integrate in their membership packages, besides tickets and special offers, social 

activities and special gathering opportunities. In other words, strengthening its brand 

community. 

 

Stadium (STA). As previously discussed while dealing with GEX, Parken, the home 

ground of FCK and of the Danish National Football team, is considered outstanding in 

terms of services by FCK supporters, whereas the connection between the team and 

the stadium can still be strengthened. 

 

Looking at the best cases in this category, the Juventus Stadium and FCB’s Camp 

Nou can both claim to be some sort of football temples, the real “home” of their 

teams. Black and white are dominating the architecture of the brand new home 

ground of JUV, whilst stands are named after past glories of the team. FCB stadium, 

the largest in Europe, includes the club’s museum and main official store, arenas for 
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other sports, supporters’ services bureau, restaurants and other services: every 

single corner of the area talks about the blaugrana team and their supporters. Both 

JUV and FCB offer guided tours of their stadium and museums. 

 

Although the stadium presents the FCK logo all over its entrances, it hosts the club’s 

headquarters and SuperStore, and it is officially presented as “Parken – The home of 

FC København”, the double function of it as home ground of both FCK and the 

National team could imply some limitations (e.g. seats are red, the Danish team’s 

colour). Nevertheless, the connection between the team and its stadium can be 

strengthened by resorting to other brand associations: for instance, opening a FCK 

museum (and integrating it in the already existing tour of Parken), beside producing 

positive outcomes terms of HIS and revenues, can generate greater attachment 

between supporters and the stage of the FCK product delivery. 

 

7.5.3 Area 3 

The nature of judgements on brand associations such as PLA, COA, MAN and PRE, 

as emerged from the interpretation of results, is primarily determined by how good 

they perform in their roles. As the correlation analysis shows, those four associations 

are significantly related and, in particular, the first three of them are significantly 

linked with the team’s success (SUC). However, as the literature review suggests and 

correlations with other non-performance related associations demonstrate, marketing 

can still act on these “human factors” and thus nurture the overall brand equity. It is 

therefore important that players’ images and values are aligned as much as possible 

to the ones that the club as a whole wants to convey. Players, coach, managers and 

president have high visibility in the media, therefore the way they communicate and 

present themselves can further shape the overall image of the brand. 

 

As the detailed analysis in Appendix VI illustrates, judgements about those four 

associations are primarily depending on individual cases. Regarding FCK, MAN and 

COA are in line with the industry average. PLA and COA are instead 

underperforming: those scores could be justified by aspects relating to recent 

results, the disposal of some players during the transfer market period, etc. rather 

than by their image and on/off-the-pitch behaviours. These aspects, together with 
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the reasons behind the high scores reported by other teams in the same associations 

are investigated in detail in Appendix VI. 

 

Due to the reasons mentioned above, it has not been possible to develop specific 

recommendations for FCK based on best practices from other teams. The club’s 

brand managers should therefore mainly follow the general considerations about 

what marketing can do to optimise the image of the team and club’s representatives, 

with deriving benefits for other correlated brand associations. 

 

7.5.4 Area 4 

The Fan Identification and Team Knowledge associations have been excluded 

from the benchmark analysis as they highly depend on the typology of fans that took 

part in the survey, which resulted to be significantly heterogeneous amid the 

different clubs taken in consideration for this study (see paragraph 6.9). However, 

FID and TKN are still related to marketing and can be affected through specific 

actions, though in an indirect way. As the correlation analysis shows, FID is 

significantly connected to several other brand associations: therefore, marketing 

managers can pursue the goal of “increasing fan identification” by operating on 

aspects such as BEX, COM, LOC, etc. Similarly, TKN could be increased mainly 

through the brand communication strategy and actions. 

 

7.5.5 Area 5 

Success (SUC). Empirical study I demonstrated that SUC is a major determinant of 

brand equity for a sports team, having obtained the highest importance score (and 

resulting coefficient) according to fans. Empirical study II confirmed its primary role 

in determining the Esteem level of a brand and, as emerges from the cases of JUV 

and BRO, in dragging it down when a team performance does not live up to fans 

expectations. 

 

Finally, the correlation analysis showed a significant and logical connection with PLA, 

COA and MAN, the three categories that are in fact mainly responsible for the team’s 

results. Those three associations, as analysed in the previous paragraph, are mainly 

performance-related; marketing can still affect them, but only for the effect they can 

have on other associations. In other words, marketing can apply to the associations 
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determining SUC to enhance the overall brand equity, but it cannot compensate their 

performances and how those bear on the club’s fortunes. The same goes for FCK. 

 

Perceived league level (LEA). Empirical study I revealed that Perceived league 

level is one of the most influent variables in determining a football team’s brand 

equity. However, among the 18 selected brand association, only LEA does not have 

any level of correlation higher than 0.4 with other ones. This can be interpreted as a 

substantial independence of LEA from the other brand associations.  

 

International appeal (INT) is the association presenting the highest correlation level 

with LEA, the closest one to the significance threshold of 0.4. It could be thus stated 

that LEA is related to the International appeal of a club, but in an indirect way. An 

example of this correlation could be the following: from 2012, the Superliga winning 

team will gain, for the first time, direct access the UCL group stage, while the runner 

up will enter the competition from the third qualifying round. This achievement for 

the Danish League derives from having reached the 12th position in the UEFA 

Ranking, a result that is mainly ascribable to the qualification and results in UCL of 

AaB (2008) and FCK (2006 and 2010). According to FCK sports director Carsten 

Jensen, it will result in an improved level for the Danish League: “The Super League 

will become even more attractive because a direct path to the Champions League 

will mean more money, more resources, better players in the league and an even 

higher quality” (Hamilton, 2011, n. pag.). This example proves how a single club 

cannot directly shape LEA as they do with other brand associations, though they can 

still influence it, especially in the long run. 

 

7.6 Current marketing strategies and objectives for FCK 

The results of our research and benchmark analysis have been presented to Daniel 

Rommedhal, Head of Marketing of FC København on the 8th of November 2011. The 

current strategic and marketing plans of the club resulted to be significantly aligned 

with the outcomes of our research and recommendations. The club has in fact 

established three strategic marketing priorities for the next years: 

1. Repositioning its brand; 

2. Tactical campaigns to attract more spectators to games; 

3. Increasing loyalty of its fans. 
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The recently started partnership with the advertising agency Wibroe, Dukert & 

Partners is expected to contribute to the achievement of the first two objectives. 

Several projects are currently ongoing with the goal of increasing customer loyalty. 

In particular, the recently launched new range of “KlubFCK” loyalty cards (Bronze, 

Silver, Gold and Platinum) resulted to be successful both in convincing season-ticket 

holders (Gold card) to upgrade their membership to the Platinum one, as well as in 

approaching occasional fans with the “basic packages” of the Bronze and Silver cards 

(including the access to 2 and 6 games respectively). Furthermore, the club is 

implementing a new Customer Relationship Management system to keep track of 

occasional ticket buyers. In both cases, FC København aims at moving its supporters 

upwards on the “ladder of loyalty” and developing appropriate communications for 

different segments of its fan base. 

 

In order to reinforce its strength in terms of brand extensions, the club is currently 

considering the opening of new official stores in the city, in order to reach a wider 

share of potential customers and increase the visibility of its brand. An enlargement 

and redesign of its main store in Parken stadium has been also planned, in order to 

elicit a more compelling brand experience for fans. 

 

FCK is aiming at strengthening its connection with its local community, as a high 

interest towards the team and a only-partially exploited potential for attracting more 

fans has been detected in the city and its closer surroundings. The club is also 

undergoing a process that will lead to the definition of its CSR profile, a preliminary 

condition for planning a significant expansion of its social commitment. 

 

The exhibition of memorabilia in the stadium’s foyer and, in the future, in official 

stores is the first step FC København is undertaking to pre-test the possibilities of 

opening a team’s museum.  

 

Finally, the club is working with Carlsberg to reinforce the partnership between the 

two brands, in order to generate more synergies and create win-win situations. 
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7.7 Generalisation of results and managerial implications 

The benchmark analysis for FC København demonstrates how football brand 

managers, by taking strategic action on certain associations, can aim at enhancing 

the perceived value of their brand among supporters. 

 

Practical examples, in particular, reinforce the concept that brand associations in 

team sports should be considered as interrelated, as emerged from the correlation 

analysis in empirical study II. History / Tradition (HIS), for instance, has an evident 

importance in creating international recognition and appeal for the brand (INT), can 

be used to expand the range of official products with “historical merchandise” (BEX) 

and sees the team’s home ground (STA) as its main stage (moreover, stadiums often 

house team museums too). HIS, INT, BEX and STA, in fact, resulted to be highly 

correlated. Another clear example is the correlation between CSR, LOC and COM: 

social responsible activities are usually credited of strengthening the connection with 

the local community of fans; however, making good use of communication is also 

necessary to create awareness about those activities and improve the club’s image. 

 

Marketing strategies and activities have therefore a crucial role in nurturing a football 

brand’s equity. However, not all of the 18 selected brand association could be 

influenced by marketing to the same degree. As the study of the FCK brand scores 

and possibilities for improvement revealed, brand associations in team sports can be 

classified as follows: 

 

• 10 associations that marketing can directly influence (Area 1 and 2 in 

the benchmark analysis). Those are: BEX, BMA, COM, CSR, GEX, HIS, INT, 

LOC, REL, STA. Due to the high correlation among many of those, carrying 

out actions on a single association is likely to produce effects also on one or 

more of the other ones. 

• 2 associations that marketing can indirectly influence (Area 4). Unlike 

the previous ones, FID and TKN cannot be directly influenced by marketing 

actions, but only by operating on different correlated associations. A club can, 

for instance, improve the quality of the services in its stadium (STA) through 

staff training, the renewal of spectator facilities, adding new services, etc. 

Oppositely to that, the level of FID cannot be increased autonomously, as it 

results from the combination of each fan’s personal involvement and interest 
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in the team, as well as his/her evaluations on other brand associations 

correlated to that one. 

• 4 associations on which marketing has limited influence (Area 3). The 

“human factors”, PLA, COA, MAN and PRE have an important role in defining 

a club’s success, both on the pitch and in terms of brand equity. However, 

fans’ evaluations on them are mainly performance-related, whereas 

marketing can still intervene for their influence on other associations (mainly 

in terms of public image and visibility on the media). 

• 2 associations that marketing cannot influence (Area 5). SUC and LEA 

are respectively the first and fourth most important associations in defining 

brand equity, according to the results of empirical study I. Nevertheless, 

marketing has practically no influence on them. SUC is highly correlated with 

PLA, COA, and MAN (all being associations on which marketing has a limited 

influence) and has a significant effect on INT. Marketing activities can benefit 

from the team’s performances, but they cannot compensate them when they 

do not live up to expectations. The perceived league level resulted as 

fundamental in shaping brand equity, especially in terms of international 

appeal, but it also resulted substantially out of control for a single club. 

 

 
Figure 7.4: Visual map of relations among brand associations in team sports and different degrees of 

possible influence by marketing. 
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The visual map in figure 7.4 offers an overview on the four typologies of brand 

associations and the way they are interrelated. By further studying correlations 

among them, it is possible to identify four groups of associations, fundamentally 

representing different sides of a football brand: 

 

• The red circle (SUC, PLA, COA, MAN and PRE) includes highly correlated 

associations that are mainly related to the football team as a product and its 

performance; SUC, in particular, plays a catalyst role in this group. 

Interestingly, marketing as limited or even no power on those. 

• In the green one, four associations (GEX, STA, BEX and HIS) appear to be 

interconnected for their importance in shaping the product delivery. In this 

case, instead, marketing can play a major role in their definition and in 

influencing evaluations from supporters. 

• The violet circle groups three key associations in the definition of fan 

involvement (FID, TKN and COM). Besides communication, marketing can 

affect FID and TKN through actions on other brand associations. 

• Finally, the remaining associations do not fall into those three circles for two 

possible reasons: 1) they are linked to only one or more associations part of 

these groups but not the majority of them (e.g. the level of REL is depending 

on the club, represented by MAN and PRE, but not on the actual team and its 

performances); 2) they are substantially between two poles, being correlated 

with many other elements belonging to different circles (e.g. BMA is in 

between FID and BEX; INT is related with all the associations regarding 

product delivery as well as the main ones in defining the on-the-pitch 

performances of the team). 
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8. Conclusions 
 

Long gone are the days when it just took a ball and 22 players to run after it. With 

sport having evolved from a “game” to a global marketplace, brand represents the 

most valuable asset for football clubs (Kanyak et al., 2008). Football teams, as a 

commercial product, are nowadays competing with other leisure offers (Bauer et al., 

2005); therefore, a professional management of their brands (Chadwick, 2007) 

represents a necessary condition for their business success (Bridgewater, 2010). 

 

In 2005, the American businessman Malcolm Glazer acquired the control stake of 

Manchester United for about € 900 million, an amount almost 5 times its revenues at 

the time (AccountancyAge, 2005; Hill and Vincent, 2006). However, owning a strong 

brand goes beyond its book value and depends on its qualitative dimensions 

(Blackston, 1996). Accordingly, the focus of our research has been on football fans 

and how their perceptions, opinions and evaluations constitute the consumer-based 

brand equity of their supported clubs.  

 

A football brand is more than a heraldic crest and glorious name: it is a concept 

encompassing all the main factors and aspects related to it and determining its 

success, both on the pitch and commercially. “Athletic success is, but one important 

determinant of the strength of a brand” (Bauer et al., 2005 – p. 497). Starting from 

a thorough examination and comparison of the main academic contributions in the 

field (Gladden and Funk, 2002; Bauer et al., 2005; Ross et al., 2006; Richelieu et al., 

2011; Koo, 2009), a set of 18 brand associations has been developed in order to 

investigate the antecedents of brand equity in team sports. Our first empirical study 

proved that different associations have different weights in shaping consumer-based 

brand equity: Athletic success still plays a primary role, although it is closely followed 

by Game experience, Pride and place and other elements marketing can affect to a 

higher degree. 

 

The assessment of each association through specifically defined questions and 

resulting indicators can provide managers cues on the performance of individual 

traits of their brands and can be useful to measure the effectiveness of marketing 

strategies and actions. However, it does not offer an overall snapshot of their brand’s 
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health, how they perform in comparison with the industry and where their 

development potential lies. The BrandAsset Valuator® model and its PowerGrid 

constitute the core of our framework due to their capacity of satisfying the above-

mentioned necessities and answer the second part of our research question: “How 

can brand equity for a football team be measured?” 

 

Unlike traditional markets, the nature of the sport product prefigures it as hardly 

predictable (performance is harder to control and could easily vary in the short-

term), based on a mainly experiential and emotional kind of consumption and 

predominantly providing intangible benefits (Mullin et al., 2000). Furthermore, 

football supporters, as customers, show levels of involvement, passion and loyalty far 

higher than the ones of traditional industries’ brand communities (Bridgewater, 

2010). Nevertheless, those levels are subjective and vary heterogeneously according 

to different individuals – as differences emerged from the sample of our research 

confirmed. As a consequence of these aspects, the implementation of an adapted 

version of the BAV® model and PowerGrid resulted necessary. 

 

The first adaptation occurred in the use of Keller’s Consumer-Based Brand Equity 

(2003) as a bridging framework in the transposition of the 45 questions (elaborated 

from the set of 18 associations) into the four BAV® dimensions. As stated by Bauer 

et al. (2005), “awareness does not provide a sound basis for explaining brand 

equity” (p. 500): brand awareness of professional football teams can be taken from 

granted, in particular in their domestic markets, and considering the scope of our 

analysis (targeted on individuals that are already supporters of a certain team). 

Therefore, the first and normally (i.e. in traditional industries) essential level of the 

CBBE Pyramid, Brand Salience, has not been integrated in our model (NB: the 

Knowledge dimension of the BAV® model does not coincide with Keller’s concept of 

Brand Knowledge. In fact, it refers mainly to the familiarity that customers have with 

it, conceptually closer to Brand Resonance, the higher level of the CBBE Pyramid). 

 

A second and more radical adaption resulted necessary due to the nature of fan 

involvement and the composition of our sample. Individuals’ support of a team 

depends on the psychological connection they have with it; hence, each fan can be 

different from others in terms of the degree he/she identifies with a team, eventually 

shaping his/her behaviour, attitudes and loyalty (Murrell and Dietz, 1992). Our 
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research demonstrated that the Relevance dimension of BAV® is in fact affected by 

the subjectivity behind the identification of a fan with his/her favourite team. The 

regression analysis, carried out on the dependent variable “being a supporter of my 

team is important to me” (ImpMe), showed a high correlation between ImpMe and 

both Relevance (calculated over the Fan Identification and Pride and Place 

associations) and the Team Knowledge association. 

 

Regarding the composition of our sample, the analysis of involvement and 

knowledge scores revealed significant differences among the fan bases of the seven 

clubs examined in our study. These differences are mainly ascribable to the random 

nature of the sample, rather than reflecting the actual distribution of differently 

involved fans for each team. Therefore, due to the subjectivity of fan identification 

and the heterogeneity of our sample, an adapted version of the BAV® model has 

been elaborated by excluding the Relevance dimension from the calculation of Brand 

Strength and the Team Knowledge association from the calculation of Brand Stature. 

 

The assessment of FC København’s current consumer-based brand equity and, in 

particular, the benchmark analysis carried out with other six major European football 

clubs helped us to answer the third and final part of our research problem: “How can 

marketing strategies and actions create and enhance brand equity?” 

 

The first major finding in this direction is that not all the brand associations 

constituting brand equity in team sports can be affected by marketing to an equal 

degree. As presented in paragraph 7.7, only 10 associations out of 18 can be directly 

influenced by marketing actions (i.e. BEX, BMA, COM, CSR, GEX, HIS, INT, LOC, REL, 

STA), whereas 2 (FID, TKN) can be indirectly affected by leveraging other 

associations. Marketing can also work on the four “human factors” (PLA, COA, MAN, 

PRE) in terms of image and communication, especially in the light of the influence 

those elements have on other associations: nevertheless, their evaluations by 

supporters mainly depend on performance-related factors. Finally, two associations 

of primary importance for brand equity (SUC, LEA) appear to be beyond the sphere 

of marketing power. 

 

The analysis of statistical correlations between the 18 selected brand associations 

further supported an evidence emerging from the benchmark analysis: several 
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interrelations are occurring among different brand associations in team sports. In 

particular, the analysis of correlation dynamics led to a contextual classification of 

these associations. As presented in paragraph 7.7, three main groups have been 

identified, according to their function: product performance, product delivery and 

involvement. Interestingly, the first group (including Athletic success and the four 

above-mentioned “human factors”) comprises the majority of those aspects that 

marketing can hardly or just partially affect. The second and third group, instead, 

respectively includes associations that can be directly and indirectly influenced. 

Finally, the six remaining associations are mainly a “satellite” of another association 

or equally positioned between two of the previously mentioned groups. 

 

No brand association is an island. The existence of significant correlations among 

association implies the necessity for managers to understand that a change in an 

individual aspect can provoke a ripple effect on other associations. Integrated 

Marketing Communications, one of the most discussed concepts in Marketing, states 

the necessity of planning and delivering a consistent message, as well as benefitting 

from synergies among different media and channels (Percy and Elliott, 2005). 

Similarly, as the FC København case clearly shows, the necessity of developing 

integrated marketing strategies emerges for sports club brands, as an imperative to 

fully benefit from interrelations among different brand associations and to develop a 

strong and valuable brand. 

 

In conclusion, we believe that this Master’s Thesis contributes to the body of 

knowledge in the discipline of brand management in sports by: 

• Defining a comprehensive set of 18 brand associations in team sports, by 

discussing and combining the main existing models and frameworks; 

• Understanding the different degree of importance of each association in 

defining and measuring brand equity; 

• Studying the use and the necessary adjustments of the BAV® framework for 

the measurement of brand equity in a industry, such as the sports one, with 

remarkably different characteristics compared to traditional sectors; 

• Circumscribing the sphere of action of marketing strategies and actions in the 

definition and enhancement of brand equity; 

• Analysing the interrelations between different brand associations in team 

sports. 
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8.1 Limitations and future research 

Our proposed framework for defining, measuring and enhancing the brand equity 

has been developed in order to embrace all the major aspects contributing to the 

definition of a sports club brand, focusing primarily on football. The integrated 

concept of brand proposed by Mühlbacher and Hemetsberger (2006) has been 

adopted in order to delimitate the scope of our study, in particular in terms of target 

(the brand interest group of football fans) and considered associations (associations 

constituting brand meaning for football fans and related to brand touchpoints the 

club can control or influence). 

 

Different typologies of fans. The analysis of our survey’s respondents highlighted 

the existence of differences among football fans: indicators such as levels of 

involvement and loyalty, geographical provenance (local, domestic or “satellite”) or 

number of supported teams could be adopted (and combined) to identify different 

segments of customers. In our survey, football fans were asked the same range of 

questions about their favourite team regardless of whether they were local, domestic 

or satellite supporters (with the exception of the ones relating to “Pride and Place”, 

administered only to the ones who declared to support a team from their city or 

region). However, it is expectable that different types of fans could have different 

sets of brand associations and, in addition, different importance ratings for them – 

e.g. satellite supporters may give more importance to the athletic success of a team, 

whereas local ones, instead, could have stronger cues in terms of Pride and place 

(Branscombe and Wann, 1991).  

 

The implications of the existence of diverse segments of fans with different 

characteristics are twofold: 

• Alongside the proposed use of the BAV® model (i.e. to measure brand equity 

of a club and compare it with other ones), a BAV® PowerGrid could be 

implemented for a single team, segmenting results by typologies of 

supporters (e.g. combining different characteristics as high/medium/low 

involvement; local/domestic/satellite; etc.).  

• However, it should be taken into consideration whether the same set of 

associations and weights can be applied tout court for all different segments. 
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Results show that a number of football fans, especially in countries like Denmark 

(whose national league is not one of the top ones in Europe), are supporting at least 

two teams, with one mainly competing in a foreign championship. In our survey, 

those fans have been asked to answer only about the team they support the most. 

However, they would hold associations towards the brands of their second and/or 

third supported teams as well. Furthermore, these fans could result as local, 

domestic or satellite supporters of these teams (and, as mentioned before, they 

could thus have different sets of associations and importance scales). Moreover, 

further researches could be undertaken in order to investigate whether the nature of 

second or third-supported team results in differences in terms of fan identification, 

as well as other sets of associations and/or importance scales.  

 

Relevance. The reasons leading to the exclusion of the Relevance dimension and 

Team Knowledge associations from the adapted version of the BAV® model have 

been discussed in chapter 6 and in the conclusions. Nevertheless, the heterogeneity 

of the sample and the high correlation with the ImpMe indicator do not imply that 

the three excluded associations (i.e. Fan Identification, Pride and Place and Team 

Knowledge) are not significant indicators in the measurement of brand equity. For 

future research, these components may be re-added while developing a BAV® for a 

single brand, as fans could be segmented according to their involvement levels, 

hence overcoming the issue of heterogeneity. 

 

Questions. Survey questions were created with the aim of giving a general 

overview on brand associations for football clubs, irrespective of teams and 

typologies of fans. Nevertheless, the transposition of brand associations in the four 

BAV® dimensions is highly dependent on which specific aspect each question is 

addressing. For instance, the three answers concerning Players were used for 

calculating both Esteem (adequate level; alignment with club values) and 

Differentiation (presence of star players). However, other aspects concerning players 

can affect other BAV® dimensions: e.g. the presence of a “fellow countryman”, a 

“native” player has been found to be a primary reason for Asian fans to support an 

European team (Chadwick, 2007), generating therefore Relevance for these satellite 

supporters. Accordingly, the transposition of associations and questions to the BAV® 

dimensions should not be considered as a permanent framework, but it needs to be 

tailored according to questions and scope of the research. 
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Social identity. Lin and Lin (2008) proposed that main factors affecting sports fans’ 

behaviour include psychological aspects, emotional identification, social acceptance, 

brand symbolism and self-image. Individuals develop a social identity as they 

categorise themselves and others into social groups in order to make sense of their 

social environment. Moreover, an individual will tend to think of his/her group as 

superior to other ones (Lin and Lin, 2008). Accordingly, supporters might reckon all 

the team associations and their fan community as the best ones, which eventually 

can create bias in their attitudes. Underwood et al. (2001) stated that social identity 

is the emotional connection between the consumer and the service brand. The 

authors proposed that heightened identification with a sports team should result in 

higher levels of brand equity for the team: the greater the degree of social 

identification, the greater the level of customer-based brand equity.  

 

Besides the high levels of loyalty and identification archetypal of the industry 

(Bridgewater, 2010), social group biases and a strong emotional connections with 

the brand could be plausible explanations for the concentration of all the analysed 

brands in (or in the proximity of) the top-right quadrant of the BAV® PowerGrid. 

 

Size of fan base. “Fans are the mainstay of football. Without fans […] there would 

be no revenue from match attendance, merchandise sales, broadcast revenue, or 

value for corporate organisations that sponsor teams” (Bridgewater, 2010 – p. 6). 

Not surprisingly, one of the main priorities emerged from the FC København case 

study is increasing the number of supporters and their loyalty. Gieske and Forato 

(2004) observed a significant relationship between brand value and the revenue 

generated by the brand; hence, the more supporters an organisation has, the 

greater the potential to generate revenues and increase its brand equity. Whereas 

the connection between revenues and number of fans (customers) is evident, further 

studies could be carried to consider whether the size of a club’s fan base can also 

affect the consumer-based brand equity. 

 

Generalisation. The reasons for supporting a sports team could be similar among 

different sports (Koo, 2009), such as football, volleyball, basketball, rugby, hockey, 

etc. Nevertheless, brand associations and their relative importance may vary 

depending among different disciplines, competition levels, countries and cultures. 
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Our research targeted football supporters of European teams, due to the prominence 

and established commercial success of that sport in the continent (Bridgewater, 

2010). In order to expand our framework to other sports and/or other geographical 

areas, re-examining the model according to those perspectives would be necessary. 

 

The acknowledgement of the limitations of this research allows us to identify several 

directions for the study of brand equity in the football industry and, in general, in 

team sports. The existence of several possibilities to segment the category of football 

fans opens the doors for deepening the study of brand equity antecedents and how 

those may vary according to different typologies of consumers. Although fans are 

undoubtedly a major foundation of the success of a sports brand, other types of 

customers and, overall, stakeholders can be as well significant in the determination 

of its equity, and should be thus taken into consideration. Finally, the predictable 

existence of differences among specific sports, contexts and cultures reaffirms the 

necessity of future research projects to expand the scope of our enquiry to the study 

of brand equity from the domain of football to different team sports. 
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Appendix I: Surveys 
 

A. Brand Associations Survey 

Do you support a football team? Y   N 

Please rate how the following associations are important to you when you 

think about your football team? 

 Not important             Very important 

Athletic success 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Performance of the team, victories, strength. 

History & Tradition  1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Legendary history, heritage, past achievements. 

Players 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Squad, star players, values. 

Coach  1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Performance, reputation. 

Management  1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Competence, decision making. 

President  1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Reputation, leadership, personality. 

League level 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Quality of the teams, excitement of the league. 

Place of origin  1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Team representing your city/region, local pride. 

Attachment to the team  1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Identification with the team, importance of the team for you. 

Community involvement 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
CSR, charity initiatives. 

Stadium  1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Structure, services, “home of your team”. 

Game experience 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Quality of the game, excitement, atmosphere. 

International appeal  1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Team well known abroad, competitive internationally. 

Brand identity 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Distinctiveness of logo, uniform, etc. 

Official products 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Range and quality of products, location of official stores. 

Relationship club-fans 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Attention to fan, membership opportunities, etc. 

Communication with fans 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Website (content, updates, etc.), social media. 
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Your knowledge about the team 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
Is it important for you knowing a lot about your team? 

 

Sex:   M   F Age: ______ 

 

B. Branding in Football 
(published on www.footballsurvey.tk - translated in Catalan, French, Italian, Spanish, Turkish) 

 

Welcome to our survey about Branding in Football. We are two students from 

Copenhagen Business School and your answers will be a major help for developing 

our Master’s Thesis. 

 

This survey only takes about 5 minutes and you will be entered into a drawing for 

winning the football shirt of your favourite team. Your answers will be anonymous. 

 

 

1. Which football team(s) are you supporting? 

o A team playing in my domestic league 

o A team playing in a foreign league 

o 2 or more teams, in my domestic and/or foreign leagues 

 

2. Which is the name of the football team you mainly support? 

If you support more than one team, please indicate the one you support the most 

Team: ______________ 

 

3. All the following questions pertain to your mainly supported team. 

Please rate the following statements from 1 (strongly disagree) and 7 (strongly 

agree). 

 

4. Is it your favourite team from your city / region?   Y N 

 

5. 

Being a fan of my team is not important to me*   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

I consider myself an expert about my team    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

I watch every game of my team     1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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6. History & Tradition 

My team has a legendary history     1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My team has a history of winning     1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The logo reflects the identity of my team    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The logo of my team has a lot of meaning to me   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The uniform of my team is distinctive from other teams’ ones 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

 

7. Athletic success 

I am not satisfied with the results of my team*   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My team is stronger than its main rivals    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

8. Domestic league 

My team is playing in the league with the best teams  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My team is playing in one of the most exciting leagues  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

9. International competitions 

I consider my team competitive at international level  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My team has a strong name abroad     1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

 

10. Players 

The current players are good enough for my team   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The current players represent the values of my club   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My team has one or more star players    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

11. Coach 

I like the performance of my team’s coach    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The coach has a big reputation     1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

12. Management 

My club has the best managers     1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The management of my club makes good decisions   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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13. President 

The president of my club has a good reputation among fans 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The president has a strong personality and leadership  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

 

14. Social responsibility 

My club is contributing to the society     1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

I appreciate the charity initiatives of my club   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

15. Place of origin [only if answer to question 4 was YES] 

My team is representing my city/region    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My team’s players are representing my city/region   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My team makes me proud of where I live / come from  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

 

16. Stadium and game experience 

My club’s stadium makes attending a game a better experience 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The stadium feels like the home of my team    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

I like the services in my team’s stadium    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My team’s games are exciting      1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The atmosphere at the stadium is great    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

17. Merchandise 

I buy merchandise of my team every season    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My team does not have enough official stores*   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My team offers many products for fans under its brand  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

I want to see my team's name on these products   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

 

18. You and the team 

I feel that my team’s success is also my success   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

I often talk about my team with my family and/or friends  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

I feel part of a community of fans supporting my team  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
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19. Relationship with fans 

I feel that the club pays attention to its supporters   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

I feel that the club does not respects its fans*   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

My club gives me the opportunity of being a member  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

20. Communication with fans 

I check the team’s website every day    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The website has rich, updated and multimedia contents  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

The website is well designed and user friendly   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

I follow my team on social media (e.g. official pages on  

Facebook, YouTube, Twitter; mobile applications)   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

 

21 You informed us that you support more than one football club. Please 

indicate the other football team(s) you support: 

[only if answer to question 1 was the third option] 

Team: ______________ 

 

 

22. Age    __ 

23. Sex    M  F 

24. Nationality   __ 

25. Country of residence  __ 

26. Education   Less than High School 

     High School 

     Bachelor Degree 

     Master’s Degree 

     Doctoral Degree 

 

27. Optional comments  __ 

 

* Negative questions (score eventually reversed in analysis) 
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Appendix II: Cross loadings and outer loadings 
 

 

 

  

Differentiation Relevance Esteem Knowledge Differentiation Relevance Esteem Knowledge

GEX_ExGame ,897 ,033 -,058 ,113 PLA_Values ,056 ,372 ,744 ,279

PLA_Star ,854 ,056 -,234 ,051 PLA_GoodEn ,312 ,205 ,898 ,300

GEX_Atmos ,851 ,267 -,127 ,008 COA_Perf -,048 ,051 ,870 ,207

BEX_LocStor ,833 ,215 -,465 ,036 MAN_Best ,102 ,070 ,759 -,120

HIS_WinHis ,831 ,034 ,417 ,027 CSR_Social ,149 ,228 ,766 ,203

HIS_LegHis ,799 ,156 ,071 ,122 COA_Reput -,315 ,180 ,785 ,050

BMA_Unif ,796 ,032 ,280 ,328 MAN_GoodDe ,436 ,410 ,794 ,044

INT_Known ,795 ,097 ,096 -,008 SUC_SatRes ,045 ,172 ,607 ,054

STA_BestExp ,758 ,302 ,473 ,074 INT_Compet ,294 ,278 ,883 ,025

BEX_Many ,733 ,165 ,410 ,033 PRE_Reput ,137 ,287 ,851 -,164

STA_HomeT ,726 ,076 ,172 ,130 PRE_PersLead -,112 ,175 ,828 ,210

FID_WatchG ,145 ,873 ,278 -,184 CSR_Apprec ,245 -,185 ,755 ,339

LOC_Proud ,290 ,815 ,100 ,089 SUC_Rivals ,394 ,114 ,910 -,202

FID_TSucMe ,217 ,802 -,110 -,025 HIS_WinHis ,225 -,007 ,936 ,059

FID_TalkFF ,061 ,785 ,238 ,085 STA_Service ,364 ,313 ,762 ,193

LOC_ReprReg ,097 ,780 ,289 ,069 INT_Known ,217 ,323 ,855 ,071

LOC_PlaReg ,247 ,751 ,169 ,109 LEA_BestT ,259 ,059 ,908 ,100

FID_ComFan -,150 ,733 ,218 -,095 LEA_Excit ,289 ,304 ,794 ,114

COM_WebDes ,204 ,353 ,766 ,103

COM_WebCont ,244 ,250 ,783 ,223

TKN_ExpT ,272 ,210 ,062 ,897

BMA_IdT ,420 ,220 ,085 ,891

BMA_MeanMe ,141 ,318 ,079 ,861

COM_SocMed ,179 -,183 ,113 ,857

COM_WebFreq ,225 -,248 ,199 ,846

REL_RespF ,084 -,316 ,085 ,765

BEX_LikeName ,265 ,088 ,167 ,761

BEX_Buy ,343 ,123 ,024 ,758

REL_AttenF ,266 ,268 ,043 ,749
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Appendix III: Correlations between associations 
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Appendix IV: Brand associations scores 

 

Total means for brand associations and comparison between FCK and Industry. 

  

BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry
SUC 5,38 0,60 2,09 3,25 5,50 6,05 4,23 6,49 4,78

BEX 4,25 -0,49 3,91 4,24 4,28 6,03 5,11 5,20 4,74

BMA 5,20 -0,23 4,40 4,91 5,62 5,80 5,72 5,97 5,43

COA 3,73 -1,54 2,50 4,04 6,24 4,98 5,92 6,76 5,28

COM 4,90 0,18 4,35 5,03 4,55 4,78 4,81 4,70 4,72

CSR 4,47 -0,88 5,21 5,06 5,69 6,28 5,52 6,20 5,35

FID 5,07 -0,03 4,69 4,20 5,87 6,10 5,27 5,17 5,09

GEX 4,75 -1,07 4,97 5,45 5,71 5,65 5,94 6,21 5,82

HIS 4,80 -0,91 5,36 6,63 3,51 6,66 6,49 6,56 5,71

INT 3,95 -1,00 2,82 6,05 4,03 5,10 5,41 6,84 4,95

MAN 4,67 0,18 2,41 3,24 5,73 4,03 4,87 5,07 4,48

LEA 3,17 -1,52 3,44 5,23 5,31 3,85 3,94 5,46 4,69

PLA 4,62 -0,61 3,91 4,29 5,58 5,44 4,97 6,71 5,23

PRE 4,50 -0,12 2,74 4,82 5,35 4,35 5,75 4,58 4,62

LOC 5,50 0,04 4,64 4,67 6,23 4,81 4,45 6,45 5,46

REL 5,43 0,16 4,97 5,13 4,92 4,77 5,58 5,66 5,28

STA 5,72 0,15 5,47 5,94 4,28 5,76 5,75 5,89 5,57

TKN 5,00 0,09 4,88 4,59 5,31 5,57 5,00 4,79 4,91

FCK
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Appendix V: BAV® scores 

 

Total means of brand associations re-classified in order to calculate the four BAV® 

dimensions and resulting Brand Strength and Stature. 

  

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB
HIS 4,80 5,36 6,63 3,51 6,66 6,49 6,56

BMA 5,27 5,43 5,35 5,08 5,53 5,96 5,96

INT 3,57 3,29 6,68 3,62 5,15 5,34 6,84

PLA 4,97 4,38 5,83 5,21 5,71 5,27 6,87

STA 5,72 5,62 6,06 4,72 5,94 5,92 6,12

GEX 4,75 4,97 5,45 5,71 5,65 5,94 6,21

BEX 4,40 4,74 5,13 4,04 6,31 4,94 5,99

4,78 4,83 5,89 4,58 5,85 5,72 6,38

FID 5,07 4,69 4,20 5,87 6,10 5,27 5,17

LOC 5,50 4,64 4,67 6,23 4,81 4,45 6,45

5,29 4,66 4,44 6,05 5,43 4,85 5,84

5,04 4,75 5,17 5,32 5,64 5,28 6,11

SUC 5,38 2,09 3,25 5,50 6,05 4,23 6,49

PLA 4,45 3,68 3,51 5,77 5,31 4,83 6,63

COA 3,73 2,50 4,04 6,24 4,98 5,92 6,76

MAN 4,67 2,41 3,24 5,73 4,03 4,87 5,07

PRE 4,50 2,74 4,82 5,35 4,35 5,75 4,58

CSR 4,47 5,21 5,06 5,69 6,28 5,52 6,20

STA 5,73 5,18 5,68 3,41 5,39 5,42 5,42

LEA 3,17 3,44 5,23 5,31 3,85 3,94 5,46

COM 5,18 4,85 5,53 4,69 4,61 5,10 5,18

INT 4,33 2,35 5,42 4,44 5,05 5,49 6,84

4,55 3,37 4,52 5,23 4,99 5,04 5,91

BMA 5,17 3,88 4,69 5,90 5,93 5,60 5,97

REL 5,43 4,97 5,13 4,92 4,77 5,58 5,66

BEX 4,10 3,09 3,35 4,51 5,76 5,27 4,42

COM 4,62 3,85 4,54 4,41 4,96 4,52 4,21

TKN 5,00 4,88 4,59 5,31 5,57 5,00 4,79

4,87 4,16 4,47 5,03 5,41 5,19 5,02

4,71 3,76 4,49 5,13 5,20 5,12 5,46Brand Stature
Knowledge

Esteem

BAV® scores

Differentiation

Relevance
Brand Strength
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Appendix VI: Benchmark analysis 
 

This appendix analyses the individual scores for associations and, in particular for 

FCK and selected case studies, questions. Facts and data have been presented to FC 

København management in November 2011 and lead the recommendations 

expressed in chapter 7.5. 

 

 
Areas of actions for enhancing brand equity for FC København. 
  

BEX$

HIS$

GEX$

LOC$

CSR$

INT$

COM$

BMA$

REL$

STA$

PLA$

COA$

MAN$

PRE$

FID$

TKN$

SUC$

LEA$

Improvements$are$
needed$

Improvements$are$
possible$

Limited$influence$by$
markeIng$

Indirect$influence$by$
markeIng$

Cannot$be$influenced$
by$markeIng$

Area$1$ Area$2$ Area$3$ Area$4$

Area$5$
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Questions and codes 

Code Short name Question
BEX_Buy Purchase frequency I buy merchandise of my team every season

BEX_LikeNa Use of brand I want to see my team's name on these products

BEX_LocSto Store location My team does not have enough official stores**

BEX_Many Product range My team offers many products for fans under its brand

BMA_IdT Logo and identity The logo reflects the identity of my team

BMA_MeanMe Meaningful logo The logo of my team has a lot of meaning to me

BMA_Unif Distinctive uniform The uniform of my team is distinctive from other teams’ ones

COA_Perf Performance I like the performance of my team’s coach

COA_Reput Reputation The coach has a big reputation

COM_SocMed Social media I follow my team on social media

COM_WebCon Website content The website has rich, updated and multimedia contents

COM_WebDes Website design The website is well designed and user friendly

COM_WebFre Website frequency I check the team’s website every day

CSR_Apprec Fan appreciation I appreciate the charity initiatives of my club

CSR_Social Social contribution My club is contributing to the society

FID_ComFan Community belonging I feel part of a community of fans supporting my team

FID_TalkFF Talking about team I often talk about my team with my family and/or friends

FID_TSucMe Empathy I feel that my team’s success is also my success

FID_WatchG Watch every game I watch every game of my team

GEX_Atmos Atmosphere The atmosphere at the stadium is great

GEX_ExGame Game excitement My team’s games are exciting

HIS_LegHis Legendary history My team has a legendary history

HIS_WinHis History of winning My team has a history of winning

INT_Compet Competitive I consider my team competitive at international level

INT_Known Well known My team has a strong name abroad

LEA_BestT Best teams My team is playing in the league with the best teams

LEA_Excit Exciting league My team is playing in one of the most exciting leagues

LOC_PlaReg Team represents My team is representing my city/region**

LOC_Proud Local pride My team makes me proud of where I live / come from**

LOC_RepReg Local players My team’s players are representing my city/region**

MAN_Best Best managers My club has the best managers

MAN_GoodDe Good decision The management of my club makes good decisions

PLA_GoodEn Good enough The current players are good enough for my team

PLA_Star Stars My team has one or more star players

PLA_Values Values alignment The current players represent the values of my club

PRE_PersLd Leadership The president has a strong personality and leadership

PRE_Reput Reputation The president of my club has a good reputation among fans

REL_AttenF Attention to fans I feel that the club pays attention to its supporters

REL_RespF Respect to fans I feel that the club does not respects its fans*

STA_BestEx Experience My club’s stadium makes attending a game a better experience

STA_HomeT Home of the team The stadium feels like the home of my team

STA_Serv Services I like the services in my team’s stadium

SUC_Rivals Stronger than rivals My team is stronger than its main rivals

SUC_SatRes Satisfying results I am not satisfied with the results of my team*

TKN_ExpT Expert about team I consider myself an expert about my team

ImpMe ImpMe Being a fan of my team is not important to me*

* Negative question (results have been reversed in calaculation as it if was a positive question)
** Question asked only to fans who specified they supported a team from they city / region
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Pictures of different stores used for benchmark analysis (sources, from top left, 

clockwise: Vittorio Pennazio, juventus.com, fenerbahce.org, Vittorio Pennazio). 

 

Brand extensions (BEX)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

4,25 3,91 4,24 4,28 6,03 5,11 5,20 4,74

BEX_Buy 3,17 BEX_Buy 4,94

BEX_LocSto 3,33 BEX_LocSto 6,63

BEX_Many 5,47 BEX_Many 5,99

BEX_LikeNa 5,03 BEX_LikeNa 6,57

BEX_Buy 3,20 BEX_Buy 3,92

BEX_LocSto 4,92 BEX_LocSto 5,76

BEX_Many 5,36 BEX_Many 6,21

BEX_LikeNa 5,46 BEX_LikeNa 4,92

          FC København           Fenerbahce

          Industry           FC Barcelona

•  Purchase frequency, product range and use of the 
brand in line with the industry 

•  Weakness: store location (only 2 stores) 

•  Wide and appropriate choice of products 

•  High purchase frequency 
•  198 official stores in Turkey 

•  2,000 m2 Superstore in Camp Nou 

•  8 FCBotiga in Catalunia, strategic locations 

•  Large licensing policy 
•  Maybe too wide product range 

19#
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Photos of the FC Barcelona Museum - from top left, clockwise: trophies, 

memorabilia, photo stand, Camp Nou stadium tour, multimedia panels (source: 

Vittorio Pennazio) 

 

History / Tradition (HIS)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

4,80 5,36 6,63 3,51 6,66 6,49 6,56 5,71

HIS_LegHis 4,30 HIS_LegHis 6,76

HIS_WinHis 5,30 HIS_WinHis 6,57

HIS_LegHis 5,92 HIS_LegHis 6,68

HIS_WinHis 5,49 HIS_WinHis 6,59

HIS_LegHis 6,68

HIS_WinHis 6,43

          FC København           Fenerbahce

          Industry           Juventus FC

          FC Barcelona

21#

•  19-year-old, little history… 

•  …but a winning one 

•  Est. 1907, top league titles winner 

•  Multi-sports, many athletes at the Olympics 

•  Est. 1897, most winning team in Italy 

•  Large use of legendary players’ image 

•  Est. 1899 by Joan Gamper & Co. 

•  FCB Museum: > 1 mln visitors 

•  Stadium, history, memorabilia, trophies 

•  Centenary shirt still on sale 
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International appeal (INT)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

3,95 2,82 6,05 4,03 5,10 5,41 6,84 4,95

INT_Compet 4,33 INT_Compet 6,84

INT_Known 3,57 INT_Known 6,84

INT_Compet 4,73 INT_Compet 5,42

INT_Known 5,16 INT_Known 6,68

          FC København           FC Barcelona

          Industry           Juventus FC 23#

•  “Rookie” on the international stage 

•  Positive international performances 

•  Global appeal 

•  Constant presence in European competitions 

•  One big bang (Galatasaray, 2000) 

Game exprience (GEX)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

4,75 4,97 5,45 5,71 5,65 5,94 6,21 5,82

GEX_ExGame 4,53 GEX_ExGame 6,47

GEX_Atmos 4,97 GEX_Atmos 5,95

GEX_ExGame 5,71 GEX_ExGame 5,42

GEX_Atmos 5,92 GEX_Atmos 6,46

          FC København           FC Barcelona

          Industry           Galatasaray 24#

•  Games are not so exciting (style of play, league?) 

•  Stadium hardly half full (but not in UCL) 

•  Unique style of play 

•  Stadium almost always sold out 

•  New stadium realised with supporters 

•  Atmosphere 

Stadium (STA)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

5,72 5,47 5,94 4,28 5,76 5,75 5,89 5,57

STA_BestEx 5,53 STA_BestEx 5,98

STA_HomeT 5,90 STA_HomeT 6,15

STA_Serv 5,73 STA_Serv 5,68

STA_BestEx 5,66 STA_BestEx 5,92

STA_HomeT 6,06 STA_HomeT 6,32

STA_Serv 4,99 STA_Serv 5,42

          FC København           Juventus FC

          Industry           FC Barcelona
25#

•  Great services 

•  Attendance rates hardly higher than 50% 

•  “Home of the team” could be strengthened 

•  Modern, team colours, club owned 

•  Stands named after 50 star players 

•  Biggest stadium in Europe, almost always full 

•  Other sport arenas, museum, supporters’ service 
office, main official store, etc. 
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Pride and place (LOC)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

5,50 4,64 4,67 6,23 4,81 4,45 6,45 5,46

LOC_RepReg 6,31 LOC_RepReg 6,79

LOC_PlaReg 4,69 LOC_PlaReg 5,88

LOC_Proud 5,50 LOC_Proud 6,68

LOC_RepReg 6,10 LOC_RepReg 6,81

LOC_PlaReg 4,76 LOC_PlaReg 5,22

LOC_Proud 5,51 LOC_Proud 6,65

          FC København           FC Barcelona

          Industry           Udinese Calcio
26#

•  Used to be the “snobby” Østerbro ones 

•  Good connection, but can do better 

•  Combines strong local identity with global appeal 

•  Més que un club: symbol of “Catalanism” 

•  Local players in the first squad 

•  Supporter-owned and operated 

•  Local pride (city’s colours and symbol) 

•  Source of pride in rivalry with neighbours 

Community involvement (CSR)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

4,47 5,21 5,06 5,69 6,28 5,52 6,20 5,35

CSR_Social 4,47 CSR_Social 6,24

CSR_Apprec 4,47 CSR_Apprec 6,31

CSR_Social 5,36 CSR_Social 6,82

CSR_Apprec 5,34 CSR_Apprec 5,58

          FC København           Fenerbahce

          Industry           FC Barcelona 27#

•  CSR activities not easy to find on FCK.dk 

•  Mainly “internal” CSR 

•  Plan to involve FCK in the city (Nørrebro) 

•  Players as CSR ambassadors 

•  Well known in Turkey for CSR 

•  Every BEX has its own CSR projects 

•  Foundation (CSR activities, attracting sponsors) 

•  Partnership with UNICEF 

Communication with fans (COM)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

4,90 4,35 5,03 4,55 4,78 4,81 4,70 4,72

COM_WebFre 4,57 COM_WebFre 3,81

COM_WebCon 5,33 COM_WebCon 5,71

COM_WebDes 5,03 COM_WebDes 5,36

COM_SocMed 4,67 COM_SocMed 5,26

COM_WebFre 3,76

COM_WebCon 5,02

COM_WebDes 5,10

COM_SocMed 4,99

          FC København           Juventus FC

          Industry

28#

•  Website visits frequency higher than the average 

•  Daily updated, multimedia contents (in Danish) 

•  Site original structure from 2006 

•  Mobile application 

•  Design renewed approx. every 2 years 

•  Integration with social media 

•  Website in ITA, ENG, CHN, JAP, IND 

•  Communications in ITA and ENG on social media 
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FCK.dk and Juventus.com homepages (8 November 2011) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brand mark (BMA)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

5,20 4,40 4,91 5,62 5,80 5,72 5,97 5,43

BMA_IdT 5,47 BMA_IdT 6,05

BMA_MeanMe 4,87 BMA_MeanMe 5,89

BMA_Unif 5,27 BMA_Unif 5,96

BMA_IdT 5,69

BMA_MeanMe 5,11

BMA_Unif 5,48

          FC København           FC Barcelona

          Industry
30#

•  Generally in line with the industry 

•  Distinctive uniform 

•  Strong local cues 

•  Distinctive uniform 

•  Wide use (merchandising, different sports) 

Relationship club-fans (REL)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

5,43 4,97 5,13 4,92 4,77 5,58 5,66 5,28

REL_AttenF 5,13 REL_AttenF 5,42

REL_RespF 5,73 REL_RespF 5,89

REL_AttenF 4,98 REL_AttenF 5,50

REL_RespF 5,58 REL_RespF 5,65

          FC København           FC Barcelona

          Industry           Galatasaray 31#

•  Slightly higher than the average 

•  4 different membership packages 

•  Not affected by troubles with hard core fans 

•  Owned and operated by “socis” 

•  Many member benefits: preferential conditions for 
ticket purchase, discounts, activities for members 
and families, supporters’ services office 

•  Mutual relationship 

•  3 different membership packages 

•  New stadium realised with supporters 
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Players (PLA)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

4,62 3,91 4,29 5,58 5,44 4,97 6,71 5,23

PLA_GoodEn 4,40 PLA_GoodEn 6,74

PLA_Values 4,50 PLA_Values 6,53

PLA_Star 4,97 PLA_Star 6,87

PLA_GoodEn 5,02 PLA_GoodEn 5,54

PLA_Values 5,02 PLA_Values 6,00

PLA_Star 5,65 PLA_Star 5,21

          FC København           FC Barcelona

          Industry           Udinese Calcio
32#

•  Positive scores, but below the average 

•  Affected by last summer’s changes? 

•  Skilled and famous 

•  …but also in line with club’s values 

•  Highly regarded by supporters 

•  Considered loyal 

Coach (COA)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

3,73 2,50 4,04 6,24 4,98 5,92 6,76 5,28

COA_Perf 4,03 COA_Perf 6,79

COA_Reput 3,43 COA_Reput 6,74

COA_Perf 5,40 COA_Perf 6,39

COA_Reput 5,15 COA_Reput 6,09

          FC København           FC Barcelona

          Industry           Udinese Calcio 33"

•  Achilles heel 

•  Not easy to replace Ståle Solbakken 

•  No Champions League this year… 

•  One name: Joseph Guardiola 

•  Good reputation for results and style of play 

•  Loyalty to the club 

•  Record result in 2010-11 

Management (MAN)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

4,67 2,41 3,24 5,73 4,03 4,87 5,07 4,48

MAN_Best 4,63 MAN_Best 5,95

MAN_GoodDe 4,70 MAN_GoodDe 5,51

MAN_Best 4,55 MAN_Best 5,08

MAN_GoodDe 4,41 MAN_GoodDe 5,05

          FC København           Udinese Calcio

          Industry           FC Barcelona 35#

•  Positive, slightly higher than the industry 

•  Results, keeping the squad competitive 

•  The most profitable “nursery” 

•  Team is always competitive 

•  Planned renovation of the stadum 

•  Success 

•  Doubled revenues in last 4 years 

•  Cantera 

•  High attention to fans 
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President (PRE)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

4,50 2,74 4,82 5,35 4,35 5,75 4,58 4,62

PRE_Reput 4,50 PRE_Reput 5,88

PRE_PersLd 4,50 PRE_PersLd 5,62

PRE_Reput 4,47 PRE_Reput 5,10

PRE_PersLd 4,76 PRE_PersLd 5,59

          FC København           Galatasaray

          Industry           Udinese Calcio 34#

•  In line with the industry 

•  Don Ø’s departure-turmoil seems to be over 

•  Great business background 

•  Highest number of votes ever 

•  Great investments and expectations 

•  Leadership and communication skills 

•  Raised the bar for the team 

•  Entrepreneur 

•  Solid business model 

Athletic success (SUC)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

5,38 2,09 3,25 5,50 6,05 4,23 6,49 4,78

SUC_SatRes 4,77 SUC_SatRes 6,61

SUC_Rivals 6,00 SUC_Rivals 6,37

SUC_SatRes 4,62 SUC_SatRes 5,53

SUC_Rivals 4,94 SUC_Rivals 6,57

SUC_SatRes 6,18

SUC_Rivals 4,82

          FC København           FC Barcelona

          Industry           Fenerbahce

          Udinese Calcio

36#

•  Successful 

•  Definitely better than rivals 

•  Outstanding recent perfromances 

•  League champions, always in top 3 

•  Kept star players despite the match fixing storm 

•  An historical 4th place and UCL preliminary round 

•  Recent performances far below expectations 

Perceived league level (LEA)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

3,17 3,44 5,23 5,31 3,85 3,94 5,46 4,69

LEA_BestT 3,50 LEA_BestT 5,37

LEA_Excit 2,83 LEA_Excit 5,55

LEA_BestT 4,69 LEA_BestT 3,82

LEA_Excit 4,69 LEA_Excit 3,06

          FC København           FC Barcelona

          Industry           Brøndby IF 37#

•  Low perceived level 

•  FCK domination 

•  Brøndby fans find a bit more exciting 

•  One of the top 5 European Leagues 

•  One of the top 5 European Leagues 

•  Lower than the top 5 leagues 
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Fan identification (FID)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

5,07 4,69 4,20 5,87 6,10 5,27 5,17 5,09

FID_WatchG 5,13 FID_WatchG 6,00

FID_TSucMe 4,73 FID_TSucMe 6,14

FID_TalkFF 5,43 FID_TalkFF 5,88

FID_ComFan 4,97 FID_ComFan 6,39

FID_WatchG 4,86 FID_WatchG 5,77

FID_TSucMe 4,81 FID_TSucMe 5,54

FID_TalkFF 5,45 FID_TalkFF 6,15

FID_ComFan 5,24 FID_ComFan 6,00

          FC København           Fenerbahce

          Udinese Calcio          Industry

This%associa)on%has%not%ben%taken%into%considera)on%for%the%
benchmark%analysis%as%it%highly%depends%on%the%typology%of%fans%
that%took%part%in%the%survey,%which%resulted%not%to%be%
homogeneous%among%the%different%clubs%taken%in%considera)on%
for%this%study.%
%
Furthermore,%managers%can%influence%this%associa)on%not%directly%
but%mainly%through%the%other%aspects%highly%correlated%with%it.%

38%

Team Knowledge (TKN)

FCK BRO JUV UDI FEN GAL FCB Industry

5,00 4,88 4,59 5,31 5,57 5,00 4,79 4,91

TKN_ExpT 5,00 TKN_ExpT 5,31

TKN_ExpT 4,91 TKN_ExpT 5,57

          FC København           Udinese Calcio

          Industry           Fenerbahce

This%associa)on%has%not%ben%taken%into%considera)on%for%the%
benchmark%analysis%as%it%highly%depends%on%the%typology%of%fans%
that%took%part%in%the%survey,%which%resulted%not%to%be%
homogeneous%among%the%different%clubs%taken%in%considera)on%
for%this%study.%
%
Furthermore,%managers%can%influence%this%associa)on%not%directly%
but%mainly%through%the%other%aspects%highly%correlated%with%it.%

39%


